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MAR I NE SCIENCE AND GEOCHEMISTRY IN THE
METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH INSTIT UTE , TOKY O

Francis A. Richards

INTRODUCTION

As my first contribution to Scientific Bulletin, it seems appropriate to report an updating of the activi-
ties of my close friends and associates with whom I worked in 1970-7 1, when I was in Japan under the auspices
of the NSF United States-Japan Cooperative Science Program. In those years I spent six happy months at the
Geochemical Laboratory of the Meteorological Research Institute (MRI); the second six moths were at the Re-
search Institute for Food Science of Kyoto University. So my first liaison activity in Tokyo was to revisit MRI
at Koenji , a delightful enclave west of the heart of Tokyo.

MRI , under the Ministry of Transport , is part of the governmental sector of research in Japan. The insti-
tute is the research arm of the Japan Meteorological Agency, which evolved from the fo rmer Central Meteoro-
logical Observatory in July 1956. The institute dates from February 1942. Since its formation the institute
has continued to grow until it now has nine research divisions plus an Office of Planning and an Administra-
tion Department.

The nine divisions are 1) Forecast Research , 2) Typhoon Research , 3) Physical Meteorology , 4) Applied
Meteorology, 5) Meteorological Satellite , 6) Seismology and Volcanology , 7) Oceanographical , 8) Upper At-
mosphere Physics, and 9) Geochemical.

Taking the narrower view and separating marine and atmospheric sciences , the former is scattered among
several of the research divisions , particularly the Seismology and Volcanology Division , which has a major con-
cern in ocean bottom seismography and submarine geophysics; obviously the Oceanographical Division , which is
concerned with physical oceanography; and the Geochemical Division . This article will be concerned with the
Geochemical Division; physical oceanography and submarine geophysics will be treated in a later installment.

THE GEOCHEM ICAL DIVISION

This division has active programs concerned with geochemical aspects of the environment. For many years,
beginning with its founding, it was under the direction of Professor Yasuo Miyake , a pioneer geochemist-
meteorologist-chemical oceanographer whose many publications have touched on an enormously wide range of
interrelated topics. He is well known for his early work on the fundamental physical-chemical properties of sea-
water , but he became famous in world-wide circles outside his field for his reports on the geochemical effects of
early nuclear bomb testing in the Pacific. The combination of his expertise in chemistry, specifically radiochem-
istry, oceanography, and meteorology put him in a particularly good position to predict and to follow the
course of radioactivity introduced into the ocean and the atmosphere by bomb testing. Probably the most long.
standing project of the Geochemistry Division has been the monitoring of radionucides in rainfall at the Koenji
laboratory and at six other places in Japan. This project is continuing, and the laboratory is now in a good posi-
tion to observe possible fallout effects of Japan’s new nuclear fuel reprocessing plant.

General areas of interest of the division are stated as 1) exchange of chemical substances between atmo-
sphere and ocean, 2) circulation of chemical substances in atmosphere and oceans, 3) radioactive materials in
fallout , rain water , and seawater , and 4) vertical diffusion of radioactive materials near the ocean floor. Under
this broad umbrella current projects include studies of the effects of disposal of low level radioactive wastes in
the sea, the effects of nuclear fuel reprocessing on ra dioactive fallout , the possible prediction of earthquake
activity by monitoring the radon content of deep well waters , the organic complexation of trace metals in sea-
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water , the distributio n of the different oxidation states of selenium in the ocean , and the development of
methods for chemical analyses.

Although now retired from the Institute , Dr. Miyake continues his close ties with MRI and has recently
collaborated with Yoshio Sugiura and Katsuko Saruhashi on a study of the levels of radioactive wastes suitable
(or unsuitab le) for dumping at sea. In two papers (Miyake and Saruhashi, 1976; Sugiura , Saruhashi and Miyake,
1976) they examine the recommendation s of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA , 1975) and the
biogeochemical oceanographic model of Webb and Morley (1973) on which the recommendations are based.
They examine a two-layer circulation-diffusion model and arrive at quite different criteria for levels of radioac-
tivity above which wastes are unsuitable for dumping at sea:

IAEA: (a) 10 Ci/ton (Curies/ton) for a active wastes of half-life greater than 50 years (in the case of226 Ra , not more than 100 Ci/y may be dumped at any one site).
(b) IO~ Ci/ton for 13/a -active waste (excluding tritium), but the limit for 90Sr plus I 37Cs is 102
Ci/to n
(c) 106 Ci/ton for tritium.

Miyake et al.:
(a) 10 Ci/to n for 13/a -active wastes (excluding tritium) but the limit for 90 Sr plus 137 Cs is I
Ci/ton.
(b) l0~ Cl/to n for tritium.
(c) a -activewaste oflo ngerhalf-lives,such as 226 P,a and 239Pu , may not be dumped at any site.

Some facts about the proposed dumping of radioactive wastes at sea from Japan ’s new nuclear fuel re-
processing plant at Tokai in Ibaraki Prefecture are as follows:

The wastes are to be transmitted through a polyvinyl chloride pipe some 25 cm in diameter 1.8 km to
sea into water 20 m deep. The disposal will be intermittent and the mode of dumping may be regulated tidally.
According to the final report of the Atomic Energy Commission to the Prime Minister , the major nucides
to be included in liquid wastes (about 300 tons per day) are as follows:

6%

‘°‘Ru . ‘°‘Rh 48%

‘41 Ce 1%
‘44 Ce + ‘44 Pr 20% less than 260 Cl/year ,
89 Sr 65 Ci/3 month.

I Cl/day90 Sr 1%
95 Zr + 95 Nh 10%

~~‘Cs 4%
Others 9%

H3 (in waler) 140 Cl/day
Olhers Pu 6.2 x t0~ Cl/year

I2 9~ 2.4 x l0 ’ Cl/year
‘3 ’ i 2.3 Cl/year

Under the direction of Dr. Yoshio Sugiura , Director of the Geochemical Laboratory, the coastal waters
off Tokai have been surveyed for many years to establish baselines and to predict the distribution of radioactive
wastes.

Deep.ocean dumping of steel encased concrete castings is contemplated and a test ocean dumping at 26°N,
I50°E in 6,000 m of water is being planned. This location is some 900 km southeast of Tokyo. The Atomic
Environmental Safety Center , a no n-governmental foundation established in 1976 , is the agency responsible for
the dumping progra ms. The Center has several committees including the Ocean Research Committee , the Trans-
portatio n Safety Committee , and the Environmental Assessment Committee. Drs . Saruhashi and Sugiura of the
Geochemical Laboratory are members of the latter committee. Plans are underway for the modification of a
commercial ship for use in the du mping program.
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A group of the Geochemical Division under the leadership of Dr. Yukio Sugimura is concerned with pure
chemical oceanography and has been studying the occurrence of organically bound trace elements . A new
method has been developed for the separation of inorganic and organically bound metals. In the case of iron
(Sugimura , Suzuki and Miyake , 1978) a 300- to 500-mI sample of filtered (0.45-p m membrane filter) seawater
is acidi fi ed to pH3. The iron is absorbed on XAD-2 resin packed in a glass column. After washing with dilute
HCI , the iron is eluted with ammonium hydroxide. The organically bound iron is then dried , oxidized, and
det ermined colorimetrica lly. In more recent work the method has been modified by first passing the seawater
through the resin column without previous adjustment of the pH. The water that passes through is acidified to
pH3 and then passed through a second XAD column. After elution and oxidation the metals are determined
by atomic absorption spectrophoto metry or spectrophotometry . The method has been used to determine the
“neutral” organic, “acid” organic, and total iron , cobalt , nickel, copper, zinc , silver , cadmium , lead , and
uranium from both open ocean and coastal samples. Surprisingly large fractions of the metals are found to be
organically bound—on the average 94% of the iron , 90% of the cobalt , 10% of the nickel , 90% of the copper,
34% of the zinc, 14% of the silver, 98% of the cadm ium , 100% of the lead , and 16% of the uranium. No at-
tempts have been made to identify or to chi r~cterize the organic moieties, but the knowledge of their exist-
ence is important in understanding biochemical orocesses in the ocean .

Studies of the oxidation state and distribution of selenium in seawater ara being carried out by Y. Sugi-
mura and Y. Suzuki. In earlier work (Sugimura and Suzuki , 1977) they developed a new fluorometric determi-
nation of selenium in seawater. The method separates Se (IV) by complexing it with diethyldithiocarbamate
(DDTC) and adsorbing the complex on a column of Amberlite XAD-2 macroreticular resin. Eventually the
Se (IV) complex is eluted with a base and determined fluorometrical ly after complexing with 2, 3-diamino-
napthalene (DAN). Total selenium is determined following coprecipitation with tellurium carrier , reductio n
to the elemental state , and subsequent solution and fluorometric determination as the DAN complex.

The method has been applied to studies of the western North Pacific (Sugimura , Suzuki and Miyake ,
1976). Total selenium in surface waters ranged from 0.06 to 0.12 pg/liter and increased to Ca. 0.20 pg/liter in
the deeper (5 ,000 m) water. Se (IV) was low (0 05-O.09 pg/I) and distributed fairly uniformly in the water
column , but Se (VI) increased some fourfold with depth (from 0.02 or 0.03 pg/liter in surface water to up to
0.12 pg/liter at depth)~ The ratio of Se (IV) to total selenium tended to decrease with depth , from values of 0.6
to 0.8 in the upper layers to 0.4 or 0.5 in the deep water.

— Miyake , Sugimura and Suzuki presented a paper at the 26th International Congress of Pure and Applied
Chemistry in Tokyo , September 1977, on a geochemical study of selenium in the hydrosphere. In addition to
the seawater data cited above, they reported on the selenium content of Tokyo rainwater , which ranged from
0.0 1 to 0.12 pg/liter , of which 40 to 80% of the total was in the quadrivalent form. The remain ing 20 to 60%
was in part icles. A sample of water from the Kuji River near the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute in
ibaraki Prefecture contained 0.05 pg/I of total selenium, of which 60% was quadrivalent , 20% hexavalent, and
20% particulate.

Selenium in six deep-sea sediments ranged from 0.23 to 0.74 pg/g, considerably higher than the mean
abundance in the earth’s crust of 0.05 pg/g. Selenium was also concentrated by marine plankton, in which it
ranged from 3.3 pg/g (dry weight) in diatoms to 1 .03 pg/g in radiolarians. Concentration factors varied between
l.4 to 3.9 x 10g .

In returning to the Geochemical Laboratory, I have been more and more impre ssed by the high qual-
ity of the research this small, busy group produces. In addition to their research , they are deeply committed
to societal problems of the environment and to the advancement of science in general. At present Dr. Miyake
is president of the Oceanographical Society of Japan and a member of the Science Council of Japan. Dr. Saru-
hashi is the editor of the Journal of the Oceanographical Society of Japan , Dr. Sugiura is the treasurer and
Dr. Sugimura is the secretary of the Geochemical Society of Japan—more evidence of the vigor and compe-
tence of the group.
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AQUACU LTURE IN JAPAN

F . A. Richards

Having read that newly imposed 200-mile fishery limits could curtail the availability of fish meal from
demersal fish and thus effect the culture of such carnivorous fish as rainbow trout , my curiosity was aroused
as to the subject of aquaculture in Japan in general. Through Professo r A. Hattori of the Ocean Research Insti-
tute of Tokyo University, I was put in touch with Professor Reijiro 1-lirano , Department of Fisheries , Faculty
of Agriculture , Tokyo University. Hirano is professor of Fisheries Oceanography and an obvious expert on
aquacu lture. In about two hours Dr. Hirano gave me an introductory overview of the culture of fin fishes , shell-
fish , and seaweeds that was both informative and interesting. The interview was assisted by Mr. Yodying Dheb-
taranon , from the Marine Fisheries Laboratory in Bangkok , Thailand. Mr. Dhebt aranon is a graduate student
working toward his doctor ’s degree under the direction of Professor Hirano.

FIN FISHES

Although there is adequate technology for the culturing of about 15 species of fi n fish , including such
species as plaice and turbot , the emphasis in Japan is on the yellowtail (Seriola quinqueradiata), red sea bream ,
and eels.

Perhaps the most important aquaculture (in terms of value) is that of the yellowtail (bun . harnachi). Some
100,000 tons are produced annually, mostly in the waters of the Shikoku side of Seto Inland Sea , near Naga-
saki , and around Kagoshhna , at the southern end of the island of Kyushu.

The fish are reared in liveboxes constructed of bamboo (or steel) frames supporting nylon netting. The
liveboxes are about 10 x 10 m, 8 m deep, and are maintained in water around 20 m deep . Because the yellow-
tail is an active swimmer and jumper , it is necessary also to provide nets over the top of the liveboxes to prevent
their escape.

The fish are fed meal made from anchovies , sardines and mackerel , which are caught in Japanese waters ,
mostly off northern Honshu , off Hokkaido , and in the Sea of Japan. Some 9 lbs. of food are required for the
production of 1 lb. of harvestable fish . The indust ry depends largely on the use of naturally produce d larvae ,
but research is being carried out on artificial spawning and hatchery methods.

The yellowtail grows from 10 to 30 cm long in about seven months. Most are marketable at about this
size , but some are kept to grow much larger (up to 1 m). It is very popular in the form of raw fish (sashimi,
~ushi).

The extent of culturing yellowtail is limited by the availability of food , by the supply of larval fish , by
environmental problems , and by economics. Environmentally, the concentrations of fish result in excessive
concentrations of organic matter on the bottom and in the water under the liveboxes. This can result in both
bacterial contamination and the development of anoxic conditions , with the eventual production of noisome
and toxic hydrogen sulfide. Red tides sometimes kill yellowtail in culture , as the organism , a dinoflagellate of
the genus Harnillia, accumulates on the gills. Researchers are studying the organism and now have it in pure
culture.

Both the yellowtail and the red sea bream are luxury items and production is limited by the ability of the
• product to demand a high price on the market. Thus the supply must be limited; otherwise production costs

can not be met.

The red sea bream (tai) is even more of a luxury item than the yellowtail and only about 6,000 tons are
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produced annually. The limitations are about the same as those on the production of yellowtail. Howeve r , the
larvae are reared by cult ivation , so the supp ly is not the problem it is with yellowtail. Prefectural experimental
fisheries stations can produce red sea bream “seed” in mass , but not yellowtail. Mortality from hatching to
juvenile fi sh is 10 to 20% for the culture d young red sea bream. Culture methods are about the same as for the
yellowtail , but , as it is a deep-water fish , if grown in intense sunlight it develops a brown color , much less attrac-
tive than its more natural red. The pens are therefore shaded and the fish retain their beautifu l color.

Both the Japanese eel , Anguil la japon icus (unagi), and the French eel are cultivated , although the Japanese
eels are m ore disease resistant. About 50 tons of young eels are imported each year from France. The total
annual product is 25 ,000 to 30,000 tons; an additional 10 ,000 tons are imported annually from Taiwan and
Korea. Eels are cultured in ponds , either in running water or in aerated standing water. They may be fed either
dr}i artificial food , requiring about 1.5 kg per 1 kg of marketable eel , or fresh fish food , requiring 6 kg to yield
1kg  of eel.

SH ELLFISH

Shrimp (Penaeus j ap onicus) of the kind known as kur umna on the Japanese market are the most important
shellfish cultured. They may be cultured in large ponds at low density or in small artificial ponds at high density.
In either case they require seawater. The industry is carried out n ainly in lower Honsh u and around Kyushu.
The seed is produced by a very simple artificial process . Formerly Lhe main feed was asa;~i, a kind of clam , but

-this has become expensive and now cheap fish and small shrimp are ~cd . In high density culture , ground squid
is used as food.

High density cultivation is-carried out in circular concrete ponds some 10 meters in diameter and 2 meters
deep. Sand covers the bottom of the ponds and water drains out through the bottom. In addition , rotating aera-
tors cause particles from the water to gather at the center , where a drain carries them away . High density cul-
ture is practiced only in the Kagoshima area of Kyushu.

Over 2 ,000 tons of shrimp are produced each year ana although the economic problems are the same as
with the yellowtail and red sea bream , seed is now released to open coastal areas to insure a good supply . The
seed is produced at prefectural centers , which also produce red sea bream larvae and abalone seed. The latter
are also release d on coastal areas to develop naturally .

BIVA LVES

Oysters (kaki) are cultured around Sendai , Miy agi Prefecture , and around Hiroshima in the Seto Inlan d
Sea. The species Crassostrea gigas p roduces an abu ndan ce of seed naturally, although they can be produced
readily by artificial fertilization. Seed is sufficiently abundant to be exported to the United States and France .
For the collec’ion of the spat , shells of a large oyster , P inctada sp., are suspended horizontally on ropes. Some-
times large scallop shells are used. The oysters are natural plankton feeders , so no feeding is necessary . Although
red tide organisms sometimes cause toxicity in bivalves in the United States , the proble m is not common in
Japan.

Some 120 ,000 tons of oysters (with shell) are cultivated annually.

Although the edible mussel , Mytilus edulis, is widely cultivated in Europe , it is neither consumed nor
cultivated in Japan , where it is considered a pest , growing readily on nets and lines used for culturing other
organisms.

Scallops are cultured in Hokkaido and northeastern Honshu. Seed can be produced by artificial culture ,
but it is very abundant naturally. The seed is collected on shells as in oyster culture . Spats are collected from
mudd y bottoms , where they would have little chance of survival , and placed in liveboxes made of nets as in
yellowtail and red sea bream culture. Natural plankton feeders , they need not be fed.
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Clams are naturall y abundant and are not cultivate d , althou~~. ‘he technology for producing seed by cul-
ture methods exists. Abalone spats am ,: produced in culture and released to natural habitats.

SEA WEED

Several species of seaweed are cultured for use in the Japanese diet. Centers of seaweed culture are Kyu-
shu , Hiroshima on the Seto Inland Sea , Kun samoto Prefecture on Kyushu . the Seto Inland Sea , lse Bay , around
the Chiba Peninsula , and around Hokkaido. Non is the Japanese word for a Porphyra species. It has very thin
(one cell thick) broad thalli that are dried and sold in sheets. The spores of this alga are produced artificiall y
and can be preserved for release when environmental conditions are favorable for their attachment and growth.
Attachment is on nets suspended horizontally in the sea. Ao-non (blue non ) is also cultivated. Two kinds of
algae are known as ao-nori: ao-noni , which is of the genus Enteromorpha and hitoegusa, which is a species of
Monostrome. Some seven billion sheets of non are produced annually: a sheet is 10 x 20 cm and weighs 3 to 4
grams.

Konbu and wakame have heavy thalli and the small plants are planted on ropes suspended in the water.
Konbu is a Laminar ia species , wakatne an Untiania species. The “seed” for both may be either cultured or ac-
quired naturally.

Currently some 10,000 tons (raw weight) of konbu are produced annually.

Some years ago Athelstane Spilhaus suggested that crossbreeding, species selection , and such methods
might be used to improve algal species so that we would speak of sea fruit s and vegetables rather than seaweeds.
The first steps along these lines are now being taken. In Japan , strain s are selected for the culturing of non , in
China such selection for konbu is practiced. The need for such improvement may not be seen in Japan , where
the products are already considered choice , but there is always room at the top, and intensive experiments along
this line could lead to some exciting results.

A final observation is that although aquaculture is extensively practiced in Japan , the products are luxury
items and in~several cases the economics dictate limiting production so that prices remain high enough to make
the expensive operations profitable . At this point it is evident that aquaculture is not an essential factor in sup-
plying protein to the Japanese nation. The enforcement of 200-mile fishing limits may eventually alter the pic-

- 
- ture and force more reliance on the mass culture of more efficient protein producers.
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THE I L 4 K U H O M A R U A N D  HER SCHEDULE
FOR 1978-1979

Francis A. Richards

ONR Tokyo recently hosted two American Science Fair winners who were visiting Japan and participating
in award ,:eremonies for Japanese Science Fair winners. As part of their tour , the Oceanograp hic Research
Vessel . Hakuho Manu , was visited. I had previously seen the vessel when she visited Seattle in 1970 , and she is
known to many American scientists. She remains an impressive unit of the academic research fleet. In many
ways the ship is equal to or better than most of the ships in the American academic fleet , being larger , fast , and
more comfortable .

The ship is owned and operated by the University of Tokyo , Ocean Research Institute , 15-I , 1-chome
Minamidai , Nakano-ku , Tokyo 167 . She was completed in l967 , has a gross weight of 3 ,200 tons , is 95 m long,
has a cruising speed of 12 knots , and a range of 15 ,000 miles. With a crew of 55 she can accommodate a scien-
tific party of 32.

The vesse l is characterized by large working spaces , good over-the-side handling equipment , and many
amenities that were not being put on American research vessels built 10 to 12 years ago . The suite of perma-
nent scientific equipment is mostly of Japanese manufacture , but some is American , such as their conductivity-
temperature-depth (CTD) system and her rather old Magnavox satellite navigator system.

F The Hakuho Maw is a busy ship, operating over 200 day s a year. In one seven-year period she covered
over a quarter of a million nautical miles on 33 cruises in the Pacific Ocean , the Sea of Japan , and adjacent areas.

Her schedule for the coming months is presented below. (The cruise numbers are ~‘ased on a fiscal year ,
so the first cruise in 1978 is Kl-I-78-2.) The schedule ref lects the diversity of the ship ’s capab ilities and of the
scientists ’ interests. Although the chief scientists for 1978 are all from the Ocean Research Institute , the ship is
operated for the benefit of all the Japanese academic community, and frequently space is available for visiting
foreign scientists.

The master is Captain Ichiro Tadama , who has commanded the ship for most of her life .

SCHEDULE

• KH-78-2: A geotraverse of the East China Sea and the western North Pacific.

Purpose: Io obtain as much data as possible on the seabed , to get an integrated understanding of the sea-
bed betwe’n 25 and 28°N in the Philippine Sea. I I
Survey Items: Continuous observations of earth magnetism , gravity , and soundings , including the use of
sonarbuoys. Careful nieasurements and precise ship positioning for the determination of subsurface struc-
ture and daily variations in earth magnetism.

Area: The belt including Okinawa , ~i ie Ogasawara Islands and Marcus Island.

Schedule: 53 days , 18 April l978— 9 June 1978.

Chief Scientist.- Dr. Yoshibumi Tomoda , Professor of Submarine Geophysics. j
KH-78-3: Studies of biological produc tion and nutr ient  cycles in the Bering and Chukchi Seas and northern
North Pacific.
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P urpose: Studies of biological and biochemical activ ity and of the dynamics and recyc ling of biogenic
and other chemical variables.

Survey item s: Water sampling at various depths , large scale water sampling, net sampling from different
depths . (‘TD observations , bot tom samp ling and measu rements of biological activity.

Area : Bering Sea , ( ‘hukchi Sea , northwestern North Pacific.

S -hedu le : 49 days , 5 July 1978 -22 August 1978.

Chief Scientist.- Dr. Akihiko Hattori , Professor of Marine Biochemistry .

K H-78-4 : Research on the circulatio n and structure of the Kuroshio current and adjacent areas.

Purpose .- To understand the structure and circulation of the Kuroshio and adjacent areas and to relatethem to unusual chan ges in oceanic weather.

Survey items: Determinati on of the three-dimensional fields of temperature , salinity, currents , etc.

Area: The Izu submarine mountai n chain and the area east of it.

Schedule: 20 days , 18 September 1978—7 October 1978.

Chief Scientist.- Dr. Toshihiko Teramnoto , Pro fessor of Physical Oceanography .

KH-78-5 : Research on modeling for the utilization and preservation of the coastal zone .

Pu ipose: To develop a method for integrated surveys of the coastal zone marine environment to elucidate
the structure and specific characteri stics of the coastal zone of Japan.

Surrey Items: Synoptic observations of the coastal zone; continuous long term observations at several
specific points: tracking of dri ft buoys: physical-chemical observations and samp ling and observations
of the water and of marine organisms.

Area: Sagamni bay and its related coastal zone.

Schedule.- !0 days , 29 November 1978—18 December 1978.

Chief Scientist.- Dr. Syoiti Tanaka , Professor of Population Dynamics.

KH-79-l Research on the oceanic circulation structure and its variations in the subtropical zone; research on
the sea bed and deep-sea bed ecosystem around the Philippine Islands.

Purpo se: To understand the dynamic structure of circulatio n systems in the subtropics and the ecosystems
of the sea bed and deep-sea bed.

Survey Items: Detailed description of the circulation structure using the CTD and XBT current measure-
ments, and water t em perature . Beam trawls . otter trawls , bottom samples , Phlege r corer , sledge net for

-

, 
- 

sampling organism s, deep-sea camera , deep water sampling, and observations of the sea bed configurat ion.

Area. Western end of the subtropical circulation zone , including east of Taiwan and the Philippi ne Islands :
the region of the Izu submarine mountain chain.

Schedule : 5° days , 24 January 1979—2 3 March 1979.

Chief Scientists Dr. Tushih ik o reramoto. Professor of Physical Oceanography. Dr. Masuoki Horikosh i.
Associate Professo r ut Marine Ecology .
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REPORT ON THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRE SS OF IMMUNOLO G Y
SYDNEY , AUSTRALIA

Jeannine A. Majde

The Third International Congress of Im m unology was held at the University of New South Wales in Syd-
ney on 3-8 July 1977. It was sponsored by the Austral ian Acaden.v of Sciences in collaboration with the Aus-
tralian Society of Immunology and under the auspices of the lnter i i .ational Union of Im munological Societies.
The Second Congress was held in Brighton . England . in 1974 . whil e me F irst Congress took place in Washington ,
D. C., in 1972. The Fourth will break the language barrier and take place in Paris , France , in 1980. Attendance
at this year ’s Congress was down from 4 ,000 in 1974 to 1 ,600 - reflecting the cost of getting to Australia rather
than a reduced interest in the field. Some 500 Australian immunologists (one in every 28 ,000 Australians is an
immunologist!) worked very hard to make foreign delegates comfortable and to acquaint them with the country.
Surprising ly, there appeared to be relatively few delegates from Asia , most came from the United Kingdom or

F the United States. This bias was also reflected in the choice of speakers , indicating that an Asian nation will be
forced to host a Congress in order to showcase its work.

The program covered five days and consisted c~’ four concurrent symposia each morning and twelve con-
current workshops each afternoon , except one when nine concurrent discussion groups (more informal thai1
workshops) met. In addition two Harbor Ferry workshops on more general topics were held each afternoon ,
and two special clinical immunology sessions were conducted during the week. The workshops were organized
around a one-hour poster display by all invited participants followed by a two to three hour discussion session.

• The proceedings will be published by the end of the year by North Holland-Elsevier , runnin g to about 1 ,000
pages in five volumes. This report will cover the highlights of those sessions I attended. The program provided
only the country designation of speakers , and thus no institution affiliations are provided here .

SYMPOSIUM ON CELL MEMBRANE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

M. J. Edidin , United States—Discussed findings on diffusion of membrane lipids in mouse-human cell
hybrid heterokaryons. Fluorescent antibody studies reveal that membrane lipids of only 10% of the cells behave
as predicted by membrane viscosity calculations (3 x lO 9cm 2/sec . diffusion rate), and 30% of the cells fail to
equilibrate by three hours. Cytochalasin B treatment slows rather than enhances intermixing of the lipids.
Lipid diffusion was found to be dependent on the polarization state of the cell and could be altered by changing

• potassium concentrations , etc. These studies have imp lications as to the number of membrane receptor mole-
cules necessary to guarantee an interaction of receptors (106 molecules per cell) and point to another mechan-
ism of regulating cell function. J. J. Marchalonies , United States—Described techniques for studying cell sur-
face proteins. Specific labeling of certain classes of cell surface glycoproteins is a rapi dly expanding field. A
general survey of techniques was given , featuring the use of lactoperoxidase combined with affinity chroma-
tograp hy as one that has been effective in isolating alloantigens and cell-bound immunoglobulins. M. J. Crump-

• ton , United Kingdom—Continued the discussion of the state-of-the-art of methodology . He indicated that only
0.6% of the cell’s protein is located in the cell membrane , but highly effective detergents are now available ,
which along with definitive membrane markers such as 5’-nuc leotidase , permit precise recovery of these mini-
scule quantities. Such studies indicate that cell microfilaments are attached directly to pure plasma membrane.
G. 1. Ada , Australia— Reviewed the current concepts of cell receptors. The cholera toxin receptor is best under-
stood : the to xin binds to a cell surface ganglioside , this comp lex equilibrates in the cell membrane , then acti-
yates adenyl cyclase following binding of a toxin subunit to the cyclase . Recent studies with cytotoxic T
(thymus-derived) cells sensitized to influenza virus reveal that vi ral M protein in the infected cell membrane acts
as a receptor for the T cells , causing cross-reactivity w ith all A strains of the virus.
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WORKSHOP ON SPECIFIC AN D N ON -SPECIFIC IMMUNOPOTEN TI ATION IN M AN

This workshop was devoted to transfer factor , immunomodulating drugs , and interferon. (a) No resolution
of the nature of tran sfe r factor has taken place , but it now seems clear that there is a heterogeneous mix of sub-
stances in lymphocyte extracts which may transfer specific immunity to an anergic host but probably acts by
non-specifically enhancing expression of immunity directly induced by test antige n administration. One of the
non-specific enhancing components is an inosine-peptide moiety—others are now being isolated. (b) The writer
was the pr imary discussant for the immunomodulatory drugs section , reviewing the concepts rising out of the
very limited work in this field. Drugs which appear to function by non-specificall y stimulating immune functions
are levamisole , inosiplex (an inosine derivative), SM-l2 13 (a glucose derivative under study in the laboratory
with which I am associated), ascorbic acid (vitamin C), muramic acid dipeptide (component of Freund’s adjuv .
ant), and assorted simple nucleotides and sugars. These have been collectively termed “prohost drugs” as they
seem to function in man y systems as well as the immune system by stimulating general cell functions such as
protein synthesis. My studies have shown that their effect is very much determined by the state of the host , i.e.,
that the drugs have no apparent effect when the animal is healthy and producing its maximal response; an effect
is only evident when the animal is compromised in some way , in which case a depressed response is returned to

• normal levels. Interest in this field is growing now that some of these basic princip les are becoming evident.
(c) Studies with interferon as an immunopotentiator have been limited , but it is now becoming more accepted
that interferon has a general regulatory function in cells , only one (perhaps incidental) effect of which is to in-¶ hibit viral growth. Clinical studies with hepatitis and herpes viru ses are being conducted at Stanford where some
evidence of successfu l cure s of these diseases in compromised hosts is being accumulated. The role of the
immune response in these cure s is unknown.

SYMPOSI UM ON ANT I VIRAL IMMUNITY

D. 0. White , Chairman , Australia--- Reviewed the current concept of viral immunity which involves macro-
phages (which both contain the virus and produce interferon); T lymphocytes (which function by activati ng
macrophage s to kill the viru s , produce interferon (Type 11), help in producing antibody, and effect cytoxicity
and delayed-type hypersensitivity); and B (bone-marrow or bursa-derived) lymphocytes (which produce cyto-
lytic and neutralizing antibodie s). Current work is focussing on the numerous cytolytic mechanisms which act
to destroy infected cells: cytotoxic antibody plus complement , “armed” macrop hages , killer or K cells which
bind antibody, cytotoxic T cells which do not require antibody, and a recentl y observed class of natural killer
(NK) cells, present prior to infection , which selectively destroy virus-infected cells without specificity for the
virus. R. V . Blanden , Australia—Reviewed the status of cytotoxic I cells. They have been observed in a wide
~1nge of viral infections , and generally display a peak response on day s 5-7 following infection. There is a good
correlation between their activity in vitro and the rate of viral clearance in the sp leen. The histocompatibiity
genes appear to generate the receptors which these T cells recognize. They kill without the aid of antibody and
may kill one another as a form of regulation. R. Welsh , Scripps Clinic , California—Reviewed the natural killer
(NK) lymphocyte picture . These display peak cytotoxicity on day 3 following infection , are non-specific as to

• targe t virus , but are not induced by all viruses or by Listeria. They do not bear theta antigen or surface immuno-
globulin and may therefore be “null” cells. They are present in athymic nude mice , are labile at 370 in culture ,
and do not observe H-2 restriction (as with cytotoxic T cells). Another cytocidal mechanism , the cytotoxic
antibody plus comp lement mechanism , has been found to function without C4, suggesting that the alternate
complement pathway is active . This mechanism not only kills infected cells by lysis , but may also kill enveloped
virus particles directly . Another area discussed by Dr. Welsh was the role of defective interfering virus particles

• in permitting a chronic viral infection to become established. These particles , which lack a complete genome and
are noninfectious , prevent complete particles from producing normal levels of membrane proteins , the sub-
stances responsible for recognition of infected cells by cytotoxic T cells. Thus the infected cell is not “seen ” and
is not eliminated by the immune system. W. H. Burns , National Institutes of Health—Discussed the current
status of herpesviru s immunity. The mechanisms by which herpesviruses establish latency and escape the im-
mune response remain mysterious. Recent work shows that spleen cells from mice latently infected with cyto-
megaloviru s (CMV), culture d on syngeneic or allogeneic flbrob lasts , release virus only when in the presence of
allogeneic fibroblasts. Allogeneic skin grafts will activate CMV in vivo. These phenomena appear to be related to
the stimulation of B cells by host vs. graft reactions , which then replicate the virus. LPS treatment of spleen
cells in vitro will also activate the virus. Studies with other herpesviruses indicate that T cells are critic al in reco~-

- .  
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cry from herpes simplex as T cell depleted (but not B cell depleted ) 111CC are much more susceptible to the
virus. It is though t that  a class of T cell other than t h e  cytot ox ic T cells s relev.~m it pe rha ps th a t  which mediates
delayed-type hypersensit ivity - R. I-I. Purcell . National Ins t i tu tes  of H ealth l)iscussed the r ile of the immune
response in viral hepat i t i s  B. Extensive evidence now points to a role b r  t he immune response in producing
acute as well as chronic hepatitis.  The pathological picture suggests th a t  imi t r i t une  complexes w i t h  viral  surf a ce
antigen are important in the acute disease process—why the virus is not eliminated in these pat ient s  is unknown.

• Very encouraging result s with a formalinized surface antigen vaccine have been obtained in chimpanzees. One
hundred chimps were immunized subcutaneously twice with SOpg of purified surface antigen. All animals pro-
duced antibody to the antigen. They were challenge d six months after immunization and all were protected.
One displayed elevation of antibody, but no illness . Vaccination following exposure to an infectious challenge
was also protective—vaccination gave superior protection to that obtained by administration of passive anti-
body. No evidence for induction of hypersensitivity or cell mediated immunity  as determined by macrophage
migration inhibition was seen. An animal model for hepatitis A is still not worked out .

SYMPOSIUM ON SOLUBLE FACTORS INFLUENCING IMMUNE RESPONSES

G. Goldstein , Mt.  Sinai , New York—Reviewed the two thymic hormones discovered in his laborato ry,
thymopoiet in and ubiquitin. (Another thymic hormone , thymosin . has been discovered b y A. Goldstein of
the University of Texas Medical Branch , which may not be related to these substances.) Thyrnopoietin is a small
protein consisting of 49 amino acids—a 12 amino acid active region has been defined and synthesized in vitro.
It induces prothymocytes from the spleen and bone marrow , wh ich have no T cell markers , to differentiate in
vitro to cells with all known T cell markers . lt functions by amp lifying cAMP , but does so by a receptor distinct
from the beta-adrenergi c receptor. It will not drive pro-B cells to differentiate unless they are nearly mature , i.e.,

= pro-p lasma cells. Thyniopoietin is required to maint ain T cell function in thymectomized mice , declines during
• the aging process in man and mouse , and can reverse some age-related immhnologic defects in mice. Ub iquitin is so

named because it is found in all tissues in animals , in p lants , and in bacteria . It is a 74-amino acid basic protein
and may be a histone (associated with DNA in chromatin). It also stimulates cAMP-mediated functions and can
complicate hormone purification procedures. A 7-amino acid peptide named bursapoietin has been discovered
recent ly in birds which causes B cells to mature.  Dr. Goldstein caut ioned his audience to strive toward isolation
of purified hormones rather than work with crude “factors ” which will rarely yield consistent results. A.
Schimpl , West Germany—Characterized the T cell rep lacing-factor , TRF , which induces “intermediary ” B cells
to differentiate to produce antibody. It  is a 35,000 d glycoprotein produced by antigen-activated comp lement
receptor negative T cells , and will rep lace T cells in in vitro immune response assays. It appears at 24 hours
following Concanavalin A or mixed leukocyte stimulation of T cells. It is active at concentrations of 10-10 to
l0-~ molar.

C. W . Pierce , United States—Discussed the suppressive T cell product “soluble immune response suppres-
sor” or SIRS. Thi s substance is a heterogeneous glycoprotein , distinct from interferon , made by Concanavalin

• A-stimulated T cells bearing the Ly 2 , 3’ marker. It appears to bind to macrop hages and cause them to produce
another factor (uncharacterized) which inhibits B cell proliferation and thus antibody production. It will in-
hibit B cell proliferation in response to B cell mitogens such as LPS. All mouse strains but the DBA / I produce
the factor—the consequences of its absence in these mice have not been determined. Other similar chalones are
being isolated currentl y, and interferon is being studied in this context. E. Diener , Canada—Discussed the role
of macrophages in immune regulation. Although the exact role of the macrophage in induction of the immune
response is not certain , its importance in this process is agreed upon. Two classes of mac rophage s can now be
distinguished which bear on regulatory functions. One is a large peroxidase-nega t ive cell which suppresses anti-
body production and is cytotoxic toward tumor cells. The other is a small peroxidase-positive macrophage

• which stimulates antibody production and is not cytotoxic. A popular concept of macrophage function at this
time is that the macro phage “processes” the antigen and produces a product (antigen frag nient ’ ) which binds
to specific B cells. These B cells are now capable of bind ing T cell helper factor which stimulates them to
divide , mature , and secrete antibody.
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DISCUSSION OF HORMON ES AND IMM UNITY

N. Fabrics , Italy—Chaired an informal discussion of this sadly neglected field. I-Ic has worked out radio-
immunoassay procedures for measuring seven basic hormones in mouse sera (0.7 ml) and has initiated an analy-
sis of the relationship of various classes of immunologic phenomena to aberrations , genetic or acquired , in hor-
mone levels. J. l-ladden , Sloan-Kettering, New York—Works at the cellular leve l , looking at hormonal effects on
cyclic nucleotide levels and their consequences for macrophage function. He is also active in evaluating prohost
drugs in his models , laying the groundwork for the emerging field of inimunop harmacology. More specific
areas were discussed by Comsa , France—Interaction of an undefined thymic hormone with adrenal cortico-
steroids in controlling skin graft rejection; Feigen , United States --The relationship of estrogen and progesterone
to tissue histamine levels and enhanced immune responsiveness in females; Plaut , United States--The relation-
ship of histamine and histamine 2 receptors on cytotoxic T cells to their cytotoxic activity ,  suggesting that
histamine may function as an immunoregu lator. The genera l discussion emphasized the importance of recog-
nizing the role of stress in influencing the outcome of immunologic studies. Such trivia as how animals are
removed from the cage , noise in the animal room , and the number of animals in a cage will dramatically affect

= some classes of immune responses (an area under active study, soon to be in collaboration with Dr. Fabris).

SYMPOSIUM ON IMM UNOLOGY AND EPIDEMIOLOGY OF COM MU NI CABLE TROP ICA L DISEASES

G. Nossal, Chairman , Australia—Reviewed the new WHO Research and Training Program aimed at intensi-
fying research in tropical diseases. Specifically they are initiating large scale support of research in malaria ,
schistosomiasis , leishmaniasis , trypanosomiasis , filariasis , and leprosy . Some 10 million dollars will be made
available in 1977 ard  they anticipate a research budget of 35 million in 1981. C. Curlin , Bangladesh—Reviewed
the current state of cholera vaccine research . No really effective cholera vaccine for the two cholera serotypes
yet exists. Ideally an attenuated live bacterial vaccine which would penetrate the lamina propria and produce
antibodies both to the toxin and to the vibrio somatic antigens is called for. This has yet to be achieved , b i t
recent research has defined a number of host factors important in the acquisition of the disease with this rather
unique pathogen. (Cholera , unlike most pathogenic organisms , does not invade the host. It simply adheres to

• the gut mucosa and multiplies at a prodigious rate , releasing its highly bioactive toxin which causes body fluids
to reverse their normal flow . Other related organisms , such as Vibrio parahemolyticus, function in a similar
manner and also cause severe diarrhea in man.) G. F. Mitchell , Australia—Reviewed the immunology of meta-
zoan parasitic infections. Work with mouse liver tapeworms has shown that complement fixing antibody is
important in the elimination of this organism. Ways in which parasites subvert the immune response include:
I) antigenic modulation by mutation or developmental changes; 2) masking of antigens by binding host pro-
teins; 3) secretion or passive release of substances which form immune complexes which then function as anti-
complementary and antiinflammatory components; 4) intracellular or tissue sequestration of the parasite; 5)
immunodepression by a) release of toxic or mitogenic molecules; b) generation of suppressor I cells or macro-
phages; c) architectural disruption of lymphoid tissues. Some of the candidate antigens for induction of protec-

• ~:ve immunity include : 1) parasite recognition structure s for targe t cells; 2) parasite-dependent antigens on
parasitized cells; 3) enzymes used in tissue invasion; 4) enzymes and secretions required for feeding or mainte-
nance at mucous membranes ; 5) factors which block the immune response; 6) antigens introducted by vectors.
The role of the I cell in parasite immunity is under active investigation in athymic nude mice; these animals
can resist schistosomiasis , fasciola , and ascaris but not other parasites. Eosinophiia and IgE or 1gG classes of
antibodies are well recognized defense mechanisms against parasites and are I cell dependent phenomena , and
thus the role of the thymus should prove significant in parasite immunity . V. Houba , Kenya—Discussed the role
of immunopathology in parasitic infections. Two areas are now under intense investigation: the tissue-destruc-
tive role of immune complexes (especially the renal glomerulus) and the induction of autoallergy . Immune com-
plexes are very conspicuous in malaria , schistosomiasis , and typanosomiasis. Autoallergy is less well-studied , but
antinuclear antibodies and hemolytic antibodie s, as well as basement membrane antibodies secondary to immune

• complex glomerulonephritis , are probably significant in parasitic disease processes. A. Sher , United States—Re-
viewed immunity in schistosomiasis. Lung granulomas appear to result from delayed hypersen sitivity while
larval rejection is effected by antibody-dependent cell mediated immunity. Eosinophils are critical in both
processes as well as in egg destruction; they destroy parasite forms by discharging cytoplasmic granules onto the
parasite surface . There is some evidence that eosinophils express immunologic memory.
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SYMPOSI U M ON LYMPHOC YTE POPU LATIONS I N HUMAN DISEASE

S. F . Schiossin-an , Chairman , United States - -Presented a concise summary of the current knowledge of cell
markers related to lymphocyte function. L. (‘hess , United States—Broke down the T cell class with respect to
their functions in ti le m ouse . Recent observat ions have permitted definition of two classes of human lympho-
cytes comparable to recognized mouse cell classes: sera from juven ile rheumatoid arthritis patients have anti-
bodies to the equivalent of thy- I  or theta antigen on T cells; another antigen on human lymp hocytes , termed
the p 23 , 30 antigen , appears to be equivalent to the mouse Ia antigen. M. Seligman , France—Reviewed the re-
lationship of surface IgD-IgM levels to the degree of maturity of malignant lymphocytes. Maturation blocks
occur at different levels in different patient s. R. C. Williams , Jr., United States—Discussed some of the problems
of studying iyrnphoid cell markers in non-malignant diseases , and the reasons for the confusion in this field. He
also mentioned some recent observations on C-reactive protein , which appears to bind to antigen-reactive or
“committed” cells. The number of circulating lymp hocytes binding this protein is about 3% in normal children—
16% of the cells bind it in rheumatic fever patients. Another comment related to the fact that the plastic in
hemodialysis equipment activates leukocyte complement receptors and causes the cells to lodge in the lungs—
the same pheno m enon may occur following plasmaphoresis. T. A. Waldman , United States—Di scussed concepts
of immunologic inbalance. He has developed a system for culturing lymphocytes with pokeweed mitogen so
that they mature , with the aid of hel per T cells , to secrete immunoglobulins. In this system one can evaluate
helpe r and suppressor cell function in various disease states. Supp ressor T cells may account for a number of
immunodeficiency states—certain types of suppressor T cells can suppress individual immunoglobulin classes ,
such as IgA . Suppressor T cells are corticosteroid sensitive . Studies in NZB mice , which lose suppressor function
with age , reveal that their lupus syndrome can be controlled by treatment with soluble immune response sup-
pressor (SIRS) substance discussed above. Suppressor monocytes also exist but are poorly characterized.
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SOME BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

Jeannine A. Majde

ROYALD A USTRA L IAN NAVY SCHOOL OF UNDERWATER ME DICINES ,
BALMOR AL , N.S.W ., AUSTRA LIA—July 1977

I met with Surgeon Commander John Anderson , Commanding Officer of the School , and Mr. John Penne-
father. Dr. Carl Edmonds , who was out of the country,  comnp letes the underwater medicine research staff for
the Australian Navy . Mr. Pennefather , assisted by an electronics technician , is effectively the research staff ex-

-3 cept for clinical studies conducted by Drs. Anderson , Edmonds . and other local physicians (who conduct clinics
for divers at the nearby Hale Clinic). Except for Mr. Pennefather ’s instrumentation studies (described below),
the focus of the group is on clinical problems with sinuses and ears (of special interest to Dr. Edmonds), and
recompression therapy of divers from all over the South Pacific. The Balmoral chamber plus one in Perth ,
Western Austr alia , are the only facilities for diver treatment other than oil industry chambers in that vas t
region.

Dr. Edmonds and associates have published two books locally, one on venomous marine animals and
therapy for their stings/bites (beautifully illustrated with colored photos of the culprits), and one entitled “Div-
ing and Subaquat ic Medicine ,” a practical manual for treating diver problems. I understand that the latter will
soon be rev iewed in “Undersea Biomedical Research. ”

I inquired about the status of sharks in the eyes of the Australian Navy . Despite endless horror stories
delive.-ed by Australian laypersons regarding shark attack , Dr. Anderson asserted that the Navy makes no allow-
ances for sharks! lie claimed that no naval personnel have ever been attacked , and that the Australian Navy is
not interested in shark behavior , repe llants , etc. Whether this reflects their attitude towards their personnel or
whether sharks are less attracted to divers than to surface swimmers in those waters are some considerations
here.

Another area of no interest to the Australian Navy is deep diving. They do not anticipate expanding their
depths beyond those where compressed air is used and devote all attention to shallow water problems.

Mr.  Pennefather is trained in physiology and engineering. He is curren l y working on a breathing appa-
• ratus which is significantly more effective at removing CO2 from breathed air than current United States or

English designs. He indicated that he will send me a preprint describing its design when the manuscri pt is
completed. He has also designed a diver telemet ry system which is in its final stages. He plans to be able to mon-
itor heart rate , core temperature , etc., using a surface transmitter (inside a round float with a direct lead to the
diver). He and Dr. Edmonds are trying to design a device for evaluating diver trainees (the training school is a
few hundred yards up the street) with regard to their capacity to tolerate sinus barotrauma. Unfortunately
my notes and my memory do not serve to recall the princip le being used. They are not yet successfu l in this
project. Another project relates to a side interest. A local neurologist has observed that hyperbaric oxygen
therapy (of the type used in decompression work) has the capacity to reverse certain forms of spinal cord in- —

jury normally leading to per m anent paralysis. Mi, Pennefather has been working on a device for measuring
evoked responses while inside a chamber containing an oxyge n atmosphere. This is in the earl y stages. All
activities in his laborato ry are reported to the Naval Coastal Systems Laboratory in Panama City, Florida.

It is apparent that this group and the Australian Navy in general are very pragmatic in determining their
research interests. Much stress was placed on the fact that the researchers are in constant contact with working
divers and this heavily influences their interests. It is noteworthy that they are very conscious of research in
other countries and maintain an excellent library , Also , they do not collaborate with local university scientists
but with practicing physicians.
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JOHN CURT A~~ SCH OOL OF MEDICAL RESEARCH , THE AUSTRA L~~N
NATION AL UNIV ERSITY , CANBERRA —July 1977

The immunology Department of the Curtain School is one of the three major centers for immunology re-
search in Australia. They conducted an open house and some “hands-on ” workshops following the International
Congress in Sydney. Dr. Bede Morris , the Chairman , introduced us to the rather unique philosophy which per-
vades this group. They feel that immunologists have worked too much with inbred mouse strains and are not
looking at realistic animal models. All investigators at Curtain work with outbred sheep, which just happen to
cost about $6, or only twice as much as an inbre d mouse . They have developed surgical procedures on these ani-
mals which permit them to study such factors as cell traffic in a lymph node draining an organ rejection site , etc.
They are also expert at surgical procedures on fetal lambs. One of the rather amazing findings made there is that
the thymus gland does not appear to be of much use to a sheep. They have animals which have gone three gen-
erations following fetal thymectomy in each generation with no apparent effect on the immune response. Mice ,
on the other hand , do not generally survive to breed without a thymus and show severe impairment of immu~~’
responsiveness following neonatal thymectomy. A number of investigators there are busy purif ying and char-
acterizing sheep immunoglobulins , lymp hocyte classes , etc. Ironically, the aspect of developing the sheep as
an immunological model which causes the most problems is the fact that sheep red cells cannot be used as anti-
gens or lymphocyte markers ! However , parasite immunity in the natural host is a very fertile area for develop-
ment with a number of potential payoffs for Australian sheep farmers.

VISIT TO NEW ZEALAN D UNIV ER SITIES— July 1977

Two universities (The University of Otago in Dunedin and the University of Auckland) and a university
affiliated government research laboratory (Wallacevile Animal Research Center in Wellington) were visited in
New Zealand. Rather than detail the specific research activities there I would like to convey some impressions
of the research climate.

It appears that few native New Zealanders (locally referred to as Kiwis after the national bird) are found
in the universities. The faculty I met were predominant ly Americans, English, Canadians and Australians. Kiwis
with advanced educations leave the country in order to expand their horizons (and escape the climate?). Unlike
Australians , who feel self-sufficient in their rather isolated situation , Kiwis just feel isolated. Certainly they do
not leave to find better equippe d laboratories or research funding, since their laboratories are indistinguishable
from the better American facilities and research funding is relatively abundant. Further , they would be hard
pressed to find a situation where they are more independent of research direction. The researchers I met are able
to indulge in truly basic research without having to just ify their activities. For example, one investigator is cata-
loging the biological and chemical properties of assorted streptococcal bacteriocins (bacterial secretions which
are toxic for other bacterial species) ju st to see if they have any interesting features. Someday he may get
around to looking at their role in human disease . Despite this freedom from “relevance ” the preoccupation of

• the Kiwis with sheep and bovine husbandry , the base of their economy , has stimulated considerable research
into the diseases of these animals. Consequently they are deeply involved in the study of economically impor-
tant parasitic and fungal infections. Their close association with other islands in Oceania has resulted in analyses
of infectious diseases in Fiji , New Guinea , etc., which are quite unique . The Antarctic is another area of interest
because of its proximity . So despite their freedom to pursue the most esoteric subjects , microbiologists in New
Zealand tend to get involved in the problems around them and attack very practical areas. Perhaps “relevance”
is not such a burden after all , at least in the field of microbiology .

One final comment on the impact of isolation on research. It became rather apparent, despite the above-
average competence of the researchers I met in New Zealand , that working thousands of miles from the main-
stream of scientific activity tends to cause problems. They are about a year out of date due to their inability to
attend meetings and become aware of new developments prior to journal publication. On the other hand , they
are freer to develop new ideas unim peded by current fashions in thought. In the balance , however , the research-
ers feel they are missing out and they try hard to tour laboratories abroad whenever possible . They also wel-
come fore ign visitors and are trying to initiate international symposia in their country . One of the first , on
microbial ecology , took place in Dunedin in August.
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Leslie S. G. Kovasznay

After comp leting a tour of duty in Tokyo , on the return tri p from Japan to the United States , I had the
opportunity of visiting China. The person who made this possible was Professor Chou Pei-yuan of Peking Uni-
versity, by providing recomnmendations to the appropriate Chinese agencies. In addition to visiting several uni-
versities , I was invited to lecture at Peking University and also to participate in a discussion session there with a
large number of fluid mechanicists.

I entered China on land from Hong Kong, accompanied by my wife. On the way to Peking we stopped
at two provincial universities: Chekiant University at Hongchow , and Futan University in Shanghai. In Peking,
I also visited the Aeronautical Research Institute , which is , in fact , a university level school of aeronautical
engineering.

Before providing details , it may be of interest to give some general observations about travel in China. All
visits by foreigners are prearranged far in advance of the arrival , and foreign visitors are escorted by English -
speaking guide-interpreters. Our “permanent ” guide , who came from Peking to meet us as we arrive d in China ,
was always joined in each city by another , local guide . A car with a driver completed the party . Naturally, it
was quite possible to stroll in the cities unaccompanie d but we did this mostly in Peking, where the hotel was
sufficiently centrally located . Also , the language barrier and unfamiliarity with the transporta tion systems made
individual ventures more difficult than in other countries. I was encourage d to take photographs everywhere ex-
cept inside the laboratories of the Aeronautical Institute in Peking. Our Chinese contacts were invariably pleasant ,
not only polite, bu t ac tually friendly and eager to please. I received the distinct impression that once the de-
cision was made to Jet a particular foreigner enter China, they decide to treat him as a friend and make him feel
as comfortable as conditions permit. Later , talking to officials of the International Trave l Agency (Luxingshe in
Chinese) in Peking, I was told that at the present time they receive foreign visitors primarily in order to “win
friends,” as the income from the foreign tourist trade is still not sufficientl y important. They have very limited
facilities for tourists , such as hotels , inter-city flights as well as trained personnel who can serve as guides, inter-
preters , etc. This way it was not surprising that our tour through China was highly structured.

Our guide came from Peking with a detailed program , which included a great variety of visits. It included
visits corresponding to my professional interests , such as universities and industries. It also included some sight-
seeing of important monuments. Last , but not least , was “seeing the New China ,” namely the accomplishments
of their new society . These included visits to agricultural communes; hospitals , where typically Chinese achieve-
ments in medicine were shown or demonstrated; housing projects and quite a few kindergartens , both day-care
and boarding types. The permanent industrial exhibits were shown us in Shangh ai as well as housing projects at
several different places. It was their admitted goal to show us as broad a sample as possible and this appears to
be a rather general policy, as we found out from comparing notes with other foreign travellers.

The Chinese are quite proud of their accomplishments and most local leaders we encountercd were quite
eloquent about them. They were also young and enthusiastic (one must remember that more than o”e half of
the population was born after the “Liberation” in 1949).

The format of each visit was about the same: we arrived with our guides at the place (university, hospital
or commune). Waiting outside the entrance gate were the members of the Revolutionary Committee (this is
really the administration) and after some formal greetings and introductions , we were led into a large room and
were seated in comfortable chairs and tea was served. In such rooms there are always pictures of Marx , Engels ,
Lenin and Stalin , as well as Chairman Mao and Chairman Hua. Then , a “leading member ” of the revolutionary
committee of the institution gave us a briefing in Chinese (translated by the interpreter) about the history of the
place. If the institution existed before 1949 , what progress was made afterward was described. The Cultural
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Revolution that  began in 1966 was discussed as it profoundly affected nearly everything, especially science and
education. Finally,  the recent adverse effects of the “harmfu l machinations of the Gang of 4” were criticized ,
which brought us up to the present. Fi n ally, s ta t is t ics  on the present st at e and projections for immediate future
were given. Questions were asked and finally the inspection of the premises followed. My questions were gen-
erally answered rather unhesi tat ingly,  but , of course , the language barrier had to be overcome.

Two general impressions must be mentioned here. One is that  China is still a very poor and largel y devel-
oping type of country , so it cannot be compared with Japan , which is highly advanced industrially.  On the other
hand , everywhere we went the people were clean , they wore simple but clean clothes , everybody wore sandals
and the only barefoot Chinese seen were working in the rice paddies. They all appeared healthy and well fed.
Presently there are no dogs or cats perm ii it t ed as pets and the onl y dogs I saw in China were trained dogs in a cir-
cus show in Peking. The Chinese we encountered on the street watched us with equal curiosity. In a few places
we mingled with the Chinese tourists from other cities , who also took pictures of each other , ate their box
lunches and generally enjoyed themselves. The overseas Chinese visitors are treated just as any other foreigners.
(At airports and railroad stations there is always a better wait ing room marked for “our foreign guests and over-
seas Chinese .”) It is quite easy to spot the overseas Chinese by their more colorfu l dress , their louder , mo re agi-
tated demeanor , while the local Chinese women wear no make-up or jewelry. In general , there are no frivolities
visible; no neon signs in the citie s , which is a great contrast from Hong Kong or Tokyo; no advertising except for
some government posters. All this gives a rather drab appearance to the cities. At night opportunities for enter-
tainment are extremely limited. Theatre , Chinese style opera , movies are all available , but they are all based on
approved revolutiona ry or edif ying themes so from a Western point of view the total choice is rather limited. On
the other hand , good food is available . The hotel fare was generally abundant and good , and at some places even
excellent.

The four universities I visited have many common traits , so these will be given first. The Cultural  Revolu-
tion (1966-67) made very profound change s, some of which I was not full y aware of before my visit - First of all ,
higher education came to a total standstill  for four academic years. The students whose studie s were interrupted
by the Cultural Revolution were dispersed and in general could not return to continue their studies. In all insti-
tutions enrollment still has not reached the pre-1966 level , althoug h most professors believe that  it will increase
in the near future - Since the resumption of higher education (essentiall y since 1971), all secondary school gradu-
ates must return f irs t to manua l work , either to a farm or to a factory (some go to the army) for at least two
years before they can make app lication to a university. The local worki ’~ group, essentially the young person ’s
“peer group. ” decides who should go to the university, the primary concern being who can best bring back the
fruits of the learning for the benefit of the working group since the majority of the university graduates are ex- —

pected to return to the same factory or farm they came from.

After 1971 the universities could not impose any selection by academic criteria. It w- -, ointed out to me
repeatedly that the “Gang of 4” insisted that no academic requirements be imposed by tile university. Now ,
with the “Gang of 4” vanquished , there are admission requirements again. I questioned this point repeatedly
and the answer was about the sanne: the work brigades recommend about three to four times as many candidates

• as may be admitted. Among those already approved , the university may select according to academic require-
ments. In practice both wri t ten and sometimes even oral examinations are require d. This return to academic
standards was understood to be a great victory overcoming the harmfu l effects of the “Gang of 4.”

Another such change is the return of research as a respectable pursuit . Following the Cultural Revolution ,
research fell into great disrepute; according to then current opinion , the only proper road to progress , even in
technology , was by innovation proposed by the workers themselves. Workers did propose many useful improve -
ments , but now most professors and factory managers admit that further progress may need important labora-
tory research , even basic research. During the extreme radicalism , discredited and attributed to the “Gang of 4 ,”
eve n preoccupation with production figures in a factory by the factory management was reprehensible, but now
it has become proper again. Similarl y, incentive pay to workers who produce more was stopped during the Cul-
tural  Revolution. It is making a slow and discreet comeback. When talking to engineer s and to profe ssors , es-
peciafly engineering prof essors, one has the impression that they really welcome a return to the more pragmatic
outlook when production figures and research results will speak for themselves.
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After the Cultural  Revolution the universities adopted a new type of curr iculum. First of all , the total
length of studies was shorten ed from five to six years to three or th ree and one half  years. They also made manda-
tory the integrat ion of studies with practical experience in productive work . As a result , all campuses now have
“factorie s” and the products are sold to inst i tut ional  customers (factories , farms , govern m ent laboratories , etc.).
Some of the products were really interesting. Computer-controlled machine tools were developed and sold by
one unmversity laboratory I visited (Futan University on the outskirts of Shanghai).

PEKIN G UNIVER SITY

Let us turn now to the individual insti tution s.  The most important was Peking Un iversity, or “Pei-ta ” as
popularly known. Coming from Japan , it is interesting to observe the same construction for popular abbrevia-
tions, such as “To-dat” foi the University of Tokyo. Peking University was founded in 1898 with ten science
departments , seven liberal arts departments and three language departments. After 1949 it was reorganized , to-
gether with the other pre stigious university in Peking, Hsing Hua University. (This latter one dates from the
Boxer Rebe llion Indemnity the Chinese Empire paid to the United States in 1901. The United States Govern-
ment returned it to found a university.) According to the 1949 reorganizatio n , Peking University became re-
sponsible for Arts and Sciences and Hsing Hua Univer sity for Science and Engineering. Pre sentl y Peking Univer-
sity has 83 specialities and the total teaching staff is about 2 ,700. The student body is 7,600 for the three-year
undergraduate course , but it is still under the 10-11 ,000 students enrolled before 1966. On the other han d , the
students per graduating class is about the same. There are also about 200 foreign students who do mostly gradu-
ate work , studying some special subject. Typ ically, they stay for one to one and one half years .

The main objective of my visit to Peking was to see Professor Chou Pei-yuan , who is well known among
specialists of turbulence for his theoreti cal work on homogeneous isotropic turbulence. More than 30 years ago
he spent some time at the California In stitute of Technology and he was the first who carried the formal analy-
sis up to the fourth order correlations. In the late 1940’s he returned to China and there began to build up
turbulence research. In recent years he was also active in directing Peking University as Vice Chairman of the
Revolutionary Committee of Peking University (roughly equivalent to the role of Vice President in the Unite d
States). lie made a few occasional visits abr,>ad , and in 1975 he led an official Chinese group on science and
technology , to both the United States and to Western European countries. I heard that at the request of Premier
Chou En-lai Professor Chou was preparing a new plan for scientific research, but afte r the death of Chou En-lai
the political climate was not favorable (now usually described as the “machinations of the Gang of 4”), and this
plan suffered a temporary setback. Now Professor Chou is active again with the plan and he assured me that
large comp :then sive plans are being made for scientific research in China and that also imp lies the spend ing of
sufficiently large funds. He was quite optimistic about the success of reorganizing science in China. He was
equally optimistic about the future of scientific exchanges with foreign countries.

In addition to his many public responsibilities , Professor Chou has not abandoned his personal research.
• Some time ago he developed a new model for elementary vortex structure s, and he succeeded in building up a

model of homogeneous turbulence b y random superposition of these elementary vortices. Since the original
publication in 1956 (Chou Pei -yuan and Tsu Sho-tang, “Acta Scientiaru m Natura l ium Universitatis Pekinensis ,”2 ,
39-S I , 1956), there has been a steady development along the same lines. At the present time he and his asso-
ciates are working hard on the extension of the original solution to moderate Reynolds numbers so as to de-
scribe a somewhat earlier than fI n al stage of turbulence decay . Professor Chou told me that experimental work
on turbulence will beg in again soon. On the first day of my visit , I was asked to give a lecture on turbulence to
an audience of about 40 people . After the lecture , many questions were asked and I had the impression that
there is interest in turbulence. The second day I participated in a kind of “round table discussion ” attended by
a number of research workers interested in fluid mechanics , especially in turbulence. There were about 30 per-
sons present , some of whom had worked in America , such as S. K. Chuang (formerly at California Institute of
Technology) and H. S. Tan (formerly at Cornell). The questions addressed to me were quite numerous but they
mostly dealt with technique: some were about experimental techn iques but others were quite interested in
that up to the present time their research interests were of an extremely pragmatic nature , consequently tur-
bulent shear flow calculations were foremost among their questions.
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AERONA UTICAL RESEARC H INSTITUTE IN PEKING

It is prim arily an edu cational inst i tut ion , although it is operat ing un dei the “ministry of aeronautics ”
(i t io re  correctly The Third Mini s t ry  of Machinery). I was shown arouiid by Mr.  Shen Yucn . Vice Chairman of the
Re~o 1uti onary Co in i i i i t tee.  Professor S. K. Chuang (mentioned in the paragraph above) was also among the
group receiving me.

Presently,  t h eme are abo u t 3.000 undergraduates enrolled in the Aeron autical  Ins t i tu te  for a three-year
course : consequently about 1 ,000 a year are graduating. Before the Cultural Revolution (before 1966) there
were about 5 ,500 undergraduates enrolled in a five-year course . Of a large teaching staff there are about 1 ,400
classifled as teachers. Upon further inquiry I was told that only about 80 of these are professors and assistant
professors, so I was naturally curious about the role of tile majority of such a large number of teachers (student-
teacher ratio is nearly two). Finally . fronn the answers , I gathered that many of these “teachers ” are participat-
ing in a role that would be equiv alent to a junior instructor in the United States. I was told also that  many of
them have received insufficient tr aining during the Cultural Revolution so I suspect that many of them are re-
ceiving more education than they are providing. This arrangement may also serve a usefu l purpose of absorbing
some of those formei - students whose education was abruptl y interrupted by the Cultural Revolution.

I was shown some of the laboratories. These were all essentially teachin g laboratories , although some re-
search is being carried out. The equipment included testing machines to determine the strength of materials
and also to test whole structures. Some fatigue tests were shown too. Outside the building they established
a major aircraft park in ord~ to show students some examp les of aircraft . Among a variety of aircraf t they
also have an eight-person passenger plane that was designed and built entirely by students back in the 1950’s.
They also built up a rather large aircra ft engine demonstration exhibit that serves to show the students various ex-
amples of foreign technology . The samples include both Soviet and American eng ines , MIG’s as well as one from
a U-2. It was especially interestin g to see that the Chinese collected so many of one particular type of American
jet er-gine (CAE-69), so that they were able to reconstruct and assemble several operating engines , and on some
of these engines they conduct performance tests. I was shown one of those engines mounted in a -test cell where
they measure thrust , rpm , manifold pressure , etc. Several high-speed wind tunne ls were shown , all fed by a com-
mon eight-atmosphere storage tank. A supersonic wind tunnel with a working section of 40 cm x 40 cm at
M = 2.5 can be operated for about a minute. Combustion facilities including testing for altitude effects were
shown , and at one stand they were studying the problem of re-ignition at high altitudes.

FUTAN UNIVER SITY IN SHANGHAI

The school was originally a French missionary school , named Ching Tan University, but in 1905 it was
transformed to what my interpreter termed a full university under the name of Mashanba Univer sity, founded
by progressive , liberal , democratic citizens. After 1949 it was reorganized with the rest of the educational sys-
tem. Presently it operates with 14 departments. Of those there are seven liberal arts departments (Chinese Lit-
erature , Foreign Langu ages, International Politics , Economy, Philosophy, History and Journalism), and six

• science departments (Physics , Chemistry , Biology , Optics , Nuclear Science , Computer Science). The 14th de-
partment , independent from both sciences and humanities , is Mathematics.

In addition to the teaching departments , there are also Research Institutes (Mathematics , Genetics , His-
tory, Historical Geography, and Chinese Literature). In accordance with the current policy, there are also so-
called campus factories at Futan Unive rsity. These are a Chemical Factory and an Electrical Instrumentation
Factory. Before the Cultural Revolution , there were 6 ,000 students enrolled but presently there are only 4 ,100
in a three-year undergraduate program. The number of teaching faculty is nearly 2 ,000 and of those , only 122
are listed as professors or assistant professors , some 376 as lecturers. The rest o f the  faculty is classified only as
teachers. Of those teachers , abou t one third are full time research workers. An interesting special activity: the
University operates a correspondence school with an enrollment of about 18,000. They expresse d the hope

• that with the demise of the “Gang of 4 ,” their regular enrolln-ient will climb steadily.

After the general brie fing. I was shown some research and development activities in progress. The last
thing shown was the development of thin film deposited integrated circuits. Position control by laser inter-
ferometer app lied to machine tools is one of their specialties. in the Mathematics Department , I saw a domes-
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tically produced model computer , 1973 vintage . It operates with 48 bit words , and the speed was quoted as
120 ,000 operations per second. It has a 32,000 word (random access) memory and a 6,000 word per second
tape deck. The software they use is based on ALGOL. I was told that  they were doing problems with a finite
difference method. Two-dimensional problems , both in elasticity and in fluid mechanics , were calculated typi-
cally on a 170 x 170 point grid. I was somewhat surprised to find that  fluid mechanics research was located in
the Mathemati cs Depart m ent.  The faculty member who sh owed me around was Dr. Liu Chao-long. He is doin g
research work aimed at predictin g pressure pulses occurring in pipelines. In this case I had the most difficulty 

—since the interpreter lacked the te chnical vocabulary . Essentially, they appeared to be doing a s tudy  in the dy-
namics of the problem. They did that both by set t ing up analog problems in the laboratory witI ~ reduced size
and correspondingly increased frequency so they built a laboratory duct system instrument ed with micro-
phones. I n addition , they are in the process of developing in strumentat ion to be installed in a real pipeline.

I was shown a teaching laboratory in fluid mechanics. The principal tool is a return-ty pe wind tunnel
about 75 cm in diameter and a maximum veloc ity of 45 rn/ s. The tunnel is equipped with a three component
force balance to measure lift , drag and moment on airplane models and on two dimensional airfoils. Wh at was
especially interesting to me was to learn that the equi pment was already completed in 1965 (just before the
Cultural Revolution) but only now are they beginning to use it as a teaching and academic research tool as the
return to normal academic operations begins.

CHEKLANT UNIVERSITY IN HANGCHOW

The University is in the lovely region of Hangchow (West Lake), considered one of the premium resort
areas before 1949. I was shown around by Professor Yang Shih-lin. The University was founded in 1897 by the
Provincial Government and it had seven faculties before 1949. After the new regime became established, the
University became reoriented. Before 1966 it had a five-year undergraduate course, but now there is a three-
year course with only 3,422 students enrolled. When I asked about evening school , I was told that  following
the resumption of teaching after the cultural revolution , night schools were abolished because “the Gang of
4” were against it (I never fully understood why). Here I had a chance to discuss extensively the admission
process , described earlier in the general comments.

At Chekiant University , the entering students are distributed as follows: 65%-75% coming from factories ,
and about 25%-30% from farms. Also , there are about 25%-30% female students. In addition , the University
has special arrangements with neighboring factories who send their selected personnel for short term stays , es-
pecially for special courses. The three-year undergraduate program has about half of the total time spent in
classrooms working on the mai n technical subject. About 10% is spent in practical work in one of the campus
factories. The rest of the time is taken up by humanities , which includes political indoctrination , agriculture ,
physical education , military science , etc. The students have about five weeks vacation a year , four weeks in the
summer (usuall y they take off the month of August), and another week in winter around New Year. For orac-

• tical experience , there are campus factories. They are special ones producing machinery: there is one in chemi-
cal engineering, one in electrical engineering (electric power), one in radio eng ineering (electronics) and one in
optics.

The undergraduate instruction is divided into seven departments (General Machinery, Electrical Machinery,
Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Optical Engineering, Electronics and Natural Sciences). The inspection
tour began with the General Machinery Department , where I was shown mostly metallurgical developments.
Another area was new developments in automatic control. The princip les of automatic control were being
taugh t to the students , including some use of computers , which were proudly displayed.

Naturally,  a short visit to the four institutions cannot be a profound survey. It can give only a glimpse of
the Chinese higher education and scientific research. To sum it up, the visits to the teaching institutions have
shown clearly that much that is being taught is pragmatically oriented. The student , having come from a work -
ing environment and knowing that he must return to the same group, is quite aware that he is expected to take
back knowledge to improve the productivity and the lot of his comrades there . Only the future will tell , how-
ever , to what extent these institutions will be able to reconcile these immediate practical goals with the longer
range objectives of building up research teams in more sophisticated subjects where there is no direct relevance
to immediate production problems.
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SOME IMPR E SSI ONS OF THE INTERNAT IONAL CONFERENCE ON
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE , TOKYO

Richard G. Alias

This is the second time that the internatio nal  conference on nuclear s t ructure was held in n Japan (Sep.
tember 5-10 , 1977) . The previous Tokyo conference was almost exactly ten year s prior to this one. M u m m y of
the attendees ha d also been there at that time and thus invariably comparisons were made and new observa-
tions and old memorie s exchanged.

The success of a conference cannot ent i re ly  be jud ged by cold statistics of papers presented amid number
of attendees , not even by the “who is who ” in the field present. The warmth , the outs tanding organization . the
help fulness of our Japanese hosts , and t in e memories carried back , all were impor ta n t  to make this an outstand-
ing conference.

However , the statistics also are quite impressive: 868 contr ibuted papers (not  counting post deadline) by
some 2 ,000 authors amid co-authors : 32 foreign countries represented by somne 310 attendees plus some 440
fully registered and about 120 observers from Japan. The largest non-Japanese groups were from the U mm ited
States , close to 90: West Germany and France run neck to neck about 50 each: I ta ly  and time L ’ nion of Soviet
Socialist Republics had 15-20 each and all the other countries had below 10 attendees. In addition some 30
imi vited talks by expert s on various topics were presented.

It is rather infrequent that such large numbers of nuclear physicists from all over the world , many of
them experts in their particular subfield , gather in Japan. To take full a~’vant age of this expertise , to more
fully exchange ideas on specialized subjects , to show the newest Japanese research facilitie s and equipment and
to introduce the younger Japanese physicists and physics students to the international phys ics co rn mum n i t v  many
symposia and (m. ii-) conferences were organized. These symposia were of a varyi ng degree of formality and
size and either preceded or followed mhe main conference and were held in various location s in Japan. As a mat-
ter of fact , there was even a ripple e ffect to India as several peop le headed for the cyclotron dedication in Cal-
cutta and a variety of gatherings throughout India.

To illustrate the diversity of interests of the Japanese nuclear physicists as expres~;ed in the topics of these
symposia and to describe sonic of the ir facilities . I shall mention a few of these meetings and the research equip-
ment available at the laboratorie s where the meetings were held.

An informal symposium on highly excited states and polarization phenomena was held at the Research
• Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Osaka University. Since this natio nal inst i tute  is rather new , experiments

having just started in January 1977 , the purpose of this informal symposium was to discuss topics related to
work done at RCNP as well as to show the facilitie s of RCNP .

The RCNP is a new national ins t i tu te .  It s main facility is an AVF (Azimuthally Varying Field) cyclotron.
The cyclotron provides protons (polarized and unpolarized) up to 75 MeV , al phas up to 120 MeV , 3He particles
up to ISO MeV and various kinds of heavy ions with Energy /nu cIeu~ 10-15 MeV. Experiments have just
started since last J anua r y ,  and various kinds of nuclear experiment s using polarized (

~~) and unpolarized pro-
to n s , alphas , 3He , and heavy ions are now being carried on. Some of them are studies of pre -equi l ibrium amid
equilibrium (i , xn , yp) reactions , gamma ray mult ip licities and mu ltipolarit ies . direct amid break-u p reactions in-
duced by 3He , inelastic scattering and particle transfer reaction s , elast ic and inelastic ~~

‘ scatteri ng,~~ -~~~ andy  -lie
scattering, high resolution studies of whole analogue states , studies of h ighly excited states and polarization phe-
nomena. The large number  of papers com i tr ibuted to both the main conference and this sym posium already
shows a very active amid produ ct.ve group.
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The In s t i tu te  fur Nuclear Study,  University of Tokyo , sponsored a post-conference symposium on nuclear
in s t run m en ta t i u m i , especially magm ietic spectrometers and detector systems. ihe  four main research areas being
pursued are : low energy physics . high energy ph ysics , theoretical physics and a special study group for the high
energy heavy ion project to accelerate ions up to ura n ium m i to 100-1 .000 MeV/nuc leon.

h ere the accelerator facilities for low energy nuclear pkysics are : a frequency modulated (FM) cyclotron
with a nearly continuous beam achieved by the use of a debunching system and a sector focusing (SF) cyclotron
with the availabil i ty of polarized protons aiid deuterons. The SF cyclotron accelerates protons (including polar-
ized) from 7.4-45 MeV and deuterons (including polarized) from 15-35 MeV; in addition it will accelerate 3He
and al pha particles and som e heavy ions. The FM cyclotron will give 55 MeV protons or 80 McV 3 He particles.

The high energy physics division has a 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron. This accelerator also provides a
synchrotron radiation port for solid state physics experimnents. Fot experiments they provide a variety of equip-
mn ent including a polarized photon systeni , li quid hydro gen and deuteriuni targets , a polarized proton target and
on-line computers.

The theo met ical physics division is engage d in studies of a wide range of fields in miuclear physics , fro m
microscopic description of nuclear collective modes to the theory of heavy ion reactions. The particle physics
group is interested in the study of the structure of particles and their interaction s.

However , the most interesting amid far-reaching project is the study group for a high energy heavy ion facil-
ity NUMATRON (Nuclear-Matter-Tron). in the last-few years , heavier ions and higher energy are called for in
sever al fields of research and applications , especially among nuclear physicists in Japan. Responding to such de-
mands , a study group has been organized at the Institute for Nuclear Stud3~ -

The aim of the project is to open up a new field of nuclear physics including possibilities to study the high-
density and high-temperature nuclear m atter as exists in stars under controlled laboratory conditions. This fa-
cility, the major project iii nuclear physics in Japan , is planned to provide heavy ions up to ura ” iurn in the rela-
tivistic energy range of 100-1 ,000 MeV per nucleon. The design studies also were presented at the main confer-
ence . Basically, the idea is to accelerate heavy ions (stripped at several stages) into a storage ring and from there
eject them into a ~ynchrot ron for final acceleration to the desired energy . This facility most likely will be funded
and constructed. When it becomes operational it will open new areas of experimental research and theoretical
investigations and it will be the most powerful facility of its kind in the world.

A pre -conf erence symposium was held at the Science University of Tokyo on the subject of few-body
problems. It was attended by about 70 peop le , about half of whom were from outside Japan . Omie of the non-
Japanese speakers probably expressed the feelings of most attendees when he noticed , to his surprise and de-
ligh t , that so many Japanese physicists were interested in the few-body problems.

This symposium was not coupled with any fac lity visit , but devoted to a more thoroug h discussion of the
few body problem than could be possible in the main conference. Thus there was a certain amount of overlap.
The major points of discussion were the nuclear potential , the amount of D state in the deuteron , t h e  calcula-
tional aspects of the Fadeev three body formalism and the possible existence and extent of a three body force .
In case of the nuclear potential the contributions of the on-shell and off-shell parts in selected regions of phase
space were discussed. It has become increasingl y evident that higher partial waves (P, D. - -) and tensor forces
play an important role , especially if polarization measurements are considered. The estimates f~r the D state of
the deuteron range from 3.5% to 7% with most results being somewhere in between. From all evidence there
seems to be a need for a three body force . It is especially indicated in calculations of the binding energy of the
tr iton. However , the form and properties of such a th ree body force are open questions. Of course , the ever
present question on how to properly treat the Coulomb effects in all calculations still is a topic of discussion.

The main conference dealt with various topics of current interest in nuclear structure . Some of these top-
ics were the same as discussed in greater detail in the various specialized symposia. The talks consisted ntain ly of
invited papers with a few contributions selected f or  ora l presentation. It  is to be noted that  all contributed
papers had already been reproduced and bound as Volume I of the proceedings and were made available to the
participants at the time of registration. The other volume will contain all invited talks and will be published as
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a supplement to the Journal of the Physical Society of Japan -

The conference was opened by the President of the International Conference on Nt clear Structure , Sin-
itiro Tomonaga. In his talk , and especially in the remarks of S. Miyahara , President of the Physical Society of
Japan , the place of nuclea r physics in Japan was discussed. Nuclear physics is still remembere d by many Jap-
anese in terms of the atomic exp losions in Japan. Therefore all energies and effort s of the Japanese nuclear
physicists are now concentrated towards basic research and the peaceful applications of nuclear physics to bene.
fit mankind and not to bring destruction.

The introductory talks were given by J.  P . Schiffe r , Argonne National Laboratory , and T. E. 0. Ericson ,
CERN. In his talk Schiffe r stressed how new technological advances lead to improved experimental possibilities ,
e.g., the new and proposed facilities for heavy ion research and medium energy physics (“meson factories ”).
New experiments frequentl y require changes in existing theories and thus lead to new theoretical insight. In par-
ticular he mentioned heavy ion reactions where high angular nnomentum (L = 32) states can be excited. The
understanding of such high angular nn onm entum states is still rather crude. I n heavy ion reaction s such asI 2C many resonances ane observed , but the tools of ~sght ion reactions (coupled channels , etc.) have only limited
success. Interesting app lications to atomic physics are possible , because in heavy ion reactions very high Coulomb
fields can be generated. The proposed new high energy heavy ion accelerators will lead to collisions of nuclei at
relativistic energies. It is not known what to expect from such interaction s. However , Schiffer also stressed the
need for “conventional” nuclear physics. It still is the core of the subject and holds many unexp lained phe-
nomena. He also mentioned that nuclear theory is in somewhat of a trouble because the number of theorist s
that concern themselves with experiment , with actual data , is decreasing.

Major proble m s in nuclear physics are to some extent the volume of information (data) gathered; there is
not enough activity in compilation efforts. In particular nuclea r reaction data compilation is totall y neglected.
What appears in the literature are just a few numnbers arrived at by theoretical analysis and interpretati on. If the
theory changes the original data still is valid , but not available for reanalysis. Schiffer also suggested that the
sm aller accelera tors and the proposed new facilitie s should be carefully balanced. Sonic of the greatest advances
in physics have come from careful systematic work.

Ericson devoted his introducto ry talk to topics not exp licitly covered by Schiffer. He first remarked about
the purpose of large vs. small conferences. Large conference s, held at proper intervals , give a platform for dis-
cussion and for learning about developments in relate d fields in the broader perspective rather than just one ’s
own narrow intere sts. Thus , for example , nuclear physics is a mature science as can be judge d by its applications.
However , it has many promi sing areas , some outside the regular field. Some of these more exotic fields are :

- : studies of neutron rich and neutron poor nuclei (edge of stability) , superheavy nuclei , high spin states (forced
rearrangement), high momentum transfer (short distances), new particles or resonances. He also emphasized
that the ideas about a three body force have advanced from speculation to necessity based on the present theo-
retical picture of the nucleom i-nucleon interaction.

• Mit ra , University of Delh i , noted that this was the first time a structure conference has devoted a session
to the fundamental problems of nuclear forces and few nucleons, a subject still basic to all of nuclear physics
and on which u ltimately all structure is based. Horiuchi, Kyoto, stre tched the problem of linking the known
shell structure to the specific two bod y nuclear force. Akoishi , Sapporo , concluded that  the three body force
plays an important role in reproducing the energy levels of the al pha particle. A survey of few nucleon systems
was given by Slaus , Zagreb.

A full session was devoted to some of the new or proposed accelerators as well as to suggested improve-
ments and updates of existing machines. Most of the talks dealt with heavy ion accelerators. Soni c of the tech-
nical advances are incorporating superconducting mi lagnets in the machine design . Thus Michigan State is pro-
posing a superconducting cyclotron. They already have a fully tested magnet and ju st recently were given fund-
ing by the National Science Foundat ion to convert the m agnet to a workinig cyclotron. They expect the first
beam about mid 1979 . Argonne is going to use a small superconduc tim ig Linac to increase the energy of their
tandem accelerator. They hope to be able to run experiments by the end of 1978. A similar superconducting
Linac is under construction at Stonybrook. The Laddertron accelerator project at Daresburry . Eng land , is
presently exp ermnie n it ing with specialized insu lators to sustain accelerating voltage s of 2.2 MV/meter. The
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Holifield heavy ion accelerator laboratory at Oak Rid ge is presently under construction. This accelerator is
designed to accelerate ions throu ghout the periodic table. In France the GANIL project (Saclay ) is under con-
struction. It is designed to accelerate uranium to about 10 MeV/nucleon and up to about 100 MeV for light
ions. It consists of two identical isochronous separated sector cyclotrons , one feeding the other with a strippe r
between them. Probably the most ambitious project discussed was the Japanese NUMATRON (previously de-
scribed) to accelerate heavy ions to the relativistic energies of 100-1 ,000 MeV/nuc leon.

Some of the other topics discussed were heavy ion collision , shell and cluster structure , nuclear spectros-
copy , giant resonances , super-heavy elements , hypernuclear spectroscopy and weak interactions. It is impossible
to touch upon all of them and the intereste d reader is deferre d to the forthcoming proceedings.

The conference ended with the concluding talk by I-I . Morinago , Munich. This Tokyo conference had
more contributed papers than the previous one four years ago held at Munich. In general the science of nuclear
physics has established its international nature and it should remain that way.

The general impression all during the mai n and subconferences was that nuclear physics as a science is
active and advanci ng, is exploring new approaches for development without neglecting the “conventional ”
path. Attend ance figures should not be used in direct comparison of interest in the fIeld between different
nations. Howeve r , the last ten year development of nuclear physics in Japan and the interest and support for it
displayed at this conference firmly establishes Japan in the forefront of nuclear physics in the world .
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CONCERN OF THE OKINAWAN PEOPLE
IN DEVELOPMENTS IN METEOROLOGY

Suguru tsliijima

THE ISOLATION OF THE RYUKYUAN ISLANDS IN THE SOUTHWEST PACIF I C

The Ryukyu an Islands , administratively called the Okim iawa Prefecture of Japan and comisisting of three
sub-groups (Okinawa , Miyako and Ishigaki-island groups), run in a southwest-northeast direction facing the
wide East China Sea to the west and the Pacific to the east. The latitude of the northernmost island is about
27 °N and that of the southernmost 24°N. The latitude of the capital city, Naha . is about the same as that of
Miami , Florida. The climate in the R yukyu Islands is quite similar to that of the Bahama Islands off Florida .
owing to the si m ilarity in size and relative locations to a continent to the west.

Historically, the ancestors of the Okinawan people had contacts with people in other districts of Japan
to t he north , with the coastal region s of China on the continent to the west across the East China Sea , and
with Taiwan and oth er countries to the south; this helped to overcome various han dicaps associated with small
islands isolated in the middle of the ocean. It is easily imagined that there migh t have occurred many mnajor
events involving unexpected weather change s in the oceanic area of the Ryukyu Island s. In fact , legends or
records concerning the drift s of ships or people have been kept for posterity. For instance , it is said that the
famous Japanese warrior Tametomo Minami ioto drifted down to Unten-harbor in the north of Okinawa Island
in 1165 and that his son was crowned the first king of the Ryukyu Islands. It is also said that the ship carrying
offi cials of Miyako Island back from a mission to deliver tribute to the king of the Ryuk yus at Shun on Oki-
flaw -a Island floundered upon encoum itering a typhoon and was stranded on the east coast of Taiwan. Most of
the officials who landed on Taiwan were unfor tunately  killed by native headhunters in 1874 .

The ancestors of the Okinawan people might not have been able to make th eir livelihood on such small
islands without  becoming Involved with the sea. It is easy to understand that the fears of the ancestors concern-
ing the dangers over the sea in bad weather naturall y led to a desire to increase this knowledge of meteorological
phenomena. Under such circumstances numerous proverbs about weather have been born. Some examples are :
“the weather gets worse if the moving speed of midd le or high clouds increases ” ; “the wind becomes violent
if the level of water in a well increases unusua lly ”~ “the violent wind blows if swallows come to land in flocks.”

OBSERVATION STATIONS AND THE STUDY OF M ETEOROLOG Y IN OKINAWA

• In 1890 the Okinawa Observation Station opened in Naha , 15 years after the establishment of the Tokyo
Observation Station. Several years later an Ishigaki Observation Station was established. For nearly 80 years
these two observation stations at Naha and Ishigaki have kept records that would be help ful for the long range
analysis of weather variation. In particular , the observations at the Ishigaki Observation Station have been very
valuable because they were not interrupted even for the several years of admninistrative confusion right after
World War II , and because observations have been consistently taken at the same location. Currently, there are
three regional observation stations (Ishigaki , Miyako and Minami .daito islands), four local observation stations
(Kun i e , Nago , Iriomote , and Yomiaguni islands) and six airport observation stations (Naha , Kume , Minami-
dai to , Miyako , Ishigaki , Yonoguni islands) under the main Okinawa District Observation Station in Naha.
The total number of staff employed in these stations is 340.

Surface observations as well as high atmosphere observations , utilizing a radar system of releasing sonde-
balloons , are rou ti ne l y made . Recently a Japan geostationary meteorological satellite was launched over the
the equator at 140 °E , which will soon be contributing to the weather watch. It should be noted here that the
typohoon watch information provided by the United States milita ry has been contributing greatly to the analy-
sis and prediction of the behavior of typhoons in ~he area of Okinawa.
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Providing various mi ieteoro logica l information for the daily activities of people in fishery, agriculture , in-
dustry .  etc.,  mi iay be the miiajor task of such governmentally-supporte d observation stations, but one cannot
disregard the fact that the data obtained by those routine observati on stations has contributed to the develop-
m emit of meteorology and has opened the possibility of -a l l  kinds of meteorological research.

At this point the author wishes to describe briefl y who does research in miieteorology , and where the
meteorologists or researchers are trained and educated. Among about 400 Japanese universities (88 national ,
33 prefectural or municipal and .307 private), only a few universities have a geophysics department which has
sonic enro lhmiien t in courses in metero logy . At the rest of the universities some outline of meterology is given
as a part of eart h science courses open to any student and an introductory m eteorology course is offered for
those students who plan to be teachers after graduation. There is a professional school , the National College of
Meteorology, under the Mitiistry of Commerce and Industry. Graduate level courses are offered only in the few
universities wh ich have Departm iients of Geophysics or Departnients of Applied Sciences , like llokkaido ,Tohoku ,
Tokyo , Kyoto amid Kyushu Universities.

As described above , professional education in meteorology is provided in a limited number of places in
• Japan. This , in turn , imiip lies that most of the staff of meteorological observation stations in Japan feel it is their

mission to get involved in education or research work in meteorology . To promote research for the development
c-f meteorology, the Okinawa Branch of the Japan Meteorological Society was organized in 1972 , immediately
after the reversion of Okinawa to Japan. There are more than one hundred members in this Branch , five being
affiliated with the University of the Ryukyus and all the others , except for a few , being affiliated with meteoro-
logical observation stations located in the Ryukyu Islands. One general assembly is held in March every year
where the members present the results of their research.

METEOROLOGICA L TOPIC S IN OKINAW A

Weather changes that we encounter in this district throug hout one year are largely related to the alterna-
tion of monsoons , the passage of moving highs and lows , and the comings of the baiu rainy season and typhoons.

• Cold and Warm Seasons

Groups of Sashiba , a kind of hawk , are observed over the Ryukyu Islands when the northerl y winds
(winter monsoon) begin to blow. The arrival on Ishigaki Island of the first group is usually around the 10th of
October. This is considered to be an indication of the start of the cold season which continues until the follow-
ing March or April when the southerly winds start to blow frequently. The weather in the middle of the cold
season is marked by the growth of cold and dry air mass over the continent of China. Cold and windy weather
is experienced when this air mass flows out from the continent toward the Ryukyu Islands. People flying in
from Tokyo at the peak of the winter monsoon are often perplexed by the unexpectedly severe weather upon
landing at Naha airport. Strong winds cause people to feel colder than they would expect from the actual air

• temperature in Naha. Average air temperature is 61°F in Naha and 39°F in Tokyo , but there are quite a num-
ber of days with winds of 10 rn/ s blowing in Naha. Sometimes accompam lyitig the cold air mass flowing out
over the East China Sea are Taiwan depressions which form north of Taiwan and threaten fishing boats and
ships travelling during this season. Aiming to study the formation mechanisms of this type of depression the Air-
mass Transformation Experiment (AMTEX) was conducted in February 1974 and 1975 with international co-
operation in the oceanic region centered near Okinawa Island. AMTEX was a sub-program of the Global At-
mospheric Research Program (GARP) in which more than 200 participants were involved.

During the warm season with its peak in July throug h September the wind is mostly southerly bring ing in
the warm and moist air mass which develops under the stmong est heat of the sun over the subtropical Pacific
east of the Japan islands. The weather in this season is very uncomfortable because of its heat and humidity .
It is interesting to compare the t emperature , humidity and disconifort index in Jul y of Naha (26.7 °N , l27 .7 °E),
Honolulu (2 1.3°N , l57.9 °E) and Yap island in Micronesia (9.5 °N , l38 .I °E) which are 83°F , 82% and 81 for
Nah a , 79°F , 64% , and 74 for Honlulu and 8 1°F , 86% and 79 for Yap. People on Okinawa feel compelled to
strip off their clothing to cool their bodies and get rid of the perspiration. This situation is quite different in
the Hawaiian Islands where they feel it is necessary to dress at least in Hawaiian dress (aloha shirts or muumuu)
to protect themselves from catching cold -
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Baiu and Typhoons

The period from the end of April to June is called the Baiu season (baiu means the rainfall  observe d in the
season of the blossoming of the ume plum trees). An outstanding feature of this season is the large amount of
clouds or rainfall. In the months of May and June , 564 mm of rainfall is recorded on an average at Nah a , which
is obviousl y an appreciable percentage of the yearly total of 2 ,118 mm. People in the Ryukyus appreciate the
coming of the Baiu season for the rain in this season ends t h e  water shortage and the drought that tends to oc-
cur in the cold winter season. A secondary rainfall peak is brought about by typhoon whose comings are not al-
ways predictable on a long range basis but which statistically hit the Ryukyu Islands three to four times a year
in the months from July through September. The rainfall resulting from Baiu and typ hoons amounts  to approxi-
mately hal f of the total annual rainfall.

On the one hand , one can derive benefits from the typhoons bringing water but , on the other hand , one
is always exposed to the violent wind of the typhoons. The maximum rainfall brought by a typhoon during its
stay within a distance of 300 km from any island grouping of the Ryukyus is 846 mm and the highest gust of
wind is 85 rn/s. In Japan a typ hoon (a storm with the maximum wind speed of more than 17 m/s) is given the
number that shows its order of birth in that particular year , a different system of describing typhoons than
that used in the United States. However , a particular typhoon that causes extreme damage to a particular lo-
cality is named after the locality that it hit.  About ten such notorious typhoons in Japan including the Ryukyus
have been experienced since the beginning of this century , for example , the Muroto peninsular typhoon , the Ise-
bay typhoon , and the Miyak o Island typhoon. Norm ally, a typhoon reaches its mature stage in the latitudes of
the Ryukyu Islands and becomes most violent. However , fortunately the damage due to typ hoons is less severe
and infrequent in the Ryukyu district because of the diminished orographic effect and because of the small size
of the islands; but lack of preparation for the coming of a typhoon at times brings calamitie s. Most recently on
July 30 and 31 , Ishigaki Island and its neighboring islands were severely damaged by an unexpected typhoon:
there were 6 deaths , 97 completely destroyed houses, 8 sunken ships , 24 overturned cars. This typhoon showed
the need to clarify several unknown points : how it was formed in such a higher latitude (25N); how it could in-
tensify in such a short time (45 mb in one day July 29 to 30); why it took such an unusu al course from north
to south , and so forth .

CONCLUDING R EMARKS

In conclusion the author wishes to assert that although various types of instruments (radar , satellite , and
other remote sensing apparatus) are now in use and we are able to track meteorological disturbances so long as
they are perceived by these equipments , our knowledge of the causes of the turbulence is very limited. In par-
ticuhar , there are many unknown factors about the atmosphere over the East China Sea to the west and the
Pacific Ocean to the east of the Ryukyu Islands still unsolved. In order to continue to live in such a localized
area isolated by the ocean , people in the Ryukyus cannot ignore the development of the science of weather , as
their ancestors did. The desire now is to study the weather changes more precisely and to be able to predict

• them on a longer range basis. This requires that we promote fundamental research based on the physics of the
atmosphere to increase the accuracy of predictions on the behavior of atmospheric phenomena.
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NAGOYA UNIVERSITY

George Sandoz

Nagoya Um siversity is omie of t h e  leading technical universi t ies in science and enginee ring. Formerly Nagoya
Imperial Universi ty.  t h e  school was renamed Nagoya University in 1947 , and reorganized in 1949 under a so-
called new edu catiom ia l sy ste m . I m i addition to science and engitieering there are postgrad uate schools of Letters ,
Educ ation . Law . I cotioniics , Medicine and Agricul ture.  At presem it there are also four Research Inst i tutes in
Et ivironm ii enta l Medicine . Atm u osphierics . Plasma Physics amid Water Research. Ati Insti tute in Aeronautical Medi-
cine was abolished in 1945 after only two years ’ existence , obviously a casualty of the war. The indu strial and
center city of Nagoya has been largely rebuilt since the war and the University of Nagoya has also mostly been
built during the post-war period .

Within the Department of Metallurgical Eng ineerim ig . th ere are several research-te aching unit s. They are
Metal Physics. Non-F errous Metallurgy . Ferrous Me t allurgy. Chemical Metallurgy , Welding Metalhurgy , Metal
Castim ig, Analytical Chemistry,  Metallic Materials.  Process Engineering Metallurgy , Reaction Engineering. Solid
State Physics , Plastic Working of Metals and Strength of Metals. Three of these uni t s  were visited Welding
Metallurgy . Metal Physics and Strength of Metals. A lecture on “Stress-Corrosion Cracking in Some High Strength
Steels” was presented to a student faculty assembly.

Professor lsao Ma sumno to is the well-known leader of the Welding Metallurgy Group and Laboratory . The
group investigates welding technology wit h emn p hasis on the relation of mechanical properties to metallurgical
structure. As one examp le of the work , methods have been devised to improve the fatigue strength of welded
joints. Galvanize d joints (after welding) should be quenched to improve aging characteristics and the residual
stress pattern . The function of p lastic (epoxy resin) coatings of welds in improving resistance to fatigue has been
shown to be the exclusion of m oisture and oxyge n from the atmosp here .

Professor Masumoto and his colleagues have also done som e important research on the avoidance of hot-
cracking in weld metal and in the welded joim it.  The important finding is that the weld metal should solidif y
within the delta ferrite region of the peritectic phase diagram ii , to avoid sulfur grain boundary segregation. Thus
there are limits to the amounts of C , S. and Ni (and to the Cr in austenitic steels) in order to avoid hot crack-
im ig. The threshold values have been specified by Masumoto in many articles over the past decade.

Masurnoto and colleagues have also published widely on electroslag welding (11W Doc. Xll -J - 8-7  1) ,  and
CO 2 Arc Welding (Welding Journal Res Sup. July, 1958 , 11W Doc. XIl-B-l 35-73). Research on underwater

• welding of steel and electroslag welding of aluni inu iii has also been undertaken.

Recently computer program iss for the critical parameters for welding by electro n beam , CO2 and sub-
merged arc welding processes have been studied. Another area of curent interest is the transfe r of such mi ict al s
as Ca , La and Mg in the arc from the metal wire in MIG and Ar-CO 2 weld processes. This metal transfe r can in-
hluence the ease of welding and the properties of the welds. The refrigeration of welds to improve properties
is also an important study of continuing interest.

In the study of strength of metals , Professor A. Otsuka concentrates primarily in fracture and fatigue .
~-lis studies on fracture are based on the COD concept coupled with metallurgical observations. The problem
iddressed is the fibrous fracture initiation in the mixed mode loading condition. The fracture initiation from

• i precrack in low and medium strength steel occurs by fibrous cracking at high temperatures and by cleavage
racking at low temperatures. The transition temperature is greatly influenced by the degree of plastic constraint .

Otsuka and his colleagues define the transition temperature Ti as the transition in fracture mode which is
ccompanied by a large change in toughness. A steel should always be used at temperatures above Ti.
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At temperatures higher than Ti , the (‘OD (crack opening displacement) at fracture initiation (6i) becomes
almost constant , showing little sensitivity to tem uperature , specimen geomlictry or loading rate. At te m peratures
below Ti , öi is sensitive to these factors . Therefore Otsuka defines the fracture toughnes s of low and medium
strength steel by Ti and ~i. The tr ansitio m i teniperature Ti is dependent on specimen size , loading rate , etc., and
is therefore miot a material constant.  The crack openim ig disp lacem ent , ~i , is a material constant however , and
may therefore be usefu l in m aterial strength-toughness regim es where fracture  mechanics cannot be used.

At the maxim iium values of Ti , plane straimi conditions are reached. Otsuka has developed an expression
which defines the critical value of Ti for plane strain , as follows:

a , B , W - a  > 0.4 —i---
o~~R

where a is crack length , W is specimen width , E is Young ’s modulus , cr~ is yield strength and R is the ratio of
yield strength to ultimate tensile strength. The ratio of maxi mumii tensile strength to maximum shear strength
(ay mnax /Xm a x )  is also at a mn aximum when plane strain is reached.

Otsuka measure s with SEM a value of “stretch zone depth” (SZD) which is a maximum at the point of
static fracture. The value of SZD is directly proportional to COD up to the Ti temiiperature above which the
notch tip COD increases rapidl y while the plastic COD , which is proportional to SZD , becomes constant.

These results appear to be important in the application of quantitative analytical techni ques to steels
which are not normally tractable to fracture mechanics techni ques. The work of Otsuka ’s group seems to offer
the means of measuring a material constant , ~i , which can be a useful toughness index as well as a means of de-
termining the value of Ti where plane strain is obtained. Further details on this work is given in Engineering
Fracture Mechanics , Vol. 7 . p. 4 19 , 1975 , and in a paper by A. Otsuka , T. Miyata and S. Nishimura entitled
“Fracture Toughness and the Transition in Fracture Initiation Mode in Low and Medium Strength Steel” which
was delivered at the International Conference on Fracture Mechanics and Technology in Hong Kong, March
1977 .

Otsuka and his group have also studied the initiation of fati gue crack growth in mixed mode conditions
(see Engineering Fracture Mechanics , Vol. 7 , p. 429 , 1975). Precracked low-carbon steel specimens were used ,
with the notches introduced at both surface and center , and at various ang les to the applied fatigue stress. It is
concluded that the fatigue crack growth is fractographically divided into two modes , shear and tensile (the
fractograp hs were not sensitive to notch activity). The critical condition for fatigue crack growth is given by
the local tensile stress and shearing stress at the notch tip, which relate to the stress intensity factors K 2 and
K 1 - Under plane loading conditions this criterion is generally applicable.

The Metal Physics Group under Professor T. Imura is very active in high voltage electron microscopy
• (HVEM). In situ dynamic thermal and mechanical effects (dislocation movements) have been observed. This

work of in-situ is widel y known , and no attempt to provide details will be undertaken here . For those inter-
ested . the following papers of Imura and coauthors are recommended: a) “in-Situ Dynamic Experiments on
Plastic Deformation in HVEM ,” Fourth International Congress , Toulouse , 1975 , and b) “in-Situ Dynamic
Observations of Dislocation Behavior in Metals and Alloys by High Voltage Electron Microscopy ,” Memoirs
of Faculty of Engineering, Nagoya University, Vol. 28 , No. 1 , May , 1976 . Imura also served as co-chairman
and program chairman of the Fift h International Conference on High Voltage Microscopy in Kyoto , Japan ,
August 29-September I , 1977 , sponsored by the Japanese Society of Electro n Microscopy.

Associate Professo r N. Yukawa is developing interesting high-temperature in-situ composites based on the
monovariant eutectic line in the Ni-Cr-C system and the Co-Cr-C system. The hope is to obtain both fiber and dis-
persion strengthening. An alloy composed of 39 Cr-2C-22Ni- 34 Co - and 3 Al has bee.i made. The eta Cr 7C3
phase and a strong gamma matrix are expected to provide high temperature strength and the oxidation and cor-
rosion resistance should be provided by the Cr. Preliminary tests show that the structure is entirely stable for
30 hours at 900°C. Yukawa feels the alloy will be stable to over 1 .000°C , but this has not yet been proven. An
ultimate use in gas turbine components is visualized. At the time of the meeting, Yukawa had not decided where
to publish the work .
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Im n ura with T. Masumoto of Tohoku University and Y . Yoshiro of Nagoya Inst i tute  of Technology re-
- port ed on the “Structure and Stabi l i ty of a Splat-Cooled Fe-P-C Alloy ” at the Second International Conference
- on Rapidl y Quenched Meta l s  at MI T in N ovem ii her 1975 (published in Materials Science and Engim ieer ing , 23

(1976) 169-1 972). The alloy (80 Ee-13P- 7C) was hiund to have a significantly higher recrystallization tempera-
ture (from u the am iio rphou s s tate)  after i rrad iat imi .-~th electrons of 100 keV to 1 ,000 keV up to a total dose of
about 10 23 elect romis / cm 2 in time h l V I - M.  Th is could have practical app lications.

In general . Nagoya University appears to be first class by every standard. Each of the three groups visited
in Metallurgical Eng ineering proved to be very strong and it is sincerely regretted that there was not time to visit
the other groups.
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TOMOEGUM I IRON WORK S

George Sandoz

Dr. Hiroshi Nakaya m a , Plant Manager , was my host for a visit to Tomoegumi Iron Works. Both the Oyama
plant in Tochigi-kem i . about 50 kmn from Tokyo . and thie Welding Laborato ry in Tokyo were visited.

The company was founded in 1917 as a fabri catiom i shop amid has grown since to serve primarily the build-
ing industry , in both design and fabrication. The conipam iy is famed for its “Diamond Truss ” concept , a miiet hod
for constructing curved , wide-span surfaces with trusses arranged in diamond forms. In addition to the two main
lines , steel towers and Diamond Truss structures , the comiipany build s bridges , prefabricate d houses and schools
and all manner of steel frame s ructures. The architectur al section of the company is in..~grated with the planning,
design and field construction activities , which is claimed to be unique in Japan.

With the extensive involvement of the company in fabrication it is natural that welding would be im-
portant. In this respect , the company appears to be almost exclusively employing variation s of the CO2 arc
welding process which the company and Nakayama in particular have developed. There are both automatic and
semi-automatic processes for in-plant or on-site operations. Som e of these processes for narrow-gap welds are as
follows:

- NOW-T This is a semi-automatic process for making vertical T weld joints. It involve s CO 2 welding
with the lower part of the joint contained by a copper chill and with coated rod laid in the square butt groove.

2. NOW-H — Similar to NOW-T but the weld is horizontal I and the chill is L shaped to contain the weld
nietal . This is intended for on-site welding .

3. NOW-F -- This is a flat semi-automatic shop welding CO2 arc weld process. The weld is flat horizontal
with. a granular flux backing.

4. NOW-B — This is a flat automatic shop horizont al welding CO 2 arc weld process. A small stri p is
welded just to the back side to contain the filler metal . Welding is performed in one-pass , one layer in a square
butt groove.

• S. NOW-i-l B — This is an automatic on-site horizontal process with a small strip welded to the reverse side
to contain weld metal.

6. NOW-TB — A semi-automatic process for T join ts , sin iilar to the NOW-T process except that a steel
backing strip is used.

7. NOW-V — This is a vertical narrow gap CO 2 arc weld process involving arc weaving and copper chills
which move with the weld. CO 2 gas enters through an opening in the chill.

8. NOW-VB — This is a vertical T welding process similar to the NOW-V process but with the chills lo-
cated appropriately for a T .joint.

These brief descriptions arc recognized to beg better illustration and further clarification and for this
purpose the papers which Nakayama and his colleagues have produced are perhaps the best source. Spme of
the more important of these are listed as follows:

1. H. Nakayama et al., “Use of Narrow-Gap One-Side Arc Welding Process (NOW Process) to Steel Struc-
ture s of Building, ” 11W Doc. X II -B °~ -7l
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2. H. Nakayam ii a Ct  al ., “A Study (it ~\ a r to%4 -(iap One-Side Ate Weldi ng Process t~ r hl o rizui mm al Positio n
Welding, ” 11W Doe . X II-B- lOS- 7 2

3. II. Nakay zmma et al.. “Development and App l icat i o mi of Narrow .Gap Omie-Side Arc Welding I’rocess
(NOW-Process) to Steel Structures of I3 ui l dim i g .  11W Doe. XI l - B- I i i O-74

4. H. Nakayam iia et al.. “A Stud y of Narrow-Gap One-Side Arc Welding Process of T-J oint s ( NOW -T
Process) in Steel Building, ” 11W Doe. X l l -B-13 3-73

5. “Development and App h icati om i ~f Narrow-Gap Arc Weldim i g Process in Japan .” 11W Due. XIl-B-584-74

6. H. Nakayamna et al.. “Application of Narrow-Gap Automatic  CO., Arc Weavimig Welding Process to
Heavy Steel Structures ,” 11W Doe. XlI-B -188-75

7. 11. Nakay an ia et al., “Application of Narrow-Gap Automatic CO2 Arc Weaving Processes to Heavy
Steel Strutures of Building, ” 2nd International Symposium of the Japan Weldim ig Society . August 1975 , No. 2-2
(21). Also 11W Doe. XII-B -l93-7 6

Nakayama ’s group has also been involved in studies of deformation and stress due to welding in steel
buildings (11W Doc . XV-292-70) and in studies to prevent weld crackim ig in high strength steel welds of building
structures (11W-Doe . IX-787-72). In the latter study a new method to prevent weld cracking was proposed in-
volving succeeding passes within the incubation time for crack initiation without employing pr ehea t ing.

At the Welding Laboratory , a recent achievement is a tandem sensor for the ultrasonic detection of de-
fects in welds. This is claimed to be particularly effective in the NDT of narrow-gap welds. The company plans
to develop the instrument for sale in the near future . Work is also under way on the development of a circular
automatic CO2 on-site welder. The goal is to provide automatic circular welding capability (girth welding) for
underground columns of an electric power station.

At the time of the visit , Nakayama was engaged in writing a book on CO 2 welding and also preparing a
Welding Terminology Dictionary . He was doing this in the evenings. Perhaps it is this kind of dedication that
produces so many excellent industrial organizations in Japan. Tomoegumi Iron Works is one of these .

H
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HITACHI ZOSEN

George Sandoz

h i tachi  Zosen ( I l i t a c h i  Ship building amid h m i g in eer immg Company, Ltd.)  has grown simice being founded in
1 891 , im i to a nother giam i t Japa n ese company, employing upwards of 25 ,000 people. T h e  main products are I I
ships (passetiger . ca rgo , ore . oil . LPG . Naval craft , Imydrofoi l  boats) ,  2) sh ip repair and re m odeling. 3) ~cean
development equipm nent (oi l dri l l ing equipmnent , pipe layimig ba rges , e tc .) ,  4) marine engines (diesel , steam tur-
bi mi es , boilers . etc. ) .  5) machinery (steel rolling m m i i l l s , cranes , h ydraulic presses , etc .). 6) ste el s t ructures  I bridges .
stac k s , penstocks . towers . etc.),  7) emivir omimen t a l  equipme nt ( imic im le ra tors , ant i-air  p ollution equipment . e tc . ) .
and 8) castings amid forgings.

The Tech nical Research Ins t i tu te  of Hitachi Zosem i was established in 1949 amid is the “ corporate ” re-
search laborato ry .  The niissiom i is to improve comwenti un a l technology amid product quality as well as to develop
new technology and miew products. As out l imied by Dr. Eng. Shojiro Okada , Director of the Techmiical Research
Inst itute . 50 percent of the effort is problemu solving, 25 percent is seeking te chr mi ca l alternatives , 20 percent is
finding miew markets usim ig presem it techni ques and S percent is seekimig new tna rkets through new technology .

-There are about 280 peop le at the Technical Research Inst i tute of whom about half are professional
• technical level. The budget runs at about 7 mill ion dollars per year which is distributed among several research

dep artmiients . The No. I Department . headed by Dr. Eng. Seizou Watanabe , was the only department visited be-
cause this dep artm n ent conducts most of the materials work . However , the Sakai Departm n en t studies yard ap-
plications of we lding techniques. The No. I Department studies welding, coating and pai nting, properties of
imi dustri a l  materials,  materials  t e sts ammd process metallurgy . -:

The vi s it began wi t h a preser m atior l ott the a ctivi t ies of ONR and N RL in the mamer ia l s area. This was
followed with a Hitachi Zosem i movie and discussion on the weldin g arid testing of pressure vessels. The movie
il lustrated . t h roug h unn otched and notched fatigue tests on a 30 ton welded pressure vessel , that the new Hi-
tachi Zosen cleetro-s lag welding process (HINES welding method) produces better  welds of thick plate than
shielded arc welding. Since HINES is an automi iatic process the speed is also much greater. The deve lopmiient
came about following difficulties welding 80 K g/mm 2 high tensile steel. The high heat input require d causes
upper b ainite to form and this becomes bri t t le  on slow cooling. Therefore manual welding was formerly re-
quired to provide faster cooling rates. The HINES welding method quem iches the welded part by forced coo limig
immediately after  elect roslag welding, and follows with an im nm ediate  temper.

• The next discussions were on some interesting alloy development work which has produced a series of
so-called HZ alloys. -‘s brief description of these follows:

I I C E - I  a cavitation and erosion resistant alloy of copper , a luminum and bery lh ium n (Cu-8 Al-I  Be
no m imia l composition). The alloy may be further  hardened to give very good wear resi stance . The major ap-
plication is high speed marine prope hlors where the cavitation problem is severe. In this respect the HZ-CE alloy
is far superior to Mn-bronze and Ni-Al-bronze , according to Hitachi Zoscn test data. The alloy is apparently
commercially available and has previousl y been tested by the U.S. Navy (NAPL by D. Kallas).

The improved eavitatioti resistance is a t t r ibuted to the development of a very fine beta phase and ami al pha
phase which is strengtehened by the presence of bery ll ium. The beta phase contaim i s somne K phase.

2) CE-3 - This is a filler material for inert gas welding (TIG , MIG) of the CE-i material. We ldabi h ity is
good. cav itation-erosion resistance is outstanding and the mechanical properties are good. Corrosion resist-
ance in a number of iiiedia inc ludi rm g saltwater is excellent. Overlay of parts produces outstanding wear re-
sista n ce . For example , overlay on a nickel-aluminum bronze propeller for a small hydrofoil boat resulted in
spectacular improvement in cavitation resistance as measured by weight loss and by visual inspection.
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3) HZ-C M a coppe r base alloy used for molds iti the continuous casting process for steel. This alloy -
contains nickel and silicon. The alloy is strom i g at high temperature amid is a good heat conductor.

4) lIZ-C L - a nickel base alloy (Ni , 15-30 Mo . 1-5 W , 1-4 (‘u , < 5 Fe , < 2 Cr , < 2 Co . 0.5 Ti) wi th  very
hmg h corrosion resistance to hl ( ’L , Il ,SO4, NaOl -l . II 3PO4 . [IF amid organic acids. In addition the alloy is forge-
ab l e , weldable and castable and cami be drawn. The alloy is similar to Hastelloy but the weld HAZ zones are
precipitate free and hence miiore corrosion resistant .

The HZ-CL alloy is also useful as a submnerged arc weld wire for 9 percent nickel steels. The alloy Ni .
15-30 Mo , I- S W . 1-4 Cu has been licemised for mn anufactu re by Nippon Steel as a weld wi t e  for submerge d arc
welding of pressure vessels , LNG tanks , etc. A cooperative agreement is also being arrange d with Chicago
Bridge and Iron Co.

5) HZ-SO — a lead base alloy resistant to H 2 SO4. The addition of a small amount of Te or Se is the means
of conferring resistance greater th an that  of pure lead.

6) HZ-PO — ami alloy resistant to phosphoric acid and generally usefu l in chemical plants where wet pro-
cess mn echanica l action is involved. The alloy is compose d of Fe . 38-40 Ni , 20-23 Cr , 7 .S-8 .5 Mo.

7) HZ-80C — a low alloy steel used im i casting K and leg bracim ig for off-shore and undersea strtm ctures of
80 Kg/mm 2 steel (welds at regions of high constraint are thereby avoided). The composition of the alloy is
patented. As quenched and tempered , the steel is resistant to stress corrosion cracking. At the present time re-
search is underway to develop a similar steel at the 100 and 130 Kg /mm 2 strength level.

- — The company is very active in studies of NDE techni ques. with emphasis on acoustic and ultrasonic moni-
toring of large pressure vessels. A multi-probe tandem t ec l im i ique involving niany transducers has been developed
for the ultrasonic inspection of very thick steel plates. A prototype has been made but there is no conimnercial
availability -

Much of the technical progress cited is described in company brochures, but there are also publis h ed
works in the literature and in company technical journals. The low-tem nperature fati gue behavior of weld joints  of
9 percent nickel steel is described , for example , in 11W DOC . XI II-649 -72. A study of fatigue crack growth in 9
percent nickel steel plate appears in Engineering Fracture Mechanics . 7, 48 1 , 1975. A strain energy release rate
relationshi p to the increase in area of a surface crack subject to fatigue was established.

A series of reports have been issued on the subject of pressure vessels and piping. See Hitachi Zosen Tech-
nical Reports HTZR-PVP-1 through I-ITZR-PVP-7. These reports deal with design , fatigue tests, fabrication ,
quality assurance , etc. One paper (HZTR-PVP-4 ) discusses the means of preventing hydrogen-induced cracking
of we ldmn ents , in terms of the preheat and postheat conditions required before cooling the weld metal to 100 °C.

Several recent papers in the Hitachi Zosen Technical Reviews are in the materia ls area. One article is on
the adaptability of calorized steels to hydrogen sulfide at high temperatures (37. No. 1. 8. 1976) . At 600°C
the coatings are resistant to corrosion in H 2S but are very brit t le and thermal shock resistance is poor. Coated
welded joints are not corrosion resistant.

In a later issue (37 , No. 4 , 1 , 1976) the question of wear and seizing of flake grap hite case iron (as cyl-
inder liners , piston ring s , etc.) is addressed. A harder matrix improves seizing resistance. Vanadium additions
also improve seizing resistance while copper and chromium improve wear resistance but deteriorate seizure qual-
ities. Another paper (37, No. 4 , 10 , 1976) discusses the effects of carbide precipitation on the creep of 18-8
stainless steel at 700°C. The effects of the preci pitation are greatest between stress levels where creep is con-
trolled by stress and lower st ress levels where creep is controlled by metallic diffusion.

In the same issue (37 , No. 4 , 33, 1976) an automatic vertical TIG welding method for 9 percent nickel
steel spherical tanks is describe d. The alloy HZ-CL wire is used. Good welds are apparentl y achieve d with savings
of from 50 to 70 percent in weld time and weld cost compared to manual welding.
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In summary, the Technical Research Inst i tute  of h itachi Zosen appears to be one more high ly efficient

and practical-minded Japanese corporate laborato ry. As one visits a succession of such activities , the feeling
grows that they make a significant contribution to the health and growth of the parent industry as well as to

-: all Japan.
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l)AIDO STEEL COMPANY

George Sando i

T h e  Research amid Development Divisiom i amid ( on t ro l  Research Laborat ory of Daido Steel Co., Ltd.,
were visited in connection with a lecture delivered to the Japan Iron and Steel Institute and the Japan Weld-

- t ing Society im i the Daido facilities.

The Central Research facilities include an experimental melting shop equipped with various special melt-
ing furnaces and test shops for forging, heat treatment and weldin g. The laboratory is equipped with mass
spectrometers , thermal fatigue testers , electron microscopes and the usual mechanical test apparatus.

Amiiom ig the ach iievem iie mits of note is the Daido- developed plasma imiduction melt furnace (P I E )  for va cuum n
m n du c t iomi mi i e l t i n g ( V I M ) .  For the vacuum arc remelt (VAR) and ehectroslag ret nelt (E SR)  processe s Daido h a s
developed its own p lasnia progressive casting furnace (PPC). These processe s are claimed to reduce m ionmu eta llic
inclusions , gases and other imm~ur iti cs even more efficiently tha n convent ional  VIM . V A R .  FSR amid EBR (elec-
tron beam ii re me lt )  processes.

Daido also is actmvely engaged im i develo ping imnproved weld wire for a num i tb er  of app l ic a t i o m i s .  For ex-
ample , a wmre for imi m proved (‘02 (CO , 02) - arc welding has advanced a tmt u i t i a t c d  s’ - :ldi i ig .  Ul t ra  low carbon
stainless electrodes have been developed for atomic and chemical equipment At present efforts are being
made to mnak e fu r the r  improvement s imi filler materials hir joining cryogemiic as well as heat ami d wear resistant
materials.

Of course there are cont inuing efforts to mak e steel stronge r ~nd tougher. Such efforts , it was pointed
out, have nearly doubled t h e  strength of structural  steel over the past 30 years.

Other special properties under investi gation are machinability (inclusion control) , corrosion and stress-
corrosion resistance (precipitation hardening stainless steels and dup lex stainless steels ), high temperature prop-
erties , magnetic properties , glass sealing propertie s amid prop erties of powde red metals (Daido has developed a
unique metal atomniz atiomi process).

The company is under the strong leadership of President Kizo Takeda. He is gradually diversi fying the
product line and the company is now producing industrial furnaces , environmental  control systems , labor-
saving devices and other items not ordinarily associated with a steel company. The claim is made that Daido
Steel Company is looking forward to and preparing even now for the 21st century , when it is visualized that the
company name may have to be broadened to “Daido of New Mate rials. ” Whatever it may be called , one is
impressed with the forward-looking a t t i tude , and whatever the challenge ahead , one is confident that Daido
will be as prepared as any.
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I SH IKAW AJI M A-HAR I MA HEAVY INDUSTRIES CO.. LTD.

George Sandoz

The l sh i i k awaj m m a -H ari mn a l l c avy Industries (o. Research Ins t i tu te  is composed of the Research Instiitute
in 1 okvo and t h e  Welding Research Inst i tu te  in Yokohama. On this occasion only the Tokyo Insti tute was
si s ited . hut  a delegation from it the Welding Research Inst i tu te  was presemit for the discussions.

rhie 1111 Comnp any is so large and diverse tha t  a description of its activities in any detail is impossible -

in t h is br ief  account. IH I supp lies a range of products to industries on land , sea and in the air. On the land , ma-
eh iin crv and e m i t i re  p lants  for such basic industries as steel , electric power , chemical s, material handling and con-
st r uc t io n are supplied. For the water , sI-m ips of every type are built including the world ’s largest tankers. The
c () mp am iy also builds jet aircraf t  engines. Im i percentage of sales , land machinery plants provide 56 percent , ships
3s pe~~emi m and jet  eng ines 6 percent. Products amid services are exported to 80 countries around the world. For

- ) ~-\ a m ii p le 1111 h a s  constructed three blast furnaces (capacity 2.4 million to ils aminual ly) in Ipatinga , Brazil.

l ime Research Ins t i t u t e  ser~es t h ese extensive business activities with a variety of basic and applied re-
scaichi e f to r t s .  The work is carried out in a numuber of departments.  These were described by Dr. T. Maeda ,
Associate Direct or of the I mis t i tu te . as follows:

I )  Fum i d am u emital  Te chimiology Depa r tmi ient -- physics of solids; non-destructive testing; chemical processes;
catalysts amm d catalytic reactions: app lied microbiology .

2) St ructures  and Strength Department — structural analyses; structural vibration; anti-fatigue design;
earth quake-proof design ; fracture mechanics : structures ; cryogenic materials.

3) Machinery Department — machine elements (bearings , seals , gears); friction and wear; plastic working
of metals; forming of plastics; vibration.

— 4) Fluid and Heat Department — fluid dynamics: compressors; turbines , rocket engines , diesel engines;
heat transfer and heat exchangers.

5) Turbom iiachinery Department — centrifugal compressors; fans; blowers , superchargers; freezers and air
conditioners; radial turbines; gas turbines; steam turbines : helium turbines; organic compound gas turbines.

6) Metallurgy Department science of metallic materials; advanced casting; heat treatment; strength ;
toughness; fatigue (cryogenic through refracto ry temperatures); marine service materials: metallurgical refining
processes.

7) Chemistry Department — analytical instruments:  oils and fuels; lubricants ; paints : corrosion; organic
materials.

8) Measuremiient Science Group - — measurement and statistical evaluation of forces; stress analysis; photo-
elastic studies: vibration analysis.

9) Nuclear Power Technology Depart m ent — comnponents for nuclear reactor systems (especially liquid
N a -c mled fast breeder reactor and high temperature gas cooled reactor): He technology ; Na utchnology ; ma-
ter ia ls  for nuclear power compomients.

10) Ship Performance Department - -  ship resistance; ship propulsion: maneuverability; seakeeping; hull
v ibrat ion;  prop ellor cavitat ion: hydrograp hica l/hydraulic studies (marine structures , dams , wate r gates, buoys ,
et c )
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I I )  Ship Propulsion Department — ship model experimen :s (resistan ce , self propulsion and propel lor
open water tests , wake and wave analysis); ship models and prope llor models: prediction of propulsive perfor-
niance.

12 ) Ship  Strength Department - hull s tructural  analysis; hull vibration analysis : desigm i optimization : hull
re liabili ty:wave load.

13) Chemical Equipment Department — pilot plant studies of chemnical indust ry processes: desulfuriza .
tion and denitrogenation of exhaust gases: desa linizatiom i of seawater; waste utilization.

The Welding Research Institute , described by Mr. H. Okabayashi , Manager , performs welding information
service and studies welded structures , welding mechanics , welding design , welding metallurgy and welding tech-
nology (common materials and special alloys). Other activities are the development of high-speed welding, auto-
matic welding and testing and inspection of welds.

The specific groups contacted on this visit were the Structure and Strength Department and ti - m e Metallurgy
Department of the Research Inst i tu te , as well as the delegation from the Welding Research Ins t i tu te .  Informal
contact was also made with persons from other Departm nents wi-mo attended the lecture on ONR activities wh ich
was given in the afternoon.

• Dr. M. Fukagawa discussed work on grain bounda ry embrittlement due to precipitation of AIX in high
strength (80 Kg/mm 2 ) steels. Fukagawa and his colleagues conclude that once A I X  or n iobium carbonitride
precipitates in the austenitic range steels became embrittled , and it is also impossible to recover their duct i l i ty
by subsequent heat treatn ient.  Therefore production of A I N  or Nb bearing steels should u ti l ize procedures o~-
signed to impede the undesired precipitation while cooling through the austenitic region (see Trans. Iron and
Steel Institute of Japan Suppl. Trans. Vol. 11 , 1971).

One of the very active younge r muembers of the Research Institute , Nobu lino , described some work on
fatigue and fracture . One paper suggests that the concept of COD (crack opening displacement) is a quanti-

- ; tative criterion for the onset of brittle fracture in large steel structure s (11W Doc. X-628-7 1). lino and others pre-
- - sented a paper at the recent International Conference on Fracture Mechanics and Technology in I-long Kong.

March 1977 , entitled “A Generalized Strip Yield Model App lied to Fracture Initiation Studies. ” The effects of
plastic constraint and multi-axiality of stress state in relation to the COD concept and fracture init iation were
considered. A strip yield model , proposed originally by B. A. Billy, was modified to encompass the mult i-
axial state of stress and combined n-mode loading (cracks at an angle to the direction of stress were treated).

Along similar lines , lino has discussed fatigue crack growth in a structural member subject to comnbined
tensile and bending stress (m t .  Jr. of Fracture 11 p. 685 , 1975) .  The results showed that  the mean stress has
effects on the fatigue crack growth rate and growth . The growth rate can be expressed as.

da = 
(K m a x )m (~~k)~

dN

The results were applied to implications of combined bending and tensile stresses on the leak before fail
concept.

A paper entitled “Et f ’ct of Angular Distortion or Fatigue Strength of Transverse But t Welds in High
Strength Steels ” was prepared by lino , in collaboration with well-known Professor K. lida of University of
Toky o, for presentation at Commission XIII of 11W in Copenhagen , 1977. The advantage s to fatigue life of
overstressing angularly distorted butt welds was discussed. Another paper by lino , intended also for the 1977
Copenhage n Conference is entitled “Fracture Toughness Testing Using Precompression Induced Crack. ” A pre .
compressed machined notch was found to give about the same fracture toughness value as a fatigue crack. The
procedure is first to appl y a compressive bending load , then a tensile load in bending at liquid nitroge n tempera-
ture (-196°C). The tension cycle initiates a sharp precrack.
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Mr.  Okahayas lii of the Welding Ins t i tmmte  discussed research activit ies im i which lie and his colleagues h ave
h eem i itivolved. Otie concemn has been stress relief cracking in h - meat affected zones, especially of low alloy steels
(11W Doe. II X-X -5 3 1 -69 amid Tr a mms . Japam i Welding Soc. Vol. 1 . N o . 2 . 1970). lI me cracking prob lem is related to
fine in t e rgra n u l ar  p ic c ip i t a tes  w i im ch lead to stress con centm at i on  at th u e e- gr a im -m junct iomis.  TI -me effects of pre-
amid po st-h eatimig on weld cr ac k im g has also been studied (Tramis. Jap -a mi Welding Society Vol. 5 , No. 2 , 1974).

The effects of hmy d m oge n  amid carl -mon on frac ture  toughne ss of low alloy steels has also been considered
by Okahay ashi and others. Not i m i g first ti - mat l inear elastic fracture mu e chammics mi iay be applied to hydrogen-in-
duced cracking evaluations , an expressiomi is developed which relates fracture tou gh -mm -mess to te m perature:

~ 
G,, exp T/1 ,, . where G t e  is the fracture  toughi iess and G0 and T0 a re mi - material  c u m i s tants .  G0 is affected

by t ime ea r ho m i  content , but  not s t ructure . T0 depemi d s on the structure . such as grain size.

A mi mnte re s t m mm g experim lie mit was described. A fracture toughmiess test shows reduced toughness if ti -me hydro .
gen charged specimu en is pie-loaded iirst at roo m temperature before fra cturing at -1 9 ( -m°C. This supports ti -me con-
cept t h at hydrogem i diffuses to regions of stress concentration causing the reduced fracture toughness. This work
was followed up wit h  fur ther  studies of delayed fracture of steels at room and low tem uperature . Activation ener-
gies were obtained to account for incubatiomi times at variou s tem uperatures for HT-80 steel.

TI-me work on delayed failure may be seen in 11W Doe. No. IX-79 6-72: Proc. of (’onference on Mechanical
Behavior , K yoto . published in 1973; Engineering Fracture Mechanics , Vol. 7 , p. 541 , 1975 .

TI-me mc chamiism u s of heat affected zone cracking under weld overlay cladding were discussed im i Trans.
ASML Vol.98 , p. 348 , 1976. The causes of th is cracking and suggestions for prevemitio n are presented.

A tour of the Research Ins t i tu te  revealed much activity with respect to problems of corrosion and SCC
of ti - me BWR reactor. ( 1111 is cooperating with Hitachi and Toshiba and General Electric Company). There are ,
for example , test 1oops with control over p1- I . dissolved oxygen . temperature , pressure and electrical conduc-
tivity . Flow rates of 60 liter per hour , mn aximnum pressure to 100 Kg/cm 2 and maximum u temperature to 400°
are important  features. Ti-mere are also tests of pipe (4 inch diameter) of 308 ULC steel in n-mock up of reactor
conditions. TI-me steel is very low in carbon percentage.

There are of course numerous creep and creep rupture tests also under way . Some of these tests apply to
the high temperature gas-cooled reactor. The effects of inmpurities such as h ydrocarbons. hydrogen and oxygen
on the high-temperature properties of Inconel 6 17 are under study,  for examuple. TI-me findings have been ti - mat at

• - the temuperatures of 800-1 ,000°C , which are of interest , the superalloy is decarburized. The investigators are
now studying t i - me possibility for preventing this  by adding methane to the helium.

Studies were also observed on ti -me effects of environm u ent on creep and fatigue , with tIme variable of tem-
perature and hold-time of interest.

The usual massive machines for tests of fatigue and brittle fracture of ship and massive land structures
were also seen. It was pointed out that Japan with its invo lvemnent in massive ships and structures favors these
massive tests as being perhaps more predictive , but that the trend in the United States is to “go small. ” Of
course , small tests are much to be preferred if they do predict service performance , so perhaps a measure of con-
fidence in technical capabilities as well as a taste for gambling is involved.

A system for nitriding with ionized nitroge n was observed. This has been a developmner-i t of IHI which is
now available commercially.

A computer-controlled electron probe microanalyzer was also seen (JEOL JXA-50A) which can analyze
for carbon.

In summary, there is no question that IHI is highly advanced in the heavy industry area. The Research
Institute and the Welding Researc h Insti tute both seemn to be contributing to this strong position.
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POLYMER SCIENCE IN JAP AN

Roger S. Porter

INTRODUCTION

This report covers the contacts,  readings -and perspectives obtained during the author ’s 1 August 1977
to IS September 1977 visit to Japan. En-~ hasis follows froni personal interests , particularly in the areas of
polymer characterization , physics and rheuiogy with concentration on high modulus organic materials. Views
resulting from attendance at meetings in Japan , including the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemists
(IUPAC) on 4 to 10 September 1977 , are also included. Thus current work in several countries , as discussed
in Japan , is also cited.

The perspective and promise for polymer science in Japan remain positive . Government funding for
• polymer research appears to rem n ain substantial , particularly considering the major academic interest in pol y-

mer science in Japan compared to the United States , and indeed relative to the rest of the world. Many, if not
muost . of the successfu l post-war professors in polymer science are approaching their early mandatory retirement
age. In t h e  next years , n-major changes in emphasis may thus occur as “kozas ,” i.e., chairs , become reassigned to
the large amid young group of skilled academic polymer scientists.

First offered here are excerpts fromn an interesting talk by Dr. Maurice L. Huggins in Kyoto. This is
followed by some casual commnents about intere sting polymer compositions and techniques followed by a more
comup lete discussion of research that interested the author in the area of high modulus fibers. The latter is di-
vided by flexible and rigid chain polymers , by fiber treatment , and composites.

GENERAL

In Kyoto , at the post IUPAC conference on polymers , September 14, 1977 , a talk on horizons in poly-
mer science was given by Dr. Maurice L. Huggins. Instead of talking about future development s that are obvious
extensions of present trends , he talked about several research fields that are practically ignored today. These
included:

I .  Slightly-flexible glasses~
t
~ . Ordinary silicate glass consists of a giant network of macroanions with small

cations in the interstices. The many crosslinks and the coulombic attractions between the cations and the net-
work make such glasses rigid and brittle. He is sure that small changes of the glass composition , aimed at reduc-
ing the degree of crosshinkin~ and the number of cations , will yield very useful , strong, slightly flexible , non-
brittle glasses. Dr. Huggins suggests we should make some. Options he suggests to reduce the network include
rep lacing double-bonded oxygen with single-bonded fluorine and tetravalent silicon with trivalent phosphorous.

2. Electron-conducting polymers. Much effort has been expended in recent years , trying to make chain
polymers that  are good electron semiconductors. There have been difficulties due to defects -- insufficiently
long conducting systems and no good mechanism for electrons to get from one chain to another. In rec emit
years one linear electron .conducting polymer (sulfur nitride) has been reported and doubtless there will be
others. Dr. Huggins thinks that many 2- and 3-dimensional electron-conducting polymers will be made. They
have the inherent advantage that  structura l flaws can be bypassed. This will be an exciting field of polymer
research .

~ ~M.L. 1-lu ggi n s. “The Phys ics of Non-crystallin e Solids”, (G . U. Frisehat , Ed .), Trans . Tech . Pu bI., Aedermannsdorf , Switzer-
land . 1977 , p. 659 .
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3. Chains of “super hydroge n bonds .”~
2
~ Many examp les are now known of “super hydrogen bonds” :

hydrogen bonds that are short, strong, and symmetric or nearly so. Ti-me energy curves , controlling the motion
of the proton along the hydroge n bond axis , are very flat , with no energy barrier (or onl y a small one) in the
middle. The hydrogen bonds are therefore very polarizable. If such hydroge n bonds are connected together ,
either directly or throug h resonating conjugated systems, they are polarized cooperatively. Son-me crystalline
compounds are known (for examp le , potassium dihydrogen phosphate and sodium potassium tar irate tetra-
hydrate) that contain 3-dimensional networks of cooperating hydroge n bonds. They tend to be polarized alike
over large regions. Similarly cooperating systems of super hydrogen bonds connected together in chains should
exhibit very high polarizabi lity in one dimension. I think they should be very interesting and use ful. Why don ’t
you make some , suggests Dr. Huggins.

4. Connected Jigomers . Natural short chain polymers — oligomers — are very plentiful. Many of them we
use for fuel , lubrication , road building, etc. Dr. l-luggins feels that practical methods will be found to tie these
short chain molecules (or others made synthetically) together , making long chain or network high polymers.
For some obvious applications it would be useful to have the connecting links breakable under specific envi-

- — ronmental conditions. A considerable amount of work on the synthesis of conditionally-fragmenting high
polymers has been done in recent years . but Dr. 1-l uggins believes that  mnu ch more can amid will be done.

POLYMER COMPOSITIONS

Among possible new high performance thermop lastics is the preparation by Dr. Rose of ICI at Wellwy n
• Garden City, U.K., of

Block copolymers with rigid-rod hard blocks of controlled length , e.g., poly-(amino acid esters) are being
• • develope d by the group of Professor 1. Tanaka of Kyuthu University. A promising avenue is the development

of block copol ymers with crystalline hard blocks , viz., poly (butylene terep hthalate) in polyether soft blocks.

Professor J. K. Stile , Colorado State University , reported on thermally stable polymers containing quino-
line units in the chain. They can be synthesized by a polymerization reaction which allows a variety of structural
modifications , resulting in a ra nge of chain stiffness that can be altered from a relatively flexible polymer of low
Tg to a rod-like molecule with high 1g. Most of these new polymers have high crystalline melting temperature s
but a low degree of crystallinity .

It is well known that the polymerizations of vinyl monomers give polymers mainly consisting of a head-
to-tail (h-t) structure . On the other hand , the preparation of polymers with a head-to-head (h-h) structure has
been attempted by many workers , and the following routes have been reported:

I )  Chemical reaction of 1 , 4-polybutadiene and its 2 , 3-dichioro derivative ,

2) Alt ernating copolymerization of ethylene and stilbene with maleic anhydride ,

3) Cyclopolymerization of divinyl monomers , and

4) Alternat ing copolymerization between symmetrically I ,2-disubstituted ethylenic monomers.

~
2
~M.L Hugg ins . Prog. Colloid Polym. Sci. 59, 82 (1976).
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Dr. Otsu of Osaka City University has reported properties of certain h-h polymers th rough these prepara-tion route s for:

I )  h-h Poly (vinyl Chlorid e) and h-h Poly (viny l Bromide),

2) h-h Poly (mn ethy l Acryl ate) amid higher h-h Poh y (alkyl Acrylates),

3)  Attempts to prepare h-h Poly ( m ethyl Methac ryj ate) were less successful.

Professor William 1. Bailey, University of Maryland , has shown that the polymerization of Spiro orthocarbonates produces an expansion in volume as high as 17%. lIe has synthesized functional derivatives of thesespiro ortho carbonates that can be incorporated into a variety of polymers, either by end-capping or copoly-merization , followed by cross h inking with either no change in volume or a slight increase in volume.

Professor P. H. Geil , Case Western Reserve University , reported at IUPAC on plastic peptide-trib lock(ABA) copolymer s of poly (7.benzYl.L.glutarna te .buf adiene/acrylonitr ile ‘y benzyl L glutam te) that have beensynthesized and characteriz ed, These trib lock copolymers offe r the advantage of desirable surface propertiesprovided by the benzyl glutamate segments with improved n-mechanical properties deri ved from the butadienesegments and the domai n formation developed in f i lm casting.

Recent developments in the use of polymers as reactants in organic reactions were presented by Profes-sor C. G . OvLrberge r , The Univer sity of Michigan. Topics presented were :

I)  Hydrolysis of esters catalyzed by L-histidine graft copol ymers ,

2) Optically-active polyvinylimidazohes and asymmetric substrates ,

3) Hydrophobic interactions in catalysis by imidazoie-conta ining polymer s,

4) Esterolytic activity of water-soluble , hydrophobic terpolymers of 4(S)-vinylimidazole.

Dr. Takashi Inoue , with others at the Japan Synthetic Rubber Company, reported a study on the pre-paration and characterization of extremely high molecular weight polymers with fairly narrow molecular weightdistributions, They prepared the polystyrene by emulsion polymerization using low molecular weight dialkylperoxides as initiators. Methyl methacrylate , ethyl acry late , butadiene , and isoprene were also polymerizedin their redox system to give the very high molecular weigh t polymers with high conversions. Some of the re-• suits are :

x 10.6 M~~fM~Polystyrene 48 1.32
Poly (methyl methacrylate) 18 1.10

Professor Harry B. Mark , Jr., University of Cincinnati , reported on the characteristics of fully-oriente d ,epitaxially-grown thin films and crystals of polymeric sulfur nitride [polytiazyl or (SN)~~ . An ordered arrayof parallel fibers make up the (SN)~ crystal whose dc electrical conductivity is highly anisotropic with thehighest conductivity , about 2.5 x 103 (ohm-cm)- 1 at room temperature , along the chain of the polymer. Thus ,the polymer may be classified as a metal. The conductivity perpendicular to the chain axis is less by a factor ofabout 16. This work describes the propertie s of (SN)~ as an electrode material. Results indicate a strong de-pendence of electrode behavior on the crystal plane orientation to the solution.

POLYMER TE CHNIQUES
Most impressive are the approaches of Professors T. Takemura and K. Takamizawa of Kyushu Universityfor the study of polymer effects at high pressure . Their groups are now equipped for studies to 10 kbars by di-latometry , DSC , x-ray with position sensitive detectors , NMR , ultrasonics plus Raman and light scatteringthrough sapphire windows.
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At Tohoku University. the group with Professor Umeya has developed a new viscoe lastic measurement
based on the ti m e (t) response to a single cyclic defo rmatiomi of the formn ( I  - cos t). This has been called the
Raise d Cosine Pulse Method ammd is he imig developed into a commercial im m st ru i i i e n t .

Professor (‘orradini , University of Naples . at IUPAC presented information on a remarkab le new stud y in-
volving a comparison of minimum conformational energy calculations for isolated ch ains with analysis of x .r ay
data for ti -m e amorphous halo of semn icrysta llmt ie polymers. Ini t ia l  results suggest an absence of short ram ige corre-
lation , i.e., an absence of amorphous order.

U Dr . T . Hashimoto , working with Professor H. Kawai at Kyoto University, has successfully combined small
angle x-ray scattering with dynamic mechanical mea sur emi~ents to characterize domains and their boundaries in
diverse classes of systems such as block copolymers , polymer blends , and in semi cm -ysta ll ine polymers.

Fluorescence measurements have found several new applications for polymer systems. Professor Y. Nishi-
Jima has found that a remarkable fluorescence from poly (ethylene tereph ihalate) can be used to measure its
orientation.

Fluorescence differences of the type noted in dye solutions and caused by molecular aggregation h ave
also been found in aromatic stiff chain polymers such as polybenzimidazo les by Professor Kambe in Tokyo
and his group. The concentrations and comnp ositions for solution association have thus been noted am - md corrobor-
ated by NMR [Rep. Prog. Polym. Phys. Japan 19 , 391, 447 (1976) 1 .

Fluorescence polarization measures of molecular oriemitation and of dynamn ics of stretch -med polyisoprene
networks have been studied by L. Monnerie . Laboratoire de Physiochimie Structurale et Macromoleculaire ,
Paris. This techni que has been app lied to an atactic polyisoprene (Shell h R .  307) with 2 percent of the polymer
chains comitaining a dimethy ! anthracene group in the midchain. The experiments have been made at diffe rent
temperatures and for various crosslink densities.

A new area for study of structure and dynamics of solid polymners is by elastic and inelastic neutron
scattering of partially deuterated systems. This method has been widel y app lied to amorphous polymers. I t
has also been recently applied by various groups to the crystalline state in polye thylen e, po1y (ethylene oxide).
isotactic polypropylene and polystyrene. New results aid understanding concerning the problems of chain
folding and the question of chain adjacent re -entry into the crystal. By this method of molecular origin of the
various relaxation processes observed in crystalline polymers can also be estimated. Professor Erhard Fischer ,
Johannes Gutenberg Universitat , Mainz , Germany, has obtained results from model compounds (n-alkanes)
enabling the separation of various types of chain motion (rotational and longitudinal translatio nal jumps , con-
tinuous rotation).

The conformation of polystyrene adsorbed on an electropolished chrome surface has been studied by
means of eliipsometry by Akira Takahashi , et al., of Mie University. They measured extension of the adsorbed
polymer molecule normal to the surface. Below M~ = 5 x l0~ , the polymer molecule in the adsorbed layer
prefers an unextended flat conformation , whereas above M~ 5 x i05 , the conformation of adsorbed poly-
styrene chain changes to a more extende d form.

Professor Tadao Kotaka , now of Osaka University, carried out a solution light scattering study of poly-
styrene (A) and poly (methyl methacrylate) (B) block copolymers of AB and BAB types. The solvents were
toluene (TOL) , p-xylene (pXY) and mixtures of TOL and p-cymene (pCY).  All of the solvents are nearly iso-
refractive with PPA ; all are good to moderate solvents for PS. For PMMA TOL is a moderate solvent , pXY is a 0
solvent (0 = 35°C) and pCY is a nonsolvent. Therefore in pXY and in TOL/pC Y mixture s PMMA blocks form
virtually invisible aggregates.

In the common good sol vent , TOL, certain ordering takes place upon increasing polymer concentration
( -

~ 1%) as revealed by a sudden inc rease in apparent intermolecular excluded volume . At higher concentrations,
the solutions often first turn blue ( —  10%) and later iridescent (—’ 15%), indicating the formation of mesophases.
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Its selected solvemi t s , pXY ammd TOL/pCY , the behavior of the AB- and I3AB ’block copolyin ers arc in con-
tras t: The AB-dib lock copo lyniers first form sp herical micelles , in which t h e  “invisible ” PMMA blocks form the
core and the visible PS blocks constitute the stabili z ing arms. U pom i reducing t h e  so lv emit quali ty toward PMMA
blocks by increasing p(’Y content , huge micelles consisting of up tø I .000 molecules arc lormed. The BAB-tri-
block copolyniers in a l im ited env ir o nmn ent appears to form unm mn o l e eu i ar  mni celles presumably cau~ed by inte r-
molecular aggregation of the two B blocks withimi each molecule. Most mni ce hi e s are unstable amid develop into
three dim rm em m siona l networks exhibit ing extreme hi gh viscosities and a high elasticity - The morphulo~v of block
copolymer micelles are thus dependent on molecular weigh t , composition , the type of block and or the nature
of the solvent.

Dr. Shimizo Yatnashita and Dr. Nariyushi Kawabata of Kyoto hm i st i tu te  of Techmiology have found ti - mat the
phienylhydrazine FeCl 2 system -mi was a very effective reagent for the reclamat ion of mi -many commercial rubber
systems. This system was shown to be effective for the reclan -mation of natural ;ubber in tires and in the follow-
ing ten types of synthetic rubber vulcanizates at room temperature : sulfu r vulcanizates of synthetic isoprene
rubber , SBR , acry lonitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR),  ethylene-propy lene terpolymer (FP DM), and buty l  rubber :
the organic peroxide vulcamiizates of SBR , chloroprene rubber (CR), and EPDM: and the sulfur donor vulcani-
zate of SBR; and 2-mercaptoiniidazoline vulcanizate of CR. Revulcanization of these reclaims gave useful elasto-
mers. The reclaiming process was shown to involve atmosp heric oxidative degradation of t l e  vulcanized rubbers.

• PO LYMER STATES

Professor P. H. Geil , Case Western Reserv e University, reported a reproducible means of preparing small
samples of amorphous linear polyethylene. The samples are sufficient for electron diffraction , electron n-micros-
copy , and differential scanning calorimetry . Thin films of linear polyethylene (Marlex 6015) were mounted on
carbon -— or aluminum — - coated electron microscope grids and quenched from the melt. TI-me molten samples
are shot by a spring-loaded device into a dewar containing liquid and solid nitrogen. The samples were placed
into , a vacuum evaporator , an electron microscope , or a diftèrential scamining calorimeter without warming.
Electron micrograp hs of shadowed films show nodules of varying sizes , those in the thinnest areas being IOOA
or less in diameter. Upon warming, the nodules do not rearrange into lamellae or spherulites. Electron diffrac-
tion patterns of cold samples are amorp hous. Upon warming, crystalline diffraction appears in the same areas.
The diffraction patterns were taken froni areas of I ,000A diameter or less : the diffuseness of the crystalline
patterns indicates the crystals formed upon warming are extremely smna hl . Thermograms of quenched samples
have a pronounced exotherm between approximately 1550 and I 75°K that vanishes on subsequent seam -ms of the
same sample. Crystalline samples do not produce this peak.

Professor Hiroyuki Tadakoro of Osaka University cited the models of (5/2) and ( 5/ I )  hehices that had
been proposed for isotactic poly(methy l methacrylate). However his calculations of the intramolecular inter-
action energy suggest that heiices of large r radii , such as ( 12/ I ), should be mnore stable - He thus re-examined
molecular models of larger radii and found that the x-ray data can be explained satisfactorily by a crystal struc-
lure consist ing of double helices, the first known case for synthetic polymers (also see , however . section on
rigi d chain high modulus polymers). The double helix consists of two ( 10/h)  helices. From the viewpoint of
stereo-complex formation , studies continue in cooperation with Professor H. Inagaki of Kyoto University. They
found that oriented crystalline samples of syndiotactic (st) PMMA can be obtained by adsorption of various
solvents such as chloroacetone and diethyl ketone. Samples giving an x-ray diagram essentially equal to that re-
ported as the stereo-complex can be prepare d from it-PMMA without st-PMMA!

HIGH MODULUS POLYMERS

GENERA L -
•

The demand for traditional synthetic  textiles such as polyesters and nylons has been noted for its tre-
mendous growth rate of about 20% per year. The reduction in this rate over the last years . concomitant with
marked over-production , has not aided further development of fundamental studies on new textiles. Interest ,
however , seemns to remain concerning specialty fibers and their app lication, particularly for high modulus
organic materials and composites.
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FLE XI BLE CHAI N POLYME R S

It is clear that  there is still ti -marked act ivi ty imi studies to produce high mi-modulus rnorphoiogies fmomn semi-
crystalline thern iop lastics. E fforts of m n any groups have led to hi gh mi -modulus thermop iastics prepared from poly-
mer solutions and fromn mu elts. Ti -me prepo is deram ice of studies its Japan am-md around ti -me world involve a morphology
conversion , many as variations of c onvem i tiom sa l drawing.

At Kyushu University the group of Professor M. Takayanagi has “zone-drawn ” polypropy lene to tensile
moduli near 10 GPa or about one third the theoretical value. The tensile stress , more than the initial morphology,
is deemed to determine the e fficiency of draw.

Since the late sixties , Professor Masao l-lorio with others imi Kyoto have been extruding the polyolefins in
the solid state . They use industrial hydrostatic extrusion presses , originally designed for metal processing (Kobe
Steel Ltd.) and evaluate the products as by h irefringence. Clever coextrusions have also been accomp lished such
as the production of aluminum n clad polypropylene.

There are several other on-going extrusion draw studies being comiducted in Japan. The group with Profes-
sor Takayanagi has developed an impressive analysis of the deformation on extrusion of semicrystal line poly-
mers through conical dies. Dr. Kanetsuna at the Research Inst i tute  for Textiles and Polymers in Yokohama has
studied many facets of solid state extrusion for polyethylene including the variables of die angle , pressure , and
the use of lubricant. 

-

To date , almost the exclusive goal of drawing has been to increase tensile properties. Not to be overlooked ,
howeve r , is that efficient drawing processes can produce the most anisotropic polymer samp les yet available.

• Piezoelectricity is just one of the many potential examp les of a property that takes added meaning on genera-
tion of long, high ly-oriented polymer crystals. From n this view , extensive studies are being mnade in Japan and
elsewhere on poly (vinylidene fluoride). It has provided the highest piezoelectric effect among polymers in-
vestigated , see Polymer J. 2, 656 (1971). The effect is achieved with crystals produced by drawing followed by
poling in an electric field. Drawn PVF2 in the beta form is now being used in Japan in the construction of micro-

• phones and earphones. Interesting ly, drawn PVF2 is also used for fish nets since its refractive index is a match
for sea water.

W . J. Farrissey of The U pjohn Company reported a simple , one-step process to yield a polyimide. It is
based on the reaction of a diisocyanate with a dianhydride accomupanied by the evolution of carbon dioxide.
This method can yield polyimide of high mi -molecular weight , suitable for processing. ,Fibers were spun from the
reaction solutions , using either wet or dry spinning techniques. Drawing at elevated temperatures yielded fibers
of some strength and elongation. Strengths of 3 - 3.4 g/d were obtained with elongations of 30% . In keeping
with the thermal resistance of polyimides , these fibers retained 70% of their strength after 500 hours at 250°C.

Dr. H. K. Reimschuessel of Allied Chemical Corporation discussed how the glass tr ansition temperature ,
T , of nylons decreases monotonically toward a limit upon increasing ti -me moisture content. This decrease is par-
a1~eled by a reversible loss in Young ’s modulus. For nylon 6 and other polymers characterized by hydroge n
bonding, these phenomena may be exp lained by a mechanisi ii that entails the reversible rep lacement of inter-
catenary hydroge n bonds by interaction with water.

Dr. Hans Craubner , Institut fur Physikalische Chemi-mie der Universitat Dusseldorf , Germany, has studied a
— continuous polymerization-melt spinning-drawing-windup process for nylon 6 multifilamen ts . The data obtained

are approximately equivalent to fiber properties of the same polymer produce d by the standard discontinuous
nielt spinning process.

Elastic mnodu l i perpendicular to the chain axis (E s) for ethylem i e -vim iy l alcoh~ l copolyn~ers have been re-
ported by K. Nakamae , et al., of Kobe University. They determined the moduli of the polymer crystalline re-
gions by x-ray and pointed out that E~ depends on crystal structure and on intermolecular cohesion forces in
the crystal lites. E 1 values for poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) are greater by a factor of two to three titan those for
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polyethylene (Pt - ) This is consistent with the greater intermolecular forces for PVA due to hydrogen bonds.
The~- propose t h a t  I V A  copolym mie rs are cystalhizable over the entire range of eopolymer composition to pro-
duce isomno rp h orm s cry s t ahl m i es.  Fum t h e  aliisotropy of E 1 for (100) amid (002) planes , i.e., the anisotropy of inter-
chain forces in basal plane , time direction of time hydrogen bonding seen -ms to be parallel to ti -me a-axis.

RIGID CHAINS

Only a sn-mall fraction of research , particularly from im i dust my , has surfaced on the development of stiff
chain polymers. Kevlar compositions are , of course , the first comm ercialization of a synthetic rod-like polymer
via li quid crystal processing. Other compositions and different coagulants and processing for the same composi-
tion will likely lead to yet further advances particularl y in stress and strain-to-break for this class of high modu-
lus polymers. As mnodel systems . am -m d as analogs to both biological and Kev lar-ty pe polymers , studies cont inue
on ti - me rod-like synthetic pol ypept ides , particularly at high concentration (li quid crystal) range s and in the solid
state. Assistant Professor T. Asada and Professor S. Onogi of Kyoto University have used rheo-optica l studies to
reveal orientation and tin-me dependent behavior of concentrated solutions of poly (benzyl-L-g lutamate) (PBG).
This polymer and related compositions can be processed to high orientation and thus to high tensile modulus.
Associate Professor 1. Kajiyama of Kyushu University has studied the viscoelastic transitions in single crystal
mis ats of the corresponding mn ethyl deriva tive. Other properties have also been studie d such as the piezoehectri-
city observed in uni- and biaxially oriented PBG by Dr. Fukada. e.g., J . Polym. Sci., Polym. Phys. 14 . 1979
( 1976).

The synthesis (by Professor T. Kunitake), fiber formation and morphology (by Professo r M. Takayan agi) .
have been developed at Kyu shu University for a new stiff chain composition , poly (spiro (2. 4J heiita-4 . t-.-
diene).

Mention must be mnade of the continuing inipressive work by Professor S. Ohtan i o fGunma Un ive r~:~~. t he
imwentor of a patented mi -method of making carbon fibers from orgam -m ic pitches. Many problems and opportunit ies
remain in understanding the chemistry ari d physics tha t lead to formation of niesophases and eventuall y graphite
fibers of high strength and ut i l i ty .

Prolessor Tohru Kawai , Tokyo Insti tute of Technology , has pursued the possibility of extended chain
crystals formed on heterogeneous polymerization of L- and DL-a lanine N-carboxy anhydrides in acetonitrihe.
Morphological studies indicate that the polypeptide chains were extended a-helices in the crystals throug h out
the polymer ization. The polymeri zation of anhydrides of glycine and j 3-alanine has also been studied in acetoni-
tr u e with n-buty lamine as the initia tor. As expected front the similarity of the backbone to nylons , the polymer

• precip itated in the form of spherulites consists of crystalline units similar to that for nylons.

Dr. 1-liroshi Ohnun ia , Nagoya University, with Professor Guy C. Berry, Carnegie-Mellon University, have -
measured the prop erties of poly (14 , phenylene terephtha lamide), PPT A , and Kevlar (duPont deNemours &
Company . Inc.) in solution. Both polymers are prone to association but the overall chain anisotropy can be de-
termined with solutions free of association in CISO3H. The viscosity and ligh t scattering results indicate a rod-
like conformat ion. The invariance of [r~ M~ with association means that plots of [ri] M~. versus elution volume
in gel permeation chrom r matography will appear normal , even though [s~] and Mw may each be in error. Concen-
trated solutions of PPT A are never free of interchain association. At sufficiently high con centratior . well or-
dere d , optically anisotropic solutions are developed , in (qualitative ) accord with theory . Data were also obtained
on the rheology of isotropic and anisotropic Keviar solutions. Results may be related so the fiber spinnin g pro -
cess which leads to high strength fibers .

Dr. J. Economy. IBM Research . San Jose , California , reported on the synthesis of the homopolymer of p-
hydroxyben zoic acid. A crystal structure for this polymer was proposed which involve s a double helix with the
two chains in the helix in a reversed head-to-tail order (see also Section on Polymer States). Structural modifi-
cations of this homopolymer with bi spheno l-A and phtha lic acids were also achieved. The properties of these
meltable , moldable copolymners have been described. Of particular interest is the observation of anisotropic
n -melts for the copolymers over specific compositional ranges. Such anisotropic melts have also been described
for p -hydroxybenz oic acid units  copolymerized into poly (eth y lene terephtha late). Prelimina ry data on the
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preparation of high m-m odulus fibers , to IS mn i lh iom i PSI misodulus, based ott ti -me parem st polyester was presented and
compared to data on fibers from -ms aromatic polyam n ides. The mi-modified and mi -moldable copolymers exhibit lower
moduhi , < a million PSI .

FIBER TREATMENT

An interesting technique for modifying the properties of highly-drawn semi-crystalline ther m op lastics has
been developed by M. Todoki and T. Kawaguchi of Toray Industries , Otsu , Japan. The method involves gam um a
irradiation of drawn polymer held in acetylene gas. The acety lene diffuses into the polymer amorp hous regions
and serves as a crosslinking agent (and also as a sensitizer) to modif y the properties of the drawn morphology,
see , for example , Kobunshi Rombunshu 31 , 106 , 427 ( 1974); 32, 363 (1975).

The effect of surface treatm n ent on reinforcing aromatic organic fibers by miitric acid has been studied by
Profçssor Kambe in ter m s of the torsion amid tensile properties of the resultant composites , J . Soc. Rheology
Japan 5. 33 (1977).

COM POSITE S

An idealized state for design and properties has been formulated by Professor M. Takayanagi of Kyush u
University in terms of molecular composites. Although this ideal state has not been reached in terms of strength ,
stiffness and dimensional stability, real progress has been made in developing macrocomnposites approaching these
goals. A contribution from the University of Massachusetts on composites front a single polymer has been re-
cently presented in Japan and at the Fall 1977 meeting of the American Chemical Society in Chicago. Other
studies include the work of Professor H . Kambe on the dynamic n-mechanical properties of graphite and related
fiber composites , J , Soc. Rheology Japan 4, 37 (1976).

Dr. H. Tanaka and coworkers of the Tokyo Institute of Technology have studied the oxidation behavior
and the mechanical strength of carbon composite as a function of structural change accompanying the gra-
phitization . Unidirectionally-reinforced composites were prepared using PAN-based carbon fibers and furfuryl
alcohol cond€nsate as matrix carbon precursor. The mechanical strength of the composite grap hitized at
2,8000C was increased by about four times , compared with that of the composite carbonized at 1 ,000°.
Carbonized composite , in which the matrix was still glassy carbon , showed brittle fracture and no fiber pull-
out. The graphitization was accelera ted by the existence of fibers. The oxidation and the strength depended
strongly upon matrix graphitization -
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A REPORT ON THE JAPAN POLYMER SCIENCE SOCIETY
POLYMER COLLOQUIUM (KYOT O )

G. C. Berr y

T i e  opportum lities to a t t end  sciem itific mn eetings im i Japan durim i g August amid September were plentifu l and -
•

diver se . For examp le . during ti -mat period , the writer  participated imi three interm -m ational  conferences plus a Poly-
mite r (‘ohl oquiu m , the latter um ider the auspices of t h e  Society of P o lymner Science of Japan (SPSJ). Th is comn-
munication reports omi ti -me Polymer Colloquium in particular , with sonic brief remarks on the three international
conferences — detailed reports on some of ti - me la t ter  may perhaps be found elsewhere in these pages.

Fortunately  for all comicerne d , Junji Furukawa , President of SPSJ . a nd his organizing comnn i i t t ee acted to
take advantage of ti -me mnany visitors present for the various meetings in Japan by arrang ing a Polymer t oIlo-
quium on 14-15 Septemnb~r . to follow ti - me Congress of the In ternat t on a l  Uniom i omi Pure and Applied (‘hemnistry .
Part of the expense s associated with the colloquium were contributed by the Yamada Sciemice Foundation , the
remainder being borne by SPSJ through reg i stration fees and other resources. Ti-me organizing conimn ittee pre-
pared a program with 20 American , six European and five Japanese speakers. (TI -me dis tr ibut iomi of foreign speak-
ers roughly paralleled foreign participation at the preceding insernat iom ial mee t mm i g ) .

The colloquium was well attended , with the distributed list qf pa rt icipa n ts havi ng 2 17  entries, 184 from
Japan. The 22 Americans listed represented tIme largest group of foreigm i participant s. niost of these comning front
university or research in sti tute laboratories. Sessions were held at Kyoto Kaikan . with a buffe t banquet at a
nearby hotel. Kyoto Kaikan provide d amp le space for simsiu ltaneous sessions , together with facilities for ti -me pri-
vate discussions that are an invaluable feature of such meetings. Moreover , it is convenien t ly located near hotels .
restaurants , etc.

The col loquium rm was arrange d in three simulianeou s sessions , following a brief opening address by SPSJ
President Furukawa and an opening lecture titled “Some Horizons in Polymer Science ,” give n by M . 1. Hugg ins.

The writer experiem iced somne mn om entary consternation when a preliminary program froni KOBU1VSH/
was produced by a colleague during a chance encounter in a trolley ride from Kyote station to the Kyoto Kai -
ka n ear ly on the first day of the meeting. The preliminary program si had our contribution scheduled for a session
tollo~~mng Huggins ’ opening lecture , rather titan for the following day as in the final program. Fortunately,  the
un c e r t a in ty  was quickly resolve d at the registration desk.

V 
The program n sessions were A) Polymer Synthesis ( I I  lectu res), B) Polymer Structure  ( 10 lectures), amid

P01) miter Prop erties (9 lectures), all lecture s being of one hour duration , am - m d Sessions A . B and C being run
concurrent ly .  The following li st of subsections within the three sessions will provide some idea of the topics
covered:

A I - Graft and Block Copolymers -_ Synthesis and Characterization
A2. New Polymerization Processes and New Polymers
B I - Polymorp hism in Polymer Crystals
B2. Conformationa l Analysis of Polymers
133. Polymer Crystallization under High Pressure or Stress
B4 . Amorp hous and Disordered Structures of Polymers
CI - Relaxation Phenomena in Polymer Systems
C2. Dilute Polymer Solutions
C3. Thermodynamics of Heterogeneous Systems
C4. Properties of Polypeptides

A paperb ound set of the four-page prepr ints of each contribution was distributed to participants by SPSJ -
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lmm cid eiit a liy. ti -me above l msm also appears to he a fair rc pmesc m i t amiu mm of researci m subjects of l i m le r es t  iii  Japanese
umimvers i t ic s .  I m i additmo n to a t te im danc c  at the lectures , time ~‘ar l ci pa mi ts  engaged it t  vi go mu us  amid detailed disci m s-
sio n a t t e r  the lectures . l i i  Sessio m i U . w i imcii  we a t t ende d .  t h u s  discus s ion w~is abo ut ese mu ly  J iv l i kd he t we e mm tu r -
eu gn amid Japanese par t ic ipants .  •-\U 1mm all . t he c o l loqu i u m was a good idea carried off well ,  l ime ex tended  iec t t mr c- s
provided p ient  ol t im e  for au thors  to pr esent m n a te rma l  b r  d iscussion,  and ti - me d i scussi ni ms ssere u m m u s u a h l y  act ive.

Ahtho tt g li we eamu t mo t  t ’fe i am i adequate summary of all the com m t r i b u t io m is  - perhaps t u e  following ca mi imi di .
cate the general m i uture of t ime co l l oqum t mm n . Ilu ggins ’ opem u m ig renia rk s . emn p i ia si i i m g ies~arc ii areas Jic bci~cves de-

- 
- serve n-more a t t e n t iomi  mn ti - me im u mn ediate fu ture , te nded to cut , across to pics disctms sed in all th ree sessions. Session

A had several talks de a l im ig s v um h rmmm g u p e mmi ng step-grow th po lyme r iiat ions . i m mcl udim m g the preparation ot ’ t hermno-
plastic elastomers based on poly (p ivahoi act one), R. Pariscr (duPo n t de Nemours & Company ) .  time sy n thesis of
mi -materials usefu l in pol ynmer  b l emmds , I I .  L. Hsieh (Phillips Pet ro l eumn)  ami d L. A. P ihato (L’t iion (‘a rbide (‘orpo ra .
t ion) .  the po lymi ier i ia t u on of po lyamii ides by a route free of ti - me evolution of small niolecule by -products .  0. A .
Toma hia (Dow Chemical), ti - me preparation amid properties of polyphosp lionates by ti -me Arbuz ov com -m d e m i s at i o n re-
act m om - m involving cyclic phosphates . M. S. Cohem i (Borg-Warner Chemical s), and the p oly i i i erizati om i of clm loro-
ph cny l-g lycidy l ethers , Z. J . Jed i in ski (Polish Academy of Sciences). Investigations of the symithes i s of block cu
polymners by cation ic poly merizatiom i were discussed by J . P . Kennedy (Umiiv ersity of Akron ) and T. i-hi gas imirnu r a
( Kyoto Universi ty) ,  and Takekoshi (Gem -mera i Electric Corporation) described the use of an el eetr op hi h i c st thst t tu -
tion reacti on to prepare soluble , linear poly (aromatic ethers). D. P . Tate (Firestone Tire at -md Rubb er Com iip an ~ )
reviewed time synthesis and properties of polyphosp iiazenc elastom mi ers and Yamna zak i (Tokyo Ins t i tu te  of Teeii-
nology ) reported the preparation of pol yam is ides and polypeptides b y a novel n action usmng ph o sp l ioniu tm i salts.

Session B on polymer structure had both theoretical and experimental contr ibutions.  TI-me former included
a disc uss iomi of conformational disorder in the cyrsta h limie state of poiy (tetra f1uoro ethy lenc~. PTFE . using t he
rotationa l Isometric state nm ode i for chain eonforn ations , P . Corradi n i (Un iversit a di N ap oh i ) .  a calc ulat i om u of
phase tratisitions in polymer crystal s based on the isometric state model , A. J. Hopfinge r (Case-Western Reserv e
University).  and a Monte-Carlo simulation of polymer dynamics with bond 3 and 4 bond motio ns on a diam n ond
lattice. L. Mom mnerie (Ecohe Superieur de Ia Vilie de Paris). Aspects of the structure of ti - me am orphous state were
discussed by several speakers , P. H. Geil (Case-Western Umiiversity),  G.S.Y . Yeh (University of Mic hl igam s) and M .

• Takayanagi (Kyushu University). with Gcil describing work on amn orphous polyethylene , and Takayanagi dis-
cussing the properties of a polymer with rigid ei emn ents in ti -m e ch ain backbone. Both R. S. Porter (University of
Massachusetts) and T. Takeniura (Kyush u Univer sity) presented work involving crysta l i i i at io n at high pressure .
B. Fanconi (National Bureau of Standa rds) presented an analysis of Raman spectra on PTFL and other per-
fluoro compounds in tern -ms of long itudinal acoustic modes.

It is more difficult to find a common theme among papers in Session C on Polym er Propertie s. The session -]
contained four papers of a theoretical nature and five experimental  studies. II. Yamn akawa (Kyoto Univers i ty)
discussed a new model for ti -me statistical mechanics of polym ners with a tendency to t orm helical sequences , and
D. J. Meler (Midland Research in s t i t u te )  reviewed statistical niechanica l theories for the dom ai n s t ru c ture  of
block copolymers. M. Shen (Unmversity of California) reported num n erica l calculations of the  loss and storage
moduli using a model for the effects of chain entang lemnents . J .  D. Ferry (University of W u scom m s m m ’ ) discussed ti - me
nature of entang lement coupling on the basis of stress and birefringence relaxation at small dc ’~ rm atio ni s.  and
G. C. Berry (Carnegie-Mellon University) presented data on the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of polym n er
solutions in the entang lement regime. R. Koningsve ld (Central Laboratory . DSM) amia lyied ti - me b imoda l ity of
spinodals observed for mixture s of two polymers , W . Hertz (Piiili pps Urmiversitat)  showed data o mu the high
resolution chromatographic separation of oh igomners on a slationary crosslinked polymi ier . W . G. Miller (Uni-
versity of Minnesota) discussed ESR data that appears to be inconsistent with an Isimig-niodel interpretat ion of
the helix-coil transition , and G. L Wilkes (Princeton University) reviewed some general property-structure re-

• lationships for synthetic polypeptides.

One general remark concerning the three intern at ional  conferences we attended is that fore igmi attendam -m c c
did not reach the levels atiticipated by the Japamiese . This was part icularly evident for the Fift h international
Conference on Thermal Analysis (ICTA) (Kyoto , 31 July to 6 August), but the same remark applies to a lesser
extent for the Second International Symposium for Artificial Interna l Organs (I SAIO), (Tokyo , 26-28 August).
and the 26th international Congress on Pure and Applied Chemnistry (ICPAC) (Tokyo , 4- 10 September). Inte r-
estingly, the foreign participation of the polymer science and engineering con in lurmity appeared to be about as
expected at the IUPAC Congress even though the overall foreign attendance was down.

so
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Some fifty Japanese and American pol ymer scientis ts h a d  the pleasure of an informal evening togetherduring the Congress . thanks to Dr . Elliot Kearsley of ONR Tokyo. The evening provided arm unusual opportunityfor the visiting Americans to spend a few hours of discussion , sciemitifi c and otherwise , wh im thei r counterpart sfrom all over Japan. This kind of relaxed encounter seem-mi s to increase effective co mnm ii un icat j on between Japan-ese and American scientists.

Final ly, a specific comment concerning the sessions of the ISAIO that dealt with “biomaterials, ’ - As withsimilar sessions in the United States , the pol ymer chemistry or physics content of these sessions was sparse. In-stead great deal of attention was devoted to biological tests and testimig mnethods , and to device-oriented de-signs. Apparentl y, in Japan , as in America , a disproportionately large share of available resource s is devoted totechnology of the latter kind as opposed to the synthesis and characteriz ation of new polymer systems for useas biomaterials.
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THE 26TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRES S ON
PURE ANI ) APPL I EI ) CHEMISTRY -‘ TOKYO

E. A. Kears ley

Thoug h I am myse l f no ch emist . somm m e of m i my best friends are chem ists and so , when the International
Union for Pure and App lied Cii emiiist m y ( I UPAC)  camne to Tokyo in September 1977 for their 26th International
Congress , it was an event I had hooked forward to . A mium i iber of good friends were to give ta lks amm ong the mi -many
scheduled sessions on polymers (or macromole cules as IUPAC will h ave it) .  This year t h e  theme was (‘hemistry
for the Welfare of Mam ikind and an appropriate symnbo l was designed consistim g of a circle enc losimig two inter-
locking benzene rimigs each wm t h a stylized head to suggest mi i am i k i mid. The plenary session of the Congress was held
at Tokyo s NII K Hall (normall y the scene of comicerts , operas and other extravaganzas) alt h ough the at temidance
fell somewhat sh ort of the p lamis for 4 .000 participants.

Two Nobelists had been invi ted  to address ti -me full Congress. Paul Fiory ’s plenary lecture was enti t led
“Chemistry , Macron olecules and time Needs of Man. ” He beg ami by speaking of ti -mat hierarchy of sciences for
which the laws of each app ly to those below. Chem m iistry (wh ich Flory defined loosel y as ti - me study of m olecules
and molecular behavior) stood at the apex of ti -mat h ierarchy in the late 18th century (Dalton , Lavoisier . etc.) but
physics has long since disp laced che m im istry. Does this niean ti -mat chemistry as a science cami be deduced fron -m the
laws of phys ics? Not so , Flory points out . citing the fact that “complex systemns h ave their owmi rules. Knowled ge
in one of ti -me hierarchies of science does not confer t h e  capability to deal effectively wit h a subordinate disci-
pline. ” In fact , progress in under standing the behavior of polymers (a field in wimich he is a principal contributor)
serves as a perfect example of this point. In ti -me past chemi -mists gemieral ly have concentrate d their at tent iomi oh
simple molecules and , hence , up unti l  the 1930’ s they considered what is now knowm as macron -molecules as ag-
gregates of simple n-molecules acting like a colloid. it was t i: e work of Stauding e r and Carothers which established
that these m aterials were actually composed of flexible long ciiaim i molecules. And it is ti -me analysis of the spatial
configurations of these long molecula r cl -mains which was the key to exp laining the mechanical and physical be-
havior of these mnateria ls.

The mathematical theory of random walks has been applied to thi s analysis through modelling a mnole-
cular chain as a sequence of freely jointed segments. Of course , these segments do not correspond to the actual
skeletal bonds because enough bonds must be included in each segment to assure ti -mat the joints can be considered
completely free. Therefore actual bond lengths, bond angles and torsional potential s affecting bond rotations are
not taken into account in these models. In spite of th at failing, the models successfully account for n-many of the
principal properties of macromolecules. Over the past 15 to 20 years methods have been developed to treat these
macromolecules more exactly. Rigorous n -methods of averaging over the n -multitude of conformations possible to a
macromolecule are known.  Flory pointed out that to this day these methods are not widely accepted and ti -mat
their full potential remains to be exp loited.

Flory then referred to recent results front neutron scattering experiments on polymers. By comparing
scattering from deuterated polyniers with scatterimig from undeutera t ed polymers it is possible to generate imi-
formation on the spatial confi guration of ti - me chains. Recent results obtained in this way indicate that in amor-
phous bulk polymers the n-molecules adopt configurations much like those occurring in dilute solutions. Pre-
sumably, this also holds true for the molecules of polymer melts. Now . the current view of polycrystal line poly-
mers is that typically they contain plates of “chain folded” cystals in which the macromolecules extend through
the thickness of the plate , folding regularly at the surface sommieth ing hike an old-fashioned folded carpenter ’s
rule. Flory finds this picture faulty, saying, “That rand oml y confi gured chains chaotically immtertwined with one
another in the amorphous polymer , in the course of crystallization , disengage themselves from their neigh-
bors and make the extensive rearrangements necessary to achieve ti-me regularly folded arrays widely assumed as a
description of the molecular morphology in semicrysta lline polymers is inconceivable .”The point is certain to be
controversial ; Flory sees an analogy with the earlier controversy over the colloidal-aggregate picture of polymers.
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The special relation of macromolecular science to biology was then recalled and the necessity of compre-
hemisive and radical extensions of polymer science to deal with biological systems was proposed as a major reason
to expand fundam nent a l research. Beyond that , the versatility of polymers as materia ls for chemical “tailoring ”
am-m d the possibility of renewable repla cements was cited. Looking into the future , Flory finds it not inconceivable
that a “polymer age” may supp lant the present age of steel.

Finally, Flory considered the question of the financing of science , pointing out that the future demands the
utmost science can offer. But , he recognized that science has become expensive , that the limitations of financial
support cannot be ignored and that consequently choices must somehow be made. His principal concern was that
scientists themnse lves are best qualified to decide which scientific activities should be preferred. To maintain the
support of society at large for decisions by scientists , Flory sees the need for broade r views in the scientific com-
munity.  The prob lemn is to niake science flourish at a timiie when the demands upon it are staggering and the sup.
port is weakening.

George Porter of the Royal institution , Unite d Kingdom , received the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1967.
He gave the second of the plenary lectures entitled “Pure and Applied Photochemistry .” Advances in pure photo.
chemistry and applications of photochemistry were touched on and the question of whether “synthetic ” photo-
synthesis could be app lied to energy production was considered,

Progress in photochemistry has been marked by an increasing sophistication in approach . Whereas , years
ago a photochemist thought in terms of molecule + ligh t -+ stable product , and later in terms of molecule + ligh t
—*radica l s-+ stable product , nowaday s, the idea is molecule + light— ’-excited state—i-chemica l and physical processes.
Sincc there is energetically only one ground state and there are many excited states , this modification in thinking
enormousl y increases the magnitude and complexity of the subject. Porter pointed out that a simple consider-
ation of electron affinities shows immediately that excited states are always more reactive than ground states, On
the other hand , the dipole moment of each excite d state may be either greater than or less than that of the
ground state and hence the direction of a reaction may change on going from one excited state to another. This
is the basis of an explanation of some chemical reactions which go in opposite directions according to which of
two solvents they are conducted in. Porter emphasized that the excited state of a molecule is to be viewed as a
new species with its own chemistry and physics and not as a “hot ” molecule. The chemistry of the molecules ul-
tiniately depends on the distribution of their electronic states, It is a marriage of photochemistry and spectros-
copy which has accelerated the development of this field. Progress in photochemistry has resulted fro m the de-
velopment of equipment for producing ultra-short flashes of light. The use of Q switching lasers produced nano-
second pulses , mode block lasers speeded things up to achieve picosecond pulses and now , interest is aroused by
reports of a Bell Laboratories technique for produ cing continuous chains of pulse from tunable dye lasers. The
method is said to produce pulses of about 300 femto seconds (3 x l0~’ ~ sec.) duration. Porter pointed out
such short times are perhaps near the end of the line for this approach to photochemistry since they are within a
factor of ten of the usable limit imposed by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle associated with chemical ener-
gies.

As for applications , at the heavy industry level , little has yet been achieved. On a smaller scale , problems of
chemical degradation and the fading of dyes have been solved. Photochemical polymerization has been app lied
commercially (avoiding the use of noxious solvents in some instances). The printe d circuits of solid state electro-
nics have been develope d using photo resists. Isotope separation by means of photochemistry is seriously pro-
posed. Environmental problems of smog, weather and ozone-layer are studied through the discipline of photo-
chemistry . One hears speculations on the development of “Microphotonics ” in which fiber optics and photo-
chemistry would replace semiconductor electronics. But the most exciting potential application of photochem-
istry is probably in the use of solar energy to manufacture fuels by a renewable cyclic process. Of course . nature
already does this , but perhaps not well enough to meet man ’s needs. The question is , can we emulate natural
photosynthesis in vitro? The answer at pre sent is “not yet ” and it is clear that the whole process is a very com-
plicated one with some of the primary processes occurring in nanoseconds. Porter suggests that for now we can
perhaps select some part of the photosynthesis process for use in ~‘itro. He points out that for the resulting pro-
cess to be an economical system a suitable material must be found to collect the sunlight at a cost of something
like $12 per square meter or less. That is indeed a tough problem. It was suggested that a liquid phase system
(avoiding electrodes—they are inherently expensive) is the way to go. In an upbeat note , Porter concluded that
al ready “the basic theory and limitations are known ” and that “the promise of success for the foreseeable future
is considerably greater than , for example , that of nuclear fusion.”
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The principal scientific programs of the Congress consisted of parallel sessions (as mi -many as 23 at a t ini e)
at lecture halls in the various public build ings (Kaika mms) within a few blocks of the Akasaka Prince h otel. The
program and abstracts of the Commgress filled four volum nes tota lling about 1 ,600 pages. In additio n , it wa s
necessary to supply a fold-out chart in eigh t colors at ti m e back of the progra m to identif y time locat iom i s of ti - me
many sessions.

There were five scientific programs , viz:
1. Joint Sym posia on Chemistry for the Welfare of Mankind.
2. Physical Chemistry
3. Analytical Chemistry
4. Organic Chemistry
S. Macroniolecular Chemistry

The Joint Symposia on Cheniistry for the Welfare of Mankind was an innovation at this mn eet i mi e .  It contained
a broad selections of papers on particularl y “relevant ” bits of chemistry with direct (and often newsworthy ) ap-
phi cat ions. There were five symposia included as follows:

SELECTIVITY AND SPECIFICITY IN CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Recent advances in increasing the selectivity and specificity in chemical reactions have been considered
F one of the best hopes for improving the utilization of natural resources. Papers on organo-metal lic compounds

and transition metal complexes figured prominently in this symposium. Chiral structures and synthesis of op.
ticahly active molecules were common topics (terms like “stereo-selective ” or “regiospecific ” appear often in the
titles). Studies of topics such as chemically active sites and photoreaction s were scattered among the papers of
this session.

PHASE BOUNDARIES AND M UL TIPHASE SYSTEMS

This sym posium was kicked off with a paper on reverse osmosis by S. Sourirajan of the National Research
Council of Camia da. The paper began by making the point that the termn “semi-permeable membrane ” is a com-
pletely misleadin g one . Instead , the idea of a preferential- sorption interacting with the capillary-flow through
the pores is to be thought of and , on this basis , a thorough study of the effect of various parameters on reverse
osmosis is possible. Other papers in this symposium treate d of chemisorption , surface chemistry , electrode and
electrolytic chemistry , ton-exchange membranes , liquid crystals , immobilized enzymes and emulsions.

BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE SUBSTANCES

Among the subjects covered in this symposium were applications of new techniques to the isolation and
identification of biologicall y active chetnicals. Insect pheromenes and insecticides were particularly frequent
topics. Hormones in general , immunotherapy and narcotics physiochemistry were also much discussed . Biosyn-
thesis and carbon tagging experiment s were included. Several papers were presented on the effects of industrial
chemicals (PCB’s, cyanide) on workers ,

SEPARATION AN D DETECTION OF TRACE FROM ELEMENTS

This symposium had many papers on t i-m e dispersion of chemicals in natural waters: rivers , lakes and
oceans. Papers on the possibilities and problems of recovering uranium and thorium from the ocean were pre-
sented by both German and Japanese scientists. (In Japan a pilot study of this process is now underway.) Man-
ganese and PCB’s were also discussed in terms of their dispersion in the ocean. Recent techniques of identifying
trace elements were reported on — --  neutron activation , proton-induce d X-ray emission and X-ray fluorescence , Aproposal for identifying the source of crude oil pollution by tagging and trace analysis was presen ted as a way of
policing the oceans.
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MODERN ASPECTS OF IN DUSTRIAL MA TE RIA LS AND RESOU R CES

This sympos mun i was a nmed ley of papers on various chemical solutiomis to mimodern problems. The topic was
introduced by Melvin (‘al vimm (a Nobe h ist) of the University of California , Berkeley, with a talk entitle d “Chem-
mstry , Population , Resources. ” It may have startled a few people when a contrast was drawn between legislative
att itudes toward pharmaceuticals as compared to that toward tobacco (which Calvin characterized as “time most
widely used health- impairing material in the world”).

Energy related topics dealt with in this symposium included the conversio n of coal to li quid fuel , the de-
sulfurization of petroleum , various aspects of a hydrogen fuel cycle , systems of solar energy (including splitting
of water to produce hydrogen and chemical aspects of semiconductor photocells) and electrochemical conver-
sion problems. Various papers dealt with the reclamation of materials (rubber , polyethylene , etc.) or the
recovery of chemicals from waste (for example , red mud , a waste from aluminum production) and the util-
ization of seaweed as a resource.

New and interesting materials mentioned in this symposium included biomedical materi als , a new amor-
phous solid electrolyte with high ionic conductivity, polymers with graded index of refraction for use as op-
tical guides , carbon and glass fiber composites and new fluoroelastomers produced by radiation polymneriza-
tion. Methods of improving the storage , nutrition and taste of foods were presented , although some might ciaini
“A Study of Improving the Quality of Beer with Additive s” is a contradiction.

The four programs other than these j oint symnposia were mnore-or -less conventional programn s containing
the more usual technical papers (although many papers in these programs could ju st as easily have been classi-
fled with those of the Symposia on the Welfare of Mankind ).  The following sessions took place :

Physical Chemistry

Analytical Chemistry
Methodology for the Characterizatio n of Materials
System Chemical Analysis
Complex-Formation in Analytical Chemistry
New ,Instrumenta l Methods in Analytical Chemnistry

Organic Chemistry
Structure-Reactivity Relationships
Syntheses Leading to Compounds of Special Interest
New Information Obtained through Mathematical and Physical method s
Chemistry of Natural Products

Macromolecu lar Chemistry
Macromolecular Design and Characterization

• Excited States in Polymer Systems
Rheology and Relaxation Processes
Synthetic Macromolecules of Biological Interest
Structure , Superstructure , and Properties of Polymers

I will not attempt even a rough account of the contents of these sessions and can only refe r you to the 1 ,600
pages of abstracts.
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SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
INTERNAL FRICTION AND ULTRASONI C

ATfENUAT I ON IN SOLIDS

E. A. Kears ley

When I was a graduate student at Brown University in the early 1950’s, 1 used to hear about the group
(just organized by Professor Rohn Truell) which was using ultrasonic attenuation to study the mechanical
properties of solids. At the time , the technique (which p rimarily employed 10 MHz equipment to measure
the elastic constants of single crystals) was relatively new. Only when it was realized that good results come
only with near optical tolerances between parallel faces on the sample , did it become possible to make reliable
measurements of ultrasonic attenuation over the range from 5 to 300 MHz. Andy Granato was at that time a
fellow graduate student who later went to become a professor of physics at the University of Illinois and a

- 
- leading researcher in the field of solid state physics. The Granato-Lücke vibrating string model of the damping

effects of pinned dislocations is a frequently cited way of accounting for acoustic absorption. When I heard
- . that the Sixth International Conference on Internal Friction and Ultrasonic Attenuation in Solids (ICIFUAS-6)

was to be held in Tokyo in July 1977 , I expected to find him among the international committee members and
I was not disappointed. I had never before attended one of these conferences and therefore I took advantage
of our old association to extract from hin t an account of its history. As a source Andy Granato is a prime one
since , as far as I know (although it is not listed in the Gumness Book of World Records) , he is the only living
soul to have attended all six of these conferences.

ICIFUAS- 1 was held at Brown University in 1956 (after I had left to seek my fortune). It was organized
by Rohn Truell and Kurt Lucke to promote what they saw as a promising new tool for the study of mechanical
properties of solids. The older low frequency internal friction techniques were inciuded in the program only as
a result of a persuasive approach to Truell by A. S. Nowick. The attendance of A. Seeger and W. Käster from
Stuttgart justified the international label . Abou t 20 papers were given , dealing mainly with effects from both
line and point defects. At this meeting occurred the first public discussion of the vibrating string model of dis-
location damping ol’ Granato and Lücke. Another notable paper was that of Robert Morse (then of Brown Uni-
versity also) reporting on the unusual changes in attenuation of n-metals entering the superconducting state. With-

- 

- 
in about a year these resu lts were to play a vital role in providing the first experimental evidence for the validity
of the new BCS theory of superconductivity , altogether a very auspicious beginning for the subsequent series of
conferences.

Five years later , ICIFUAS-2 was held at Cornell University. The character of this conference had not
changed much from the first one . It was j ointly chaired by H. Sack and A. S. Nowick and consisted of three
invited review papers and about 25 contributed papers—subsequently mostly published in Acta Metallurgica 10
(1962). Among the notable developments were (a) a review of the growing collection of data on Bordoni peaks
found in deformed crystals (Sack), (b) a survey of dislocation pinning effects which among other things estab-
lished the usefulness of the vibrating string model which had been presented at the previous conference
(Gordon), (c) a review of point defects which seems to have ultimately resulted in the famous book on an-
elasticity by Nowick and Berry (Berry), and (d) various papers tracing development of the usable frequency
range up to above 1 GHz.

ICIFUAS-3 was held four years later in 1965 in Manchester , England , chaired by G. M. Leak. Again , this
meeting was little changed from the previous one in size~ or character. Principal topics included dislocation
effects, interstitia l s in metal s , vacancies and substitutional atoms. One innovation was the award of a prize
(to W. Köster for studies of the tempora l variations of internal friction and modulus in metals after deforma-
tion).

In 1969 ICIFUAS4 returned to its birth place at Providence , Rhode Island. Tragically, Rohn Truell had
5~
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died since the last contèrence and this one was dedicated to his memory. TI-me conference was co-chaired by
D. N. Beshers, C. Elbaum and A.S. Nowick. A broadening of scope was accompanied by a considerable increase
in size: five invited reviews and 62 contributed papers (i. Phys. Chem. Solids 31 (1970)) .  The topics covered
now included electron transport and superconductivity, point defects , phonons and spin , dislocations , ph -mase
transitions and miscellaneous. W. P. Mason was awarded a prize for his widely know contributions to the study
of ultrasonics.

ICIFUAS-S was held in 1973. It was organized by K. Lücke at the Technische Hochschule in Aachen.
Again an expansion occurred—ten invited reviews and about a hundred contributed papers dealing with internal
friction effects due to electrons , phonons, magne tic effec ts, phase transformations, point defects, grain
boundaries, and dislocations. By this time techniques had pushed up the accessible frequency limit to 1000

- - GHz. The amount of material had so expanded that publication required two volumes (Internal Friction and
Ultrasonic Attenuation in Crystalline Solids, D. Lenz and K. Lücke , editors , Springer-Verlag 1975).

• That brings us to ICIFUAS-6 held in Tokyo July 4 to 7 of this year (1977) and that ’s where I canme in.
Again a big expansion in scope and size occurred. Seventeen invited papers and 126 contributed papers were
given. The large number of papers forced a system of two parallel sessions in two hour periods over the four
days of the meeting for a total of 32 sessions. Of course the topics of previous conferences were again covered ,
but new topics included phonon echoes , li quid and solid helium , liquid metals , amorphous materials , surface
waves, hydrogen in metals, self interstitials in metals , elastic properties , acoustic emission and high-damping
alloys. Again new techniques extending the usable frequency range were described. This time the extensions

• were toward lower frequency. The variety of disciplines and approaches represented at this conference has
become extremely broad ; consequently, the title is now perhaps a bit misleading. To be sure, no one can be
surprise d by the inclusion of “Ultrasonic Attenuation Anisotropy in a Nematic Liquid Crystal” (Castro , Hikata
and Elbaum) in a conference purportedly on solids, but some papers had no striking connection with either
ultrasonic attenuation , internal friction or even solids. Consider for instance , “Ultrasonic Velocity Measure-
ments in Mercury at Temperatures up to 1500°C and Pressures up to 1700 kg/cm 2 

,
“ (Suzuki, Inutake and

Fujiwaka). Other papers dealt with dielectrics , piezo~electricity and Rayleigh waves on the surface of a metal
and one proposed a solution to the 35-year old problem of the Kapitza Resistance , a temperature discontinuity
at the boundary between solid and liquid helium (see “Tunneling as a Mechanism for the Kapitza Resistance”
by 1, Nakayama in the previous issue of the ONR Tokyo Scientific Bulletin). There is no doubt in my mind
that all these subjects do indeed form a related complex of theoretical concepts and experimental techn iques ,
with the ultrasonic study of dislocations in crystals as a sort of central focus. The idea of the broad conference
is excellent , but what would be a good title expressing the unifying idea? It is a small point and perhaps I had
best leave well enough alone.

The participation at this conference consisted of some 230 scientists from 16 countries. Japan itself
accounted for the majority (164) and, indeed , international conferences such as this one may always count
on a heavy local narticipation in this very science-conscious country. The delegation from the United States ,
on the other hand, amounted to only 14 (equal to that of France) which is a bit surprising when you consider
the scientific importance of the meeting and its origin at Brown University. I am confirmed in my vague
impression that, in general , United States participation in international science has fallen off grea tly in the last
year or so.

Professor Ryukit i Hasiguti of the Science University of Tokyo was the conference chairman. He is interna-
tionally known as one of the pioneers in this field (Professor Lücke of Aachen dedicated his talk to “Hasiguti ,
the founder”) and still among its leading researchers . His opening plenary lecture set the scope of the conference
and pointed out the practical importances. Through the cartoon slides, it also demonstrated the speaker’s
delightful sense of fun.

Dislocation damping was , of course , the major topic of this conference , as it has been from the beginning ,
although the range of materials considered is now broader than in the early conferences. Two groups from
Tokyo described new resul ts on quantum crystals. Y. Hiki of the Tokyo Institute of Technology reported a
maximum in the decrement of 4He crystals in the frequency range between 5 and 50 MHz and the temperature
range 1.38 to 2.25K. The dependence of this m aximum on orientation strongly suggested that it is an effect
due to dislocations . The results seem to be well explained by assuming that the main source of the loss is the
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overdampe d resonance of dislocations vibrati ng on the basal planes. I . Iwasa of Tokyo University (Iwasa , Araki
and Suzuki) described the data on an anamolous temper ature dependence of the ultrasonic velocity in 4 He
crystals. A pulse-echo method was used at 10 and 30 MHz between 0.7 and 1 .7K. They too explained their
results by t h e  string model but by assuming the dislocations are underdamped in this temperature range. These
two papers seen-m to demand a careful measurement of both attenuation and velocity through the overlapping
temperature range to see whether dislocations in 4 He change continuousl y with temperat ure ffom the under-
damped to the overdamped state.

Theories for dislocation-pinning point interactions are fairly well developed for the case of annealed or
segregated point defects on dislocations. At this conference , new theories for the case of interaction of dis-
locations with immobile non-segregated point defects were presented by J. Schlifp (Technischen Hochschule ,
Aachen), H. Araki and 1. Ninoiniya (Brown University and Uni versity of Tokyo , respectively) and A. Granato
(University of illinois). The latter two papers attempted to take into account the viscous damping by phonons
in the thermally activated processes of overcoming obstacles by dislocations, Araki and Ninomiya gave a theory
for very large damping. Isaac and Granato , on the other hand , estimated that dislocations will always be under-
damped in dilute alloys (with the possible exception of extremel y pure specimens) so that the principal effect
of the viscous drag is to allow dislocations to overshoot subsequent obstacles once they have thermally over-
come one . The theory is applied to internal friction and flow stress changes observed in superconductors. Other
papers dealing with these problems suggested that initial effects can play a role also in overcoming obstacles by
dislocations. A paper by S. Ishioka of Tohoku University looked at the theoretical aspects of this question ,
for instance , while T. Moriya and T. Suzuki of the University of Tokyo used data of ultrasonic velocity in lead
single crystals in the normal and superconducting state.

The study of cold-work peaks in metals continues to be a topic of considerable interest. There are two
types of such peaks generally recognized. Bordoni peaks appear at very low temperatures (in copper , for
example, the peak is at 55K for 1 Hz). At higher temperature s the Hasiguti peaks men tioned earlier appea r
(in copper , again , three such peaks appear at 1 Hz: at 145K , 165K and 230K). Bordoni peaks appear in cold-
worked crystals and Hasiguti peaks in cold -worked or in cold-worked and irradiated crystals. Two papers pro-
posed theories for the Hasiguti peaks. K. Lücke of the Technischen Hochschule , Aschen , and W. Benoit of
Ecole Polytechni que Fédérale de Lausanne explained this phenomenon in terms of a combination of dislocation
pinning and drag by poin t defects. All papers on Hasiguti peaks and Bordoni peaks or other cold-work peaks
stimulated a good deal of active discussion.

The study of point defects through internal friction measurements remains an active area and new pro-
gre ss was reported. A paper of great contemporary interest was the review of the contributions made by
internal friction methods to the understanding of radiation damage in metals which was presented by W. Schil-
ling of the Institut für Festkörperforschung der Kemforschungsanlage , Jülich. The cognoscenti tell me that a
“log-jam” has existed for some time in this field on the question of which of two models applies (the one
interstitial model or the two interstitial model). As a result of the fact that internal friction methods permit a
determination of self-interstitials , the one interstitial model seems to be favored (for which the interstitial is
split (100) in fcc metals and split (110) in bcc metals). AnotheT review by H. K. Birnbaum of the University
of Illinois pointed out that these internal friction methods are playing a similar decisive role in elucidating the
quantum nature of the diffusion of hydrogen in metals.

P. Moser of the Centre d’Etudes Nucléaires de Grenoble gave a review of research on point defect
migration in bcc metals , These are more complicated in behavior than fcc metals and hence less well understood.
He used an example from Fe (in which the internal friction data corresponded with the (110) symmetry
predicted theoretically, while magnetic techniques indicated a higher symmetry) to issue a caveat for care in
interpretation of symmetry determinations.

An invited talk, “Ultrasonic Studies of Liquid Helium Three,” was given by E. R. Dobbs of the University
of London. Below 3.2K , liquid helium forms a viscous quantum fluid of fermions. Below 3mK it becomes one
of two forms of superfluids (an isotropic form or a magnetically anisotropic form anqiogous to a liquid crystal).
Acoustic attenuation measu rements of these superfluids have been used to reveal details of their quantum
structure and Landau parameters. The existence of a “collisionless region ” at these low temperatures is a justi-
fication for the appearance of this talk at a conference on solids, since solid-state concepts are appropriate. Of
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some inter est was the question of transverse zero sound—can it be observed? Longitudinal zero sound due tocollective oscillations of the Fermi surface is well known. Transverse second sound would imply shear wavesdue to distortiona l oscillations of the Fermi surface. Direct transmission of such shear waves would be difficult
to detect and therefore an impedance method was used. I neither could nor would attempt an account of theresults. I only quote the author to the effect that “there is some doubt about the observation of transverse zero -
sound” or as expresse d another way, “the difference between clapping and flapp ing has not yet been observed.”

Several sessions of the conference were devoted to magnetic effects and materials. An invited t alk by -M. Tachiki of Tohoku University keynoted these papers. He pointed out that sometimes small magnetic fields
can produce large e ffects in ultrasonic attenuation and he traced this fact to the effects of spin coupling and
spin fluctuations.

N. S. Shiren of IBM ’s Thomas J. Watson Research Center gave a well-attended review of phonon pu lse
echo and polarization echo phenomena. Typically, in these phenomena an initial pulse (electric, magnetic orultrasonic) is followed by a second applied pulse at time t later. One or more echo pulses are then seen at times
2t , 3t , etc. These result s have now been seen in a wide range of materials and circumstances. Bulk piezoelectric
material s, non-piezoelecti-ic glasses and piezoelectri c powders have been used. Parametric echoes and holo-
graphic “three pulse echoes ” can be set up. Acoustically-induced charge transfer in a piezoelectric semicon-
ductor can store information for long periods of time. The echo in this case is the “rattling of the charge
grating. ” Each of these echo phenomenon can be looked upon as a time-reversal phenomenon. Each thereforedepends upon a non-linearity in the material Hamiltonian - The form of the decay of the echo pulses is a clue
to the processes involved.

These piezoelectrtc semiconductor and powder pulse -echo techniques seem to offer great promise forpractical applications. It is a subject little studied in the United States , however , and interested researchersare scattered. Hence , the paper by K. Kajimu ra of Tokyo , K. Fossheim of Norw ay and N.S. Shiren and R. L.Melcer of the United States. Three continents represented in one paper!

Amorphous materials were not of central interest in the early ICIFUAS conferences. This time, however ,there was considerable attention given to them. An invited talk by S. Hunkhinger and K. Dransfield from theMax Planck Institut in Stuttgart reviewed the ultrasonic attenuation in these materials. Their properties differfundamentally from those of crystals. Below 1K , ultrasonic absorption seems to be independent of the chem-
ical composition but to depend strongly on acoustic intensity. In the mK region the attenuation approaches -
a constant high value. “Phonon echo” phenomena are of particular interest.

The interpretation of grain boundary damping measurements was the subject of a talk by G. Robertsand G. M. Leak of the University of Manchester. Despite the fact that it is a relatively old subject, it is still
little understood. I noted the talk of activation energies and amplitude dependent effects and felt myself athome. When I heard the terms “solvent peak” and “solute peak” I almost thought I was back in my old polymer
rheology laboratory! In fact, polymers did appear in the program—a paper on the dynamic moduli of mono-
disperse polystyrene latex done with a torsional crystal viscometer and another paper on internal frictionmeasuremen ts on polyvinylidene flouride irradiated with gamma rays. I also noted among the officials of theconference Y. Wada of the University of Tokyo, widely known for his work on polymers. Could this all sig-nify the thin edge of the wedge?

Ultrasonics as a method of non-destructive evaluation ol materials (NUE) is a most popular field in thesedays of “relevance .” The subject was well covered at this conference and some interesting results were reported.D. 0. Thompson reviewed a large program in this field being conducted at Rockwell Internatiorel. Work on 
-transducers , signal processing, imaging and acoustic scattering was touched on. Testing of cohesive and adhesivebonds, graphite-epoxy composites and ceramics were mentioned. Of considerable interest was a new techniquefor measuring residual stresses in f errous metals through acoustic surface waves.

An entire session was devoted to papers on acoustic emission (AE). A model of AE sources based on the
idea of motion of dislocations was presented by P. F. Gobin of Institut National des Sciences Appliquees , Lyon I(Rouby, Fleischmann, and Gobin). Data were developed during tensile testing of 4N pure aluminum with two -different grain sizes. The AE intensity distribution differed in the two cases , showing peaks at 2% and 6% -
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strai n for 3.6mm grain size aluminum and at only 03% strain for the 0.2mm grain size aluminum. (I under-
stand that others have also confirmed such effects.) A dislocation model was proposed which seemed to be
consistent with the essential features of the data .

A paper presented by Y. Fukuzawa of Tokyo institute of Technology (Nakamura, Hatano, Ro, Fukuzawa
and Sensui) examined AE signatures of Fe-C alloys (C from 0.10% to 0.55%) with differi ng ferrite-pearlite
ratios. Fracture toughness tests were used and crack opening displacement data monitored. Fractographic
and metallographic observations were used to establish initiation and propagation of cracks. The shift of ductile-
brittle transition with increasing pearlite content was consistent with a shift between two types of AE signa-
tures. This interesting AE study of the systematic variation of pearlite content is apparently a first reported
attempt and should yield fruitful results.

The sole paper I encountered at this conference which acknowledged ONR support (Physics Branch)
was presented by K. Ono of the University of California , Los Angeles (Ono, Huang and Kawarnoto). By taking
account of the anisotropy of hot-rolled steels of varying sulfur content, Ono’s group has succeeded in separating
the contribution of continuous and burst types of AE during tensile tests. Burst-type emissions were found
only in samples which contained flattened inclusions of MnS normal to the tensile axis. (Fractjre or decohesion
of the inclusions was established as the source of these emissions.) The longitudinal or transverse direction
samples of the same steels produced only continuous-type emissions which were correlated w~th the plastic
deformation of ferrite and the shearing of pearlite. Continuum analysis of elastic internal stress in and around
a spheroidal inclusion suggested that the main contribution to the inclusion-induced AE source is what might
be called thermal misfit stress. (An important lesson contained in this work is the value of amplitude distribu-
tion analysis in identifying AE signal characteristics.)

Perhaps the ultimate in large-scale AE studies (terrest~ially, at least) was described in a t alk on seismic
waves and earthquake prediction. This was a so-called “friendly evening lecture ” presented in conjunction with
a social evening on the first day. Professor R. Rikitake of the Tokyo Institute of Technology, a member of the
Government Coordinating Committee for the Prediction of Earth quakes , was the speaker. He described the
mechanism of an earthquake prone region (plate tectonics, etc.) and discussed methods of measuring the dis-
tortions of the earth’s crust (laser measurements of 1 cm. in SO km!) and the correlation with earthquakes and
tremors. So~ca1led “long-term precursors” seem to follow a rough linear relation between the logarithm of
precursor time and the magnitude of the main shock (7 to 8 years for a magnitude 7 earthquake but only 40
to 50 days for one of magnitude 5). On the other hand , short-term precursors are often observed with precursor
times of several hours. In predicting earthquakes the tactic , then , is to catch the three-hour precursors after a
warning of some years earlier , a task made exceedingly difficult (but perhaps not impossible) by the noisy
information channels.

Despite the careful organization of this conference , the wide range of subject matter and the large number
of papers presented made the parallel session format imperative . As a result , among the conferees there were
questions raised as to whether the conference should continue to grow in scope or rather should be limited to
those topics of particular inte rest to the majority of conferees. It is a thorny question left in the hands of
B - Vittoz of the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale Lausanne, who was elected chairman of the next conference.
it will be interesting to see what results in Lausanne in 1981.

Those of my readers who know me as a rheologist working principally with polymers may well wonder
at my coverage of such a broad conference . I must confess it was done with considerable help from many.
Certainly, A. V. Granato , R. R. Hasigu ti, K. Ono and N. S. Shiren ought to be mentioned , but I do so with
the hope that I have not disgraced them.
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VERY LARGE INTERNAT I ONAL CONFERENCE
ON VERY LARGE DATA BASES*

David K. Hsiao

The Third International Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB) was held in Tokyo , Japan , on
October 6 through 8, 1977 , and had a very large attendance of 378 representing twenty countries and five
continents. The host country provided 275 attendees. There were 60 from the United States , 11 from Germany,

- - six from Sweden , three each from Belgium , France , and Mal aysia , and one or two each from the other thirteen
countries. It was truly an international event which also coincided with Japan’s Information Week.

The Third VLDB Conference also had a very large number of sponsors including ACM’s SIGBDP , SIGIR ,
and SIGMOD , IEEE Computer Society’s TC on Data Base Engineering, IECE (The Insitute of E lectronics and
Communications Engineers of Japan), JHP, IPS (information Processing Society of Japan), Japan Special
Research Project on Scientific Inft rmation Systems , and SMIS (Society for Management Information Systems).

The attractiveness and success of the Conference was due very largely to the range and quality of its
program. It was apparent that papers on very large databases covered a broad range of computer science and
engineering. There were papers on hardware for very large database management and store (e.g., database
machines , terabit memory , and tertiary store), on software architectural issues (e.g., security, integrity, and
recovery), on experimental software systems (distributed , interactive , multi-levele d and self-descriptive), on
database design tools , on physical database structuring, manipulation , restructuring, on natural and user-orien-
ted language interfaces, on theoretical treatments (e.g., study of imprecise data, precise dependencies and data
models), and on applications (for medicine , music , statistics). There were over 120 submitted papers. With the
help of nine program committee members and 130 referees, 44 papers were included in the program , of which
seven were selected by the ACM Transactions on Database Systems (TODS) for publication consideration.
The remaining 37 were published in the Proceedings of the Conference which may be obtained from the spon-

— soring societies. The editors and referees of TODS had some difficulty in restricting the number of selected
papers since there were many high-quality papers from the Conference. However , TODS accepted seven because
it does not intend to devote more than one issue to the Conference and seven papers usually make up an issue
of TODS.

In addition to contributed technical papers , there were sessions for survey and tutorial presentations
whose quality and range of coverage were good. There were two papers on database machines, four on distrib-
u ted databases and systems, three on design aids and methodology, one on theory, one on languages, one on
standardization and three on psychological issues and human interfaces.

The third outstanding element of the program was the panel discussions: one on user’s view of very
large database applications, and one on directions in database research. The selections of the panelists were
first rate.

If one must single out a few in dividuals to credit the attractiveness and success of the Conference, this
obse rve r would attribute Stuart E. Madnick for his untiring organizational skill as the Conference Chairman in
putting the Conference together and in getting a strong showing of United States participation; Toshio Kit-
agawa, the Honorary Chairman, for his prestige and for inciting his colleagues at Fujitsu to make local arrange-
ments and schedules; Alan G. Merten for his care in handl ing and processing the contributed papers as the Pro-
gram Committee Chairman; Toshiyasu L. Kunli for his promotion of surveys and tutorials as the General Chair-
man; and Hermann Schmutz for his leadership as the European Coordinator in contributing a heavy European
participation. There were, of course, many known and unknown heroes in a large undertaking such as this one .
Whether as an attendee or as an organizer , everyone associated with the Conference learned something.

With an apology to Howard L. Morgan (see CACM I S, 11; November , 1975 , p. 670).
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In echoing a successful conclusion for a promising beginning, Jams Bubenko of Chalmers University ofTechnology in Sweden and Bing Yao of Purdue University welcomed the participants at the closing of theConference to come to West Berlin in September of 1973. As organizers of the Fourth VIDB Conference,they made it very obvious that the next VLDB Conference would be as attractive and successful as this one was.

N
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STATISTICAL RESEARCH IN JAPAN

K. 0. Bowman

INTROD UCTION

From April 21 to July 16, 1977 , 1 visited Japanese universities and industries to observe the statisti~al
research going on in Japan , under the assignment of the Office of Naval Research . During this period I visited
the Institute of Statistical Mathematics , 14 universities , three industries and some other organizat ions. In the
following section I would like to give a brief history of the development of statistical research in Japan StI that
it would be easier for a fore igner to understand the structure of present statistical community of Japan arid
some detailed research topics.

BRIEF HISTORY

The development of statistical research is relativel y new in Japan for it started after World War II The
study of probability was always a part of mathematics and some books on probability were published in
Japanese in the prewar period. In 1930 , Professor R. Sato (now at Aoyarna Gakuin ) was sent abroad to stud”
ii~ England with Professors J . Neyman and E. S. Pearson and he brought back new ideas in statistics , resulting
in a fi rst book on statistics published in Japan. In 1940 , Professor M. Masuyama (at present , Tokyo Science
University) received a degree in physics , and when studying a structure of protein cells in the blood at the
Climatology Laboratory of the Medical School of Tokyo University happened to come across R . A. Fisher ’s
paper on statistical inference . He was inspired by Fisher ’s work so much that he started to study statistics
from available literatures. The relation between Japan and the Western world became strained and scientific
communications were broken , but Masuyama published a short book How to Treat Small Samples tthe book
has been revised and is widely read i1i Japan today), the first book of applied statistical methodology in
Japanese. The book became required reading material for medical students of Tokyo University and Kyushu
University. During the same period Professor 1. Kitagawa (at present with the Fujita Research Institute) was in
the Mathematics Department of Kyushu University and was pressing the statistical approach , so he welcomed

- - 
the opportunity to recommend Masuyam a’s book to the Medical School at the University. Kitagawa became a
very strong educator of statistics in Japan and produced many followers like Professor C. Asano , Institute of
Information Sciences , Kyushu University, and Professor A. Kudo , Mathematics Department , Kyushu Univer-
sity, but always remained mathematically oriented.

In 1943 , there was some feeling in the government after they acquire d a report on the logistics of war ,
that Japan needed some study in statistics , and in 1944 the government established the Institute of Statistical
Mathematics unde r the Ministry of Education , with seven research scientists. Today it is the only large statistical
research group existing in Japan, wi th abou t 50 research statisticians. immediately after the war several young
people (they are the backbone of the statistical research community of Japan today) were taken with the new
idea when they saw books like Sequential Analysis by Wald and others. At that time , it was very hard to acquire
the book so they borrowed and copied it by hand, and fo rmed a group to study it and similar books. In par-
ticular , in the Tokyo area , M. Masuyam a , T. Okuno (formerly at the Ministry of Agriculture , now Professor,
Department of Mathematical Engineering and Instrumentation Physics , Faculty of Engineering, University of
Tokyo), A. Asai (Professor , Department of Mathematics , Faculty of Sciences , Chiba University), M. Kogure
(formerly at the Tokyo Institute of Technology , now at Hiroshima University) formed a group which became
a base to lead industry into good quality control activity when Dr. E. Deming visited Japan. This group became —

the nucleus for the app lied statisticians of Japan and hand in hand with the Union Of Japanese Scientists and
Engineers promoted quality control activities of Japanese indust ry . In the Osaka area , there was another group
studying statistics on their own , including J. Ogawa (now Professor at University of Calgary, Canada), and
S. Yamamoto (now Professor in the Mathematics Department, Faculty of Sciences, Hiroshima University).
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The timing was righ t , and it would have been natur al  for statistical education in Jap an to flourish , but the
structure of the university system in Japan prevented the wide spread growth of statistical education. The IJni-
versities consist of several faculties (colleges), and faculties consist of several departments with a number of
“koza.” “Koza” is one discipline of the departments; for instance in the department of mathematics, algebra
is one of the “koza” with one professor , one assistant professor (United States equivalent of associate) and
two assistants (United States equivalent of assistant professor or lecturer). In many instances assistants were
actually working on their dissertations for D. Sc. or D. Eng. Another discipline , functional analysis, formed
a “koza ” which consisted of about four faculty members. The total number of faculty members and students
in each “koza ” is rigidly decided from outside the university system (the Ministry of Education in the case of
a public university). Each department could admit a given number of students each year , and once they are
admitted , it is extremely difficult to change their major subject; the total number of graduates each year is
almost constant; i.e., there are few drop-outs. Everytime the question was raised to form a new statistics depart-
ment , the main concern was “are there enough bright students enrolle d in statistics department or are they not
strong enough for the mathematics department so that the statistics department was their second choice ”; also
“is statistics theoretical or applied?” If theoretical it could be placed in the faculty of sciences but if not it
would be assigned to the engineering faculty. Until today there is no statistics department in the national
university system. One attempt has been made at Nihon University (pri vate) with Professor Ogawa as head of
the departmen t, but unfortunately it failed during the student uprising of 1960. Mathematical statistics remains
as a “koza” in the mathematics department , and as long as it is in the mathematics department of the faculty
of sciences, it will remain theoretical with no flavor of application.

Within the last 10 years, there were new information science departments established in some of the
universities and statistics has become part of their education as undergraduates. Also I should mention here that ,
in general , in the faculty of sciences , there are no set courses given at the graduate level which are the equiv-
alent of required courses of a masters degree as given in United States universities. Traditionally each graduate
student selects a research topic and studies on his own with his professor. An assistant professor is generally
a professor’s student , and assistants or lecturers are also students in similar topics dominated by the professor
of this particular “koza .” In the field of statistics the national unive rsities which are authorized to give the
doctors ’ degree in sciences are Kyushu University, Hiroshima University and Tokyo University. Authorize d to
give doctors’ degree in engineering are Tokyo University, Tokyo Kogyo University, and Osaka University .
There are also several private universities which offer a doctorate degree: Tokyo Science University, Keio
University, Waseda University and Ritsukyo University. It is expected that the new university Tsukuba will
soon get authorization to award the degree. When visited these universities , I found statisticians engaged
in statistical research in each department -

STAT ISTICAL SOCI ETIES AND JOURN ALS

The Annals of Statistical Mathematics is known widely throughout the worl d , but there are many more
journals related to statistics which are published in Japan. Table 1 shows the societies which relate to statistics ,
with numbers of membership which were available to me, and the names of the journals they publish.

The university system dictates the column-structure in all scientific fields , but in statistics this trend
is harmful to the active interaction of ideas. For exam ple , there have never been joint meetings of two or
more societies listed in Table 1. Besides the journals listed in Table 1, Reports of Statistical Applkution Re-
search are published by the Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers three times a year , and Hiroshima
Mathematical Journal is published by Hiroshima University (includes D. Sc. Dissertation).

I do not unders tand why the statisticians who were educated at the engineering school and continue
studies on their own do not generally join the Japan Statistical Society. So it is difficult to estimate how many
statisticians are in Japan , but my rough estimate is around 2000.

INSTITUTE OF STATISTICAL MATH EM A TICS

The Institute of Statistical Mathematics (Tokei-Suri Ken.kyuzyo) is a national research organization which
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is concerned with the study of statistical theory and its applications. As a national organization its finances
are supported by the Government of Japan.

To administer its research programs , the Institute has at present six research divisions , and each division
is divided into several research sections . The first division is the most influential.

DIVISION PURPOSE AND CONCERN HE AD

I Theory and methods of statistics K. Matsushita

II Statistical methods in natural & I. Higuchi
social sciences

III Operation research & optimization C. Hayashi
techniques (Director of

Institute)

IV Numerical analysis and computer M. Ishida
science

V Prediction & control of stochastic H. Akaike
systems

VI Statistical methodology for behavioral T. Suzuki
sciences

TABLE I: PUBLICATIONS OF ACADEMIC SOCIE TIE S

Journals: quarterly (q), three times (t),
semi-annually (s) , annually (a)

1. Japan Statistical Society (membership , 950)
Journal of Japan Statistical Society: s.

2. Mathematical Society of Japan,Probabiity and Statistics Section (630)
Journal of Mathematical Society of Japan : q.

3. Research Association of Statistical Sciences
Bulletin of Mathematical Statistics: a.

4. Japan Society of Economic Statistics —

Statistics (in Japanese): a.

5. Japan Society of Quality Control
Quality Control (in Japanese)

6. Behaviormetri c Society of Japan (880)
Behaviormetr ika: a.
Ja panese Journ al of Behaviormetrics (in Japanese): s.

7. Japan Society of App lied Statistics (organized in 1976)
Japanese Journal of Applied Statistics: t.
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It is a pol icy of the Institute that the research projects are always controlled by the research staffs of
the Institute. Educational activities are carried out by a training school attached to the Institute.

There are about 40 research statisticians and 20 assistants in the Institute and this comprises the largest
group of statisticians in a single institute in Japan. The annual budget is about 2.5 million dollars at present.

The Institute publishes three journals:

(i) Annal s (mostly in English):
- 

- (ii) Proceedings (in Japanese with English abstracts):
(iii) Computer Science Monographs (in English):

The most interesting work taking place at the Institute is the study of the amount of information cri-
terion (Mc), developed by Akaik e. By defInition, AJC -2 In (maximum likelihood) +2 (number of fre e para-
meters in the model), and a procedure was developed in 1974 to select the best model by choosing the smallest
AIC . Since then he and his coworkers have applied this minimum AIC estimation procedure to time-series
analysis, autoregression models , and other modeling problems rather successfully. Akaike has been invited
to speak at the Special Interest Session on identification method at the 1978 IFAC World Congress in Helsinki.
The title of the paper will be “On Newer Statistical Approaches to Parameter Estimation and Structure Deter-
miliation ” and wil l discuss the use of minimum AIC estimation procedures and their generalizations , the entro-
py maximization princip le , both in relation to the problems of stochastic system identification. The group con-
siders this method powerf ul in the determination of complicated models. The list of titles of recent papers
related to this topic are as follows , and there are program packages written for this procedure.

Akaike , H. (1971). Autoregression model fitting for controi , Ann. inst. Statist. Math., 23 , 163-180.

- - Akaike, H. (1973). Information theory and an extension of the maximum likelihood principle, 2nd inter-
national Symposium on information Theory, B. N. Petrov and F. Csaki , eds., Akademiai Kiado , Budapest,
267-281.

Akaike, H - (1974). A new look at the statistical model identification , IEEE Trans. Automat. Contr., AC- I 9 ,
716-723 .

Akaike , H. (1976a). Canonical correlatio n analysis of time series and the use of an information criterion , System
identification. - Advances and Case Studies, R. K. Mehra and D. G. Lainiotis, eds., Academic Press, New York ,
27-96.

Akaike, H. (1976b). Spectrum estimation through parametric model fitting. A paper presented at the 1UTAM
Symposium on Stochastic Problems in Dynamics, Southampton, England , July 19-23, 1976.

Akaike , H. (I976c). Time series analysis and control through parametric models. A paper presented at the
Applied Time Series Analysis Symposium , University of Tulsa , Tulsa , Oklahoma, May 14-15 , 1976.

Akaike, H. (1 977a). On entropy maximization principle , Proc. Symposium on Applications of Statistics,
P.R. Krishnaiah , ed., North-Holland , Amsterdam , to appear.

Akaike, H. (l977b). Role of the prior distribution in Bayesian modelling, Research Memorandum No. 110,
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics, Tokyo.

Akaike , H., E. Arahata and T. Ozaki (1975). TIMSAC-74—A time series analysis and control program pack-
age— ( 1), Computer Science Monographs, No. 5 , The Institute of Statistical Mathematics, Tokyo, March 1975.

Akaike, H. and T. Nak agawa (1972). Statistical Analysis and Control of Dynamic Systems, Saiensu-sha , Tokyo - I -
(In Japanese, with a list of a computer program package TEMSAC f or time series analysis and control written in
a Fortran IV type language and with English comments).
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Fukunishi , K. (1977). Diagnostic analysis of a nuclear power plant using multivariate autoregression processes,
Nuclear Science and Engineering. 62 , 215- 225 -

Fukunish i , K. and Kiyokawa , K. (1976). Dynamical analysis of a boiling water reactor by multivariable auto-
regression model , Journa l of Nuclear Science and Technology. 13 , 139-140.

Goto, N. (1976). A statistical approach to the analysis of pilot behavior in multiloop systems, NASA TM
X-73.1 70 (Proc. 12th Annual Conference on Manual Control), 50 1.527.

Kajiya , F., Maeda, H., Kodama, S., Inada , H., Kawagome , K., Hori , M. and lnoue , M. (1977). Estimation of the
number of compartments and each parameter value in the compartmental analysis, Trans. Inst. Electronic and
Communication Engineers of Japan , J60-D, 209-215 (In Japanese).

Kawashima, R. and Amagai, K. (1976). On the relation between a ship’s motions and its fishing gear by a multi -
variate AR model analysis , The Journal of the Nautical Society of Japan , 54 , 93-98 (In Japanese with English
abstract).

Kimura , H., Goto , N., Morizumi , N., Fukuda , S. and Kitagaw a , G. (1977). On the manual control of a second-
order system , Theoretical and Applied Mechanics , 25, University of Tokyo Press , Tokyo , 1-9.

— Kitagaw a, G. (1977). On a search procedure for the optimal AR-MA order.Ann. Inst. Stat. Math. , 29.

Nakamura, H., Kato, K., Hirano, 1. and Kitami , 1. (1976). Study on the optimal control of a thermal power
uni t by an autoregression model, Kyushu I (enryoku Kenkyu Kiho, 45 , 1-23 (In Japanese).

Otomo, T., 1. Nakagawa and H. Akaike (1972). Statistical approach to computer control of cement rotary
kilns ,Automatica , 8, 35-48.

Otsu , K., Hon game , M.  and Kitagawa , 0. (1976). On the prediction and stochastic control of ship’s motion ,
Ship Operation Automation II , M. Pitkin, J. J. Roche, and T. J. Williams, eds., North-Holland , Amsterdam ,
69-76.

Ozaki , T. and Tong, H. (1975). On fitting of non-stationary autoregression models in time series analysis, P~~c.
8th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, Western Periodicals, North Hollywood , Calif., 225.
226.

Ozaki , T. (1976). On a time domain approach to the control of stochastic non-stationary systems. A paper
presented at the Conference on Recent Theoretical Developments in Control , University of Leicester , England,

• September 14-16 , 1076.

Tanaka , K., Goto , N. and Washizu , K. (1976). A comparison of techniques for identifying human operator
dynamics utilizing time series analysis , NASA TM 1-73.170 (Proc. 12th Annual Conference on Manual Control),
673.693.

-
. 

A long range study on the Japanese national character has been undertaken by the Institute , headed by
Hayashi and Suzuki. Their research results have been published in the Annals of the Institute of Statistical
Mathematics over a number of years. In this study they have developed a method to predict results , so that
they could measure their accuracy and detect changes in the national character.

They are also doing a study on cross-social research , in particular comparing the attitude of Japanese with
Japanese-Americans, and Filipinos with Japanese. A parallel study concern s changes in Japanese attitudes during 

-

the last two decades.

Othe r on-going research concerns methods of survey, analysis of response reliability, response error , and
biased information.
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UNIV ERSITIES

TOHOKU UNIVERSITY

The descriptIon of the Tohoku University has been well reported by Leslie S. G. Kovasznay in his article
“Fluid Mechanics at the University of Tohoku ,” Scientific Bulletin, Vol. 2 , No. I .  As in all other universities
of Japan , there is no separate statistics department at Tohoku University, but some interesting research at the
various faculties of the university is taking place -

Professor S. Toshima in the Applied Chemistry Department of the Faculty of Engineering is interested
in reliability theory which is applicable to quality control of manufacturing precision machinery . Besides
this research he consults with industry and gives short statistical courses to industrial employees in the area.

The Electrical Engineering Department and Research Institute of Electrical Communications (Denki
Tsuushin Kenkyusho) are noted for their active research in electronic communications. In this huge network
comprising many researchers , a small group interested in probability and statistics consists of Professors
H. Takeda , K. Abe and 0. Saito. They are working on problems in the estimation of stochastic control
parameters. Takeda and Saito ’s paper “Prediction Model of Air Pollution Adapted to Pattern of Daily Fluctu-
ation ” was presented at the IFAC Symposium on Environmental System Plan and Control in Kyoto , August
1977. Their abstract states , “Daily fluctuations of the density of air pollution have various patterns caused by
atmospheric phenomena and human activities. So this paper proposes a new prediction model which is adapted
to the patter n of daily fluctuations. The prediction model is identified by applying the following multivariate
analysis to the accumulated data of SO2 density . Firs t of all, the data are classified into some clusters corres-
ponding to some pattern by the hierarchical cluster analysis. Second , the relationship between the patterns
and the atmospheric phenomena are clarified , and for each cluster the correlation matrix is computed , and
the regression model is constructed with the characteristic modes of the matrix . Based on the above models ,
the density can be predicted by the following two steps. At the first step, an optim al regression model is se-
lected among regression models by the discrirninant function of the quantitative and the qualitative data; at
the second step, the coefficie nts of the selected model are determined by the data observed up to the present ,
so that future ~°2 densities can easily be predicted. Finally the results , which are obtained by applying this
method to prediction of SO2 densities one and two hours ahead , are brought out.”

The following list gives some other noted publications by this group.

1. A nonlinear estimation algorithm based on the stochastic approximation method.

2. Stat e estimation of nonlinea r systems by applying stochastic approximation methods.

3. On the finite parameter estimation problem under incomplete statistical information.

4. Finite parameter estimation problems under incomplete informat ion on stochastic matrices.

5. Learning control and Markov processes.

Professor Takeda is also doing joint research with the Institute of Brain Disease. With resp ect to this
research he is developing distinct multi-factor contours for normal persons and those afflicted by disease.
From the contours, indications of the recovery process may be discovered. In the Division of Neurophysiology
of the Institute of Brain Disease , Professor H. Nakahama and his coworkers have been developing a new measure
to estimate the order and values of Markov processes of time series events. With the use of this measure they
are able to explain the stability of neuronal functions. Many members of this group are taking part in the
project labelled “Biocontrol, Bioinformation System” which was initiated in 1974 under the approval of the
Science Council of Japan. Their specific interest is in models for the higher order central nervous functioning
of the brain and the evaluation of these models by systems methods.
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Professo r K. Takeuchi in the Facul ty of I conomics has recently become interested in the history of
statistics. He is an avi d reader and also multi-lingual and is recording some hitherto unknown theoretical der-
ivations of certain classical statistics which are not well known because of the language in which they were
written. He is fluent in Russian. German , French , and Eng lish.

Professor Suzuki in the Econometric Information Research Center for Applied Information Sciences
is interested in the problems of autoregression models of econometrics. He has worked on the problems of
estimation of parameters of autoregression models for short term series and derived new estimation algorithm
based on an orthogonal transformation of the observations.

TOKYO AREA

Tokyo is the center of all the research activities in Japan and Professor T. Okuno of Tokyo University
heads the statistics “koza ” in the Department of Mathematical Engineering and Instrumentation Physics.
At this time , “koza ” students are admitted irrespective of their major field and this situation holds at no other
university. Thus his domain of influence is somewhat similar to that which holds in cert ain situations in the
United States. Dr. Okuno ’s interest has been in multivariate analysis and experimental design , and he has
authored two books on multivariate analysis. At present , he is involved with the ISO (International Standards
Organization), which for the last several years has been studying the effects of non-normality on standard tests.
In particular there is much interest at present in comparisons of several tests for departures from normality,
especially (a) simplicity, (b) effectiveness in detecting types of departure from normality (skewness , kurtosis
for example), and (c) their prognostic value with respect to indications of the alternative populations which
may be the source of data information.

Anothe r well known scholar , Professor M. Masuyam a of Tokyo Science University, is working on many
practical problems using advanced statistical and probability theories. Recent papers from this prolific writer
include :

(I)  Biochemical variability of a temporal variate ,Rep. Sta. App!. Res. f U S E  22 , 1975.

(2) Stochastic models for quasi -constancy of biochemical individual variability, Rep. Stat. AppI. Res.
f USE 23, 3, 1976.

(3) Individual variability of ages of onset and latent periods , TRU Mathematics 12-2 , 1976.

• NAGOYA UNIVERSITY

Nagoya University, one of seven original Imperial Universities , is located in Nagoya city about 200 miles
west of Tokyo facing the Pacific Ocean. Nagoya is the only city in Japan where city fathers planned its structure
after World War II and laid out wide streets systematically.

- - The statistical activity at Nagoya is mostly of an applied character. In particular, I must mention the work
of Dr. Isao Yoshimura in the Engineering Mathematics Department of the Faculty of Engineering. He is con-
sidered the foremost authority to apply statistical argument in court cases, in particular those involving private
citizens in litigations against industrial polluting concerns. In a legal case involving the birth of an abnormal
baby, against a pharmaceutical company, he successful ly presented the argument that there are indeed relations
between abnormal births and the use of narcotics; he made use of the correlation coefficient and a combination
of logic and statistical analysis of conti ngency tables. The case resulted in a huge sum of damages being paid
to victims and aroused awareness of the public concern and the responsibility of industry. Since the above
initial major victory for an individual victim in Japan , Yoshimura participates in most of the important civil
suits as a special acting attorney . At present he is involved with a case on chronic vinyl compound poisoning
(he is using a Poisson model in the analysis of the data).
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OSAKA AREA

Osaka Uni versity is one of seven original Imperial Universities of the prewar period. Its engineering school
is one ot~ the few departments which awards a doctor of science degree in statistics. Professor M. Okamoto
heads this “koza ” consisting of the following members : N. Inagaki , S. Shirahata , 1. lsogai , and R. Miura.
Okarnoto s main interest is niu lt ivar iate analysis , and in particular canonical correlation analysis of categorical
data : he is also interested in advanced matrix algebra.

Inagaki is concerned with simultaneous estimation theory from a mathematical point of view, and his
representative works are:

(1) “The weak convergence of likelihood ratio random fields and its application ”;

(2) “On the l imiting distribution of a sequence of estimators with uniformity property”;

• (3~ “Asymptotic relations between the likelihood estimating function and the maximum likelihood
estimator.”

Shirahata is studying nonparametric tests , specifically tests of ordered alternatives. The related field of
nonparametric tests and estimation is researched by Miura .

The dominant interest appears to be theoretical aspects of multivariate analysi s in its many ramifications.

We must also mention here Dr. Goro lshii at the Osaka City University, a separate institute. He has
worked on diversified problems oyer the years , for example nonparametric tests , contingency tables , PRIB
design , and hypothesis testing. He is more or less an isolated worker but carries on research enthusiastically.

OK AYAM A AREA

Okayama city is located about midway between Osaka and Hakata. Several statisticians at Okayama

• University are working on some problems with Dr. K. Wakimoto (Professor of Statistics in the Department of
Mathematics, School of General Education of Okayama University) as a leader. The main research of Wakimoto
has been the field of multivariate analysis, and at present he is using graphical methods to represent multivariate
data. Wakimoto and Taguri (Chiba University) have derived a grap hical method called “constellation graph” and
are using this method for discriminant analysis. Another graphical method called “linked vector pattern ” was
developed by Drs. M. Taguri, T. Kitaka (Department of Mathematics, School of General Education , Okayama
University) and Wakimoto to represent the correlation analysis of ordered data graphically; a computer program
has been developed. At present they are trying to apply this method to the problems of pattern recognition.
Wakimoto is also working on a graphical method called “tree graph” to represent multidimensional data.

Professor Taichi Kariya is in the Department of Statistics at Kawasaki Medical University which is located
in Kurashiki city near Okayama city. His speciality is estimation problems arising from his consulting experience
in the medical school. In the field of biostatistics he observes th at the sample data often inadequately represent
the population. For example in the case of quantal responses, the data is often incomplete. In these problems
he derived estimators using the method of maximum likelihood , and applied them to estimation of the para-
meters of menarche age distribution, and also to fmding the age distribution for the first eruption of teeth in —

babies. The method was effective for incomplete data and data not easy to collect. At present he is working on
the problem of a test of homogeneity for the singly-ordered categorical data, and he presented some of the
results at a recent meeting of the Japan Statistical Society at Hakata .

T. Nakamura of the Department of Mathematics, Kawasaki Medical School, is interested in applications
• of mathematical programming to statistics specifically related to the Neyman-Pearson lemma. T. Kariya ,

1. Nakamura , and E. Yamamoto (Department of Applied Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Okayama Uni-
versity) are working on the problems of the test of ordered alternatives of contingency tables and its application
to pollution problems arising from chemical spills from industries and drug poisoning. Solutions to the above
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problems were originally derived by Bartholomew but his solutions were limited to categories up to 5. Taguchi
presented new solutions in 1974 and Kariya ’s group is now try ing to perfect Taguchi’s results so that the test -
could be applied to larger categories of experiments. Also they claim that their procedure is much simple r than
that of Bartholomew.

Dr. Hiroshi Ohsakj, Assistant Professor in the Department of Industrial Science, School of Engineering,
Okayama University, is interested in computer oriented statistics. He calls his research, computer “aided”
statistics. Actually he is interested in selection procedures of variables in multivariate analysis. He has written
a Fortran prog ram called FORBAG for forward selection and backward elimination pr ocedure in multiple
regression analysis. He also wrote another program called FSBEDT for the forward selection and backward
elimination of linear discriminant analysis and test for the difference of two multivariate population means.
He considers that forward and backward methods are better than all possible selections, or stepwise selection
procedures, which consume too much computer time when the number of parameters increases.

Osamu Sugano , mathematics teacher at an area senior high school, is interested in multiple regression and
applications of “AIC ” (Akaike’s information criteria).

The group then as a whole in the Okayama district is similar to the group of Chiba University mentioned
earlier.* They are a group of relatively young scientists who had some statistics education at the university level
but did not major in it. They are trying to establish a discipline somewhere between statistical mathematics and
applied fields.

HIROSHIMA AR EA

Hiroshima has been reconstructed in the last 35 years and today more than eight hundred thousand
people live there.

Hiroshima University was established by integrating many area educational institutions with the post-war
educational reform and now consists of nine faculties , ten graduate divisions , two research institutes and many
other centers with’IO,OOO undergraduate and graduate students.

Hiroshima University is one of the few universities which award a doctor of science degree in mathemati-
cal statistics, and Professor Sumlyasu Yamamoto heads the Mathematical Statistics “koza” in the Department
of Mathematics. He is considered one of the great educators of statistics in Japan. Professor Yansamoto’s pro-
fessional career consists of two periods, one being 1946-1962 , during which he belonged to the medical school
and practiced biostatistics. The other is the Hiroshima period , 1962-present, during which his research became
oriented to mathematical statistics and information science. In the early days, his research topics were in exper-
imental design in medical statistics and he popularized biostatistics and biomathematics in the medical fIeld
of Japan. Recently he became more interested in combinatorial mathematics related to experimental design and
information retrieval. Professor Yamamoto, Dr. Hamada, assistant professor in Yamamoto’s “koza ” and Yama-
moto’s student, and their assistants are engaged in research on balanced fractional factorial design, PIBD, BIBD,
using association algebras , geometrical methods and combinatorial mathematics.

In contrast to the group in the Mathematics Department, I must mention Professor Masao Kogure in the
Faculty of Engineering, Hiroshima University. He retired from Tokyo Institute of Technology as Professor
Emeritus and became professor in the Faculty of Engineering. This faculty has just established a new system
which is more like the structure in a U.S. university. They abolished the traditional “koza” system so that
instead of 11 departments with 57 “koza ,” there are now four departments with 17 “koza ,” and all the faculty
members belong to each department not to each “koza.” Professor Kogure’s interest has been in applied statis-
tics and he actively participated in quality control industry with the Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers.
He was given the Deming award in 1952 for his contribution to quality control activity. He has published a
book entitled Theory of Process Capability and Its Application, for quality control engineers. The book is

Scientiflc Bulletin Vol. 2 No. 4.
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unique in the sense that it successfully blends theoretical concepts with expertise gained from many years of
industrial and pedagogical experiences , l ie  has worked on problems of noncentral distribution of standa rdized
and studentized range , but recently his interest has shifted more to operational research than statistical research.

In 1-liroshima city there is another group enga ged in statistical research in the field of epidepiiology ; they
are located at the well known research institute RERF (Radiation Effects Research Foundation) which devel-
oped from the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission. RERF is supported jointly by the United States and Japan .
Its statistical department consists of both American and Japanese statisticians , headed by I. Moriyama. Some
of the staff members are J. Norman , C. Odoroff , Y. Chikuse , M. Ohtake. Many outstanding American Statis-
ticians have been there as research associates in the past . Their research has involved analysis of vast amounts of
data collected continuously for the past 30 years. The main topics pursued by RERF are :

(1) The life span study of survivors (and their progeny) of the atomic bomb; it has involved 100,000
persons.

(2) Adult health study to determine the effects of radiation on health. From the records of the study
of 100,000 persons , a group of 20,000 was selected for biennial examination.

(3) Pathology studies to elucidate, by material gathered by autopsies , histological changes in patients
which cannot be detected by clinical examinations. Reports and results of the studies (published in
Japanese and English) are readily available to the public.

KYUSHU UNIVERSITY

Kyushu University is a national university and one of seven original Imperial Universities. The main
campus is located at Hakata, the metropolis of Kyushu Island , and about 750 miles west of Tokyo. In the early
days Professor Toshio Kitagawa was in the Department of Mathematics and chaired the statistical mathematics
“koza.” In 1967 , the Research Institute of Fundamental Information Science within the Faculty of Sciences
was established, and Kitagawa became the director of the Institute and head of the Information Processing
Division. Professor Akio Kudo, Kitagawa’s studen t, assumed Kitagawa’s position in the Department of Math-
ematics. After Kitagawa ’s retirement , his student , Professor Chooichiro Asano , took over the position of head
in the Information Processing Division of the Research Institute ; previously Asano was working at Shionogi
Pharmaceutical Company as a statistician. Since Kitagawa’s research was mathematically oriented , the research
in statistics at Kyushu University became dominated mainly by statistical mathematics, especially multivariate
statistical theory.

At present, Professor Asano is heavily engaged with research in statistical program packages. The Ministry
of Education financed for a period of three years (1976 to 1978), with a budget of about $30,000 (excluding
annual salaries), a group of statisticians to complete a statistical program package for Japan. For the first year
they critically ex~ntined the existing program , while the second and third years were used to construct a new

- 
‘ program package . The aim of the project is to construct a package which is not only efficient from the program

poin t of view but also theoretically correct. In the western section of Japan , Asano, Sugimura (Ohita Univers-
ity), Wakinioto (Okayama University), and Okamoto (Osaka Un iversity) are responsible for the project , and are
working on problems of cluster analysis, factor analysis, and scaling problems. Since the personnel involved in
constructing the program package are mainly professional statisticians with strong theoretical backgrounds, the
end result is a diversified package of interest and usefulness to applied and research oriented statisticians.

Asano is also working in collaboration with the Medical School of Kobe University on problems of correct
diagnoses using the pattern recognition approach to syndromes. Academically, he is interested in multivariate
analysis (his two books on the subject were published a few years ago) and with several colleagues is try ing to
improve the plan of sequential selection with “play-the-winner” sampling rule. Some of the new results are to
be applied to the theory of selecting medical treatment for patients.

The Department of Mathematics at Kyushu University includes an applied mathematics “koza,” so the
statistics “koza” might have flourished in comparison to situations elsewhere. Unfortunately Professsor Kudo
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has been in ill health and Assistant Professor T. Yanagawa is pursuing his interests and studying abroad , so the
activities in the department are limited. During a visit to Professor Kudo in Kyushu University Hospital , he
told me about the diffic ulties encountered by the Japanese statistical community . One difficulty is the fact
that they do not have a department of their own in which theory and application can be approached and
taught as a combined entity. Secondly, the Government encourages established scholars to visit the United
States and Europe , whereas young statisticians for the most part get their basic training in Japan , and do not get
an overall education in theory and methods. Some feel that it would be an improvement if basic training for a
few was undertaken abroad. Thirdly, there is a lack of education and research in Japan in biostatistics ,
ecological statistics and related fields. Professor Kudo would like to promote research in these and other
environmentally oriented fields.

IN DUSTRIES AN D OTHE R ORGANIZA TI ONS

INDUSTRIES

I visited three industries which are considered as exercising good quality control methods. On my first
visit, I went to the Konishiroku Photo Industry and was pleasantly surprised by their factory manager,
T. Yoneyama , who keeps in touch with modern developments in applied statistics. His knowledge of statistics
shows an appreciation of theoretical advances and the usefulness of these in the factory. He told me that he still
attends courses in statistics offered by the JUSE (Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers). He has authored
two books on quality control for factory workers , one of them a best seller.

In my observations of this factory and subsequent visit to the Toyota Motor Company, the methodology
used in quality control is not new , but it is successful because of a united and concerted effort from factory
floor worker to top management.

For example, at the Konishiroku, they are using a demerit “C-scale” index , and everybody in the com-
pany from the president to the floor worker understands the system. This methodology was orginially devel-
oped by the Bell System Laboratory in 1956. Very briefly , (Dodge and Torry , Bell Telephone Laboratories,
I nc., New York, N.Y., 1956) in the classif ica tion of def ects , fraction defective (or defects per unit) ignores two
important aspects:

(a) defects of different kinds are not necessarily equally serious,

(b) defects of the same kind differ in seriousness according to the extent of departure from specified
• limits or standards.

The factory has accumulated 20 years of this defect index, so that now , from historical records, they know
what levels must be maintained to achieve efficient operation. C-scale values are posted every month , and every-
one in the company is aware of this fact and naturally works to maintain or improve performance . At pre sent
Yoneyama is interested in a more refined analysis of the demerit system, and this runs into new problems such
as the effect on the t and F statistics of population perturbations (namely small departures from normality)
when sample sizes are moderate to small.

At the Toyota Motor Company (located at Toyota city) a similar situation exists. The whole city is prac-
tically managed by the company. Employees can reside in company apartments with a very favorable rental
charge and be cared for (subject to a nominal fee), by the company operated h ospital . Other aspects of welfare
have been included (grocery store , transportation , etc.) and since 1951 no days have been lost due to strikes.

CITRUS EXPERIMENTA L STA TION , SHIZUOKA PREFECTURE

Shizuoka prefecture is located southwest of Tokyo facing the Pacific Ocean and its harbor is surrounded by
many hot springs. The Citrus Experimental Station is located between Shimizu and Shizuoka cities, and here the
largest scale of citrus experiments in Japan have taken place. Of the citrus crop in Shizuoka , 95 percent consists
of tangerines. The station is headed by T. Noro and the experimental program was designed by A. h-Iirosaki of
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the Ministry of Agriculture. The tangerines produced in this area are strong in acidity but deficient in sweetness,
in contrast to the tangerines produced in most southern regions of Japan (for instance in Kyushu). The temper-
ature of this region is marginal for the production of tangerines , so it is necessary to plant them on steep hills
facing south to absorb sufficient heat and avoid frost damage. However , this mode of operation has obvious
drawbacks; soil erosion presents a constant renewal problem and is exacerbated by the poor soil conditions on
the mountain slopes. Mulching is rarely permanently effective.

In 197 1 they initiated a long term experiment involving a 4x2x2x2x2x2x2 factor fractional factorial
design of 64 plots. Records were started in 1973 and although it is too early to claim any specific results, a
visual inspection holds promise for the future . The analysis of the data is being carried out by a computer
program developed by C. Okuno, Ministry of Agriculture.

There is a Handbook of Design prepare d by T. Okuno and published by the Ministry of Agriculture; most
of the agriculture experimental stations in Japan follow designs stated in this handbook.

JAPANESE STANDARD ASSOCI ATION

Japanese Standard Association (iSA) was established in 1945 , as a foundation under Government author-
ization to represent standardization business. The purpose of the association is the improvement of productivity
in industries , by standardization and quality control. Statistical activity is one of their major objectives. They
have been publishing some statistical monographs and texts since it was founded. They published Statistical
Tables and Formulas with Computer Applications JSA-1972 (edited by J. Yamauchi), and these tables were
recalculated from the originals entirely by Japanese scientists. The table is about 700 pages long and took some
eight years to construct , being the work of many scientists. Titles are in English but illustrations and explan-
atory remarks are in Japanese. A concise version of the tables with some additions has just been published , and
this is a very handy work to carry around. One slight defect is the absence of references.

The new Handbook of Quality Control had just been published during my visit and was quickly sold out ,
showing the popularity of quality control in Japan and the serious view of its importance .

The association conducts , periodically, courses in quality control and also special topics in related fields.
Study groups are welcomed and facilities provided.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The statistical research taking place in Japan leans heavily toward mathematical developments. The most
popular fields are multivariate analysis, stochastic processes, time-series analysis, decision theory, and the theory

• of sample surveys. Another active area concern s the production of sophisticated and rigorous accounts of results
and ideas commonly used in applied statistics and probability .

On balance , since many statisticians have developed their expertise after an initial mathematical training, —

they are naturally inclined towards theoretical and mathematical developments. There is a shortage of scientists
who have a blend of pure and applied statistics, so that many challenging problems of relevance and importance
are not receiving the attention they deserve .
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TIDAL POWER AND OTHER RESEARCH AT THE
KOREA RESEARCH INSTiTUTE OF SCIENCE AND OCEAN

Morton A. Bertin

At the time of my earlier visit to Korea in 1974 , I met with Chu ng H. Youn , at that time Director of
Shipbuilding Industry Technical Services, an institute organized the year before to provide technical services
to the shipbuilding industries. Their primary function appeared to be the development of a ship design capabil-
ity and to decrease reliance on foreign sources. Mr. Youn had stressed the needs of the Koreans to develop
their own technology and he was undertaking a program to attract Korean scientists who had studied abroad
and never returned. It appeared that only about one out of ten who achieved foreign degrees ever went back
to the homeland , and there was a program to increase salaries and provide other attractive incentives to
stimulate their return. Youn is himself an American of Korean descent who studied at Berkeley and Michigan.

It became readily apparent that much has transpired in the past three years. The original organization has
expanded both in personnel and mission , and they are in fact building a campus which will allow for future
growth. From essentially a one man operation they have almost 200 people working, with another 30 presently
bein g trained abroad. To underscore the broadened scope of operation the name was changed in 1976 to the
Korea Research Institute of Science and Ocean (KRJSO), actually effecting the merging of two institutes. Mr.
Youn assumed the office of President at that time.

At the time of the present meeting, Byung Don Lee, Vice-President for Ocean Research, spoke of the tidal
power project , of which KRISO is the prime contractor and moving force. Support for the project comes
through the Korea Electric Company and is thus actually funded by the government , specifically the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry. The project is an attempt to find an answer to the growing need for expanded
energy sources and to decrease reliance on foreign suppliers. This potential power source appears fruitful in
light of the large tidal range on the Korean west coast and for many years inconclusive and incomplete studies
have been carried out. The planned effort is to conduct a feasibility study, to select the site with highest po-
tential , and to construct a facility in the optimum location. Eight places have been picked but for political
reasons only seven are under consideration : Garorini Bay, Cheonsu , Ahheung, Namyang, Stheung, Seosan, and
lnchon Bay. DT. Lee pointed out some of the desirable and less than optimum features of the various sites and
provided a schedule for the work.

During phase one a study will reevaluate the potential energy to be derived from tidal power, attempting
to overcome the shortcomings of the inadequate past assessments. This is to be completed in 1978. During
the next phase they will select a site for the initial construction , hopefully the most potentially fruitful one,
and set priorities for future sites. This is schedule d for 1979 . During this period they will also study such factors
as social and economic effects , estimate costs, and develop a basic design. The final phase is the construction
of the first installation to be followed by as many others as is deemed feasible.

It appears that companies from three countries, the United States, the United Kingdom, and France
will be bidding on the initial contract , the study phase. Of interest is the fact that there are only two oper-
ational tidal power facilities in operation, and only one of them, La Rance, Isles de Chausey, France, develops
substantial amounts of energy. The other is in Kislaya Inle t , Lumbovskaya Bay, the Soviet Union , and this is
a very small station of an experimental nature . A senior engineer of the Korea Electric Company is now in
France studying the plant in operation there. Everyone connected with the project is hopeful that this effort
will partially alleviate the critical and ever-growing need for energy, though all recognize that there is a long -

and difficult period ahead.

President Youn reviewed the growth of the Institute and spoke of fu ture plans. He stressed the need for
coming up with answers to pressing immediate problems and told how they were building teams for this pur-
pose. The Institute is comprised of several departments , though some are large ly in the formative stages. The
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primary areas of concern of the Hydrodynamics Department is research on propulsion , resistance , and ship
motion , the purpose being the construction of vessels assuring high econom ic and safety levels. Mother function
is the study of propellers , special purpose ships , and off-shore structures. Youmi pointed out that they are in
the process of installing a high speed towing tank on the new campus , which will greatly enhance their research
capability when completed.

In Structure and Welding the emphasis is on ship structure , vibration and noise , material testing, welding
meta llurgy, and welding dynamics. There has already been some pay-off of this work in computer-aided struc-
tural analysis based on the finite element method. Also , hull vibration analyses have been done based on the
transfer matrix method. Under construction is test equi pment which will allow for expanded work on ship
structural strength , vibration and noise , and associated areas.

Under Shipboard Machinery and Hull Outfitting is research on the main engines, auxiliary machinery
shafting and engineering systems. Here too , new testing equipments are anticipated for the future to allow for
expanded activities. Ship design techniques are underway to improve economy and performance , much of this
work being fed directly to operational shipyards. Under Technical Development is research on software for
computerization of shipbuilding design and methodology .

The Department of Oceanography is one in which Youn and his associates see great promise and one
which they would like to have greatly expanded. It is his feeling that the study of the Korean coastal areas is
urgent and holds great potential for the economy and well being of the country. There are three sections:
physical oceanography, ocean engineering, and tidal power. Within these studies are being carried out in phys-
ical, geological , biological , and chemical oceanography. Under physical oceanography studies are undertaken in
properties of sea water; currents , tides , and waves; ocean and atmosphere interaction.

Areas of interest for those in geological oceanography include research on marine sediments, contin-
ental shelf , the ocean floor , and undersea mineral deposits. Biological oceanography is concerned with marine
organisms, productivity , food resources , and marine ecology. Those in chemical oceanography study pollutants,
control measures , desalinization , and the recovery of marine resources. They stressed the necessity for a major
effort to resolve the growing problems of ocean contamination and pollution of rivers and coastal areas.

The w ok  on tidal power is under the Ocean Engineering group, which has been developing mathematical
models of tides , sedimentation , and water pollution. They look forward to the establishment of a hydraulics

• laboratory in the near future . Of interest also is the development of deep diving techniques , and in this area
they have been exchanging information with colleagues in Japan and other countries.

In fact there have been several cooperative pro grams with other countries , and the French have been
particularly helpful in providing equipments , technical support , and training for K RISO scientists. Almost
from the beginning there has been a close working relationship with Battelle in the United States. As stated
earlier , this group has been moving very fast and appears limited primarily by the amount of support provided
by the Korean government and industry . The leadership is energetic and forward-looking, which holds promise
for future growth .
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NAGOYA REVISITED

Morton A. Bert in

Nagoya , one of the most industrialized of Japanese cities , was practicall y obliterated during the war.
However , as a result of this destruction the city was planned and has developed into a modern me tropolis, with
broad avenues and fine parks. It has re-emerged as a center for industry and appears prosperous and bustling.
It is also the seat of several fine universities, some of which have been reported on previously. (See A Review
of Some Psychological Research in Japan , ONR 32, 1972, and ONR Tokyo Scientific Bulletin Vol. 1 , No. I,
1976.) The impression in visiting the schools of Nagoya is one of activity, possibly reflecting the character of
the city itself. My host for this visit was Takuo Goto , whose research has been discussed in the above cited
volumes.

One of the schools which had not been previously covered is the Nagoya Institute of Technology, and I
took the opportunity of arranging to see the laboratory of Noriyoshi lchikawa , Chairman of the Department
of Humanities and Social Sciences. Ichikawa was out of the country and Associate Professor Kohmura provided
an overview of the past and on-going research. The work is primarily in the area of vision, though Ichikawa and

- - Kohinura are planning to move into morale studies with both students and workers. One of the completed
studies dealt with field effects in the vicinity of light stimuli and their summation , essentially designed to
investigate three problems: to clarify the field effect of a .single light stimulus set in close proximity ; to examine
sumi-nation of two light stimuli; and finally , to determine whether the field effect of a single stimulus is weak-
ened or blocked by another stimulus that lies in the direction of the effect. In all the experiments they used
lines and small light point(s), placed in various positions. For the first two experiments results indicated a signi-
fican t rise in the threshold value at the edge of the linear stimulus; the threshold values between the two lines
were higher than outside the lines; similarly within the lines there was a summation of values for each position ,
which did not occur outside the stimuli. In the final experiment the blocking effect appeared in threshold values
but not in relatwe values. Ichikawa concluded that there is a definite strengthening of the field effect within and
on the edge of the light stimulus and that there occurs a summation between the two stimuli.

Another study examined the difference of field strength in binocular and monocular vision by measuring
the threshold luminance. A point of light was shown at various places near a line , square , and circu and the
threshold luminances were measured. It was found that the threshold luminance values decrease logarithmically
as the angular distance from the figure increases. Also, values for binocular vision were somewhat less than for
monocular , but relative values of threshold luminance were about the same. The conclusion was that no true
difference exists in level of field strength between binocular and monocular vision.

Ichikawa has also carried out a series of studies on figural effects in the third dimension , extending the
work of others on how a stimulus point placed in the vicinity of certain figures would be influenced by the
figure in one ’s perceptual field. He postulated that findings in two dimensional space would also show up in
some way in three dimensional space. Using a circular and an angular figure , he presented a test point in various
positions. For the circular figure it was found that the test point placed closely in front was displaced in the
direction of the figure. The amount of displacement was strongly influenced by the placement of the point such
that as it increased in distance away from the figure, the displacement decreased and fmally reached zero. At
the greatest length the displacement was the longest distance away from the circle. In the angular figure a point

- - placed within the angle opening showed the largest displacement near the corner of the angie ; placed outside it
decreased to zero. Ichikawa has also carried out research to measure the figure effect in the third dimension by
using the light threshold method.

Some of Ichikawa ’s earlier woik studied the relationship between supervisory leadership behavior and
worker satisfaction. In one study questionnaires were filled out by employees of a medium-sized industrial
firm and it was found that the supervisory leadership style greatly influenced the feeling of job satisfaction of
the workers. In a follow up study, the aim was to determine what type of leadership behavior led to subordin-
ate satisfaction and which detracted from it. Two groups were selected, one with high job satisfaction reactions
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and the other with low. They then proceeded to study the leadership behaviors of the supervisors of each group.
It developed that level of job satisfaction generally was related to supervisory behavior involving such matters
as handling of grievances , level of communication , providing of advice when needed , level of agreement of ideas
or policies, and personal supervisory opinions. In general the workers showed a desire to form a personal bond
and to be treated in a personal way. This is interpreted to mean that it is essential for the successful leader that
he satisfy certian social needs of the workers.

At the Faculty of Engineering of Nagoya University Shiro Usui and Michel Janisse are working together
on a project to study anxiety of college students through the use of a pupil lometer developed by Usui , an
electrical engineer. Janisse , a psychologist , is on a one year sabbatical from the University of Manitoba to carry
out , with Usui , two independent studies of anxiety, the first using a subjective paper and pencil approach , the
second the pupillary response. Data collected in Japan will later be compared to similar information on Can-
adian university students.

Janisse postulates two aspects of anxiety involving cognition: memory of an experience , and anticipation
of a forthcoming happening. It is his contention that anxiety is a state experienced and recognized as such ,
e g., if one feels anxious , one is anxious. The reverse also holds. There are , he states , two anxiety parameters
which must be measured: frequency and intensity. Thus he and a colleague developed the Frequency Intensity
Anxiety Scale , which is being translated into Japanese . It is hypothesized that Japanese will have higher inten-
sity ratings , that inter-personal-ego threat will occur most frequentl y, and items will be rated of higher intensity
by males than by females. The second study will be a replication of one done by Janisse and Dumoff using the
effect of a stressful stimulus on the pupillary response . In this experiment it is hypothesized that the Japanese
will show a higher degree of physiological reaction than did the Canadians. Janisse feels that this research will
add to the knowledge of cross-cultural experiences of anxiety and pain .

In developing the pupillometer to be used in this work~ Usui considered the frailties of existing systems
and the difficulties in making precise measurements in physiological reactions. He developed an infra-red TV
pupillometer with 50 dB/2mm signal to noise ratio, bandwidth of 15Hz with a processing average delay of
27 msec. A time series program has been developed and together with a continuous system simulator was used
for modeling studies. Usui described the operation of the device, which appears relatively standard, except that
it seems to have increased the level of precision.

While at the University of Nagoya I seized the opportunity of revisiting Ryoji Osaka , at the Institute of
Environmental Medicine, previously reported on in Vol. 1 No. 2. He is presently developing research to study
the ever-present and growing problem of avoiding collisions in air traffic and is planning to construct a circular
dome to allow him to map visual space in much the same way as color space is mapped.

Also revisited was Genyo Mitarai (see Vol. 1 , No. 1) who has developed a means fo. inserting an electrode
into a single fiber to c’btain and classify single fiber responses. He,. together with Takuo Goto , is continuing his
research on the study of the organization and arrangement of the different kinds of horizontal cells and the
correlation existing between different cell types and S-potential types in the carp retina.

It was also a great pleasure to again meet with Michiaki Uchiyama , now Dean of the School of Letters,
who still finds time to continue his active and diversified research program. (See A Review of Some Psycholog-
ical Research in Japan , ONR 32 , 1972.) He spoke about the growing intere~ technologists are showing in such
areas as worker morale and other industrial problems. He also discussed his concern with such items as the
manage rial personnel factor and expressed his interest in problems concerning time perception. He feels it is
appropriate to regard time perception as a psychological variable and to direct researc h accordingly . In other
stu dies, he is working with the medical school on the effects of minor tranquilizers on humans and the relation-
ship ~t early age factors to drug usage.
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SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH AT OSAKA UNIVERSITY

Morton A. Bertin

Formerly known as Osaka Imperial University, the school has a long history dating back to its dimly related
origin as Tekijuku Academy in 1838. The early association was with the medical field , and it underwent several
transitions from hospital to medical shcool. To this day the Faculty of Medicine is an important and well
regarded component of the university lt is a fairly large school for Japan , situated just at the outskirts of the
bustling metropolis of Osaka . My host for this visit was Jyuji Misumi , who shuttles back and forth between
the Faculty of Human Sciences at the University of Osaka and his position as Director of the Institute of Group
Dynamics in Fukuoka. Thus he appears to maintain an excellent balance between research and teaching. The
Institute is almost completely supported by industrial firms , for whom Misumi and his staff carry out applied
studies on problems related largely to personnel matters. He appears to be well suited to this type of work ,
having developed the by now widely known P-M Leadership Theory. A complete description of this may be
found in my monograph “A Review of Some Psychological Research in Japan ,” 10 November 1972 , ONR-32.

- 
- 

Misumi has just completed and is pu~dng finishin g touches to a massive work on the “Behavioral Science
of Leadership,” which will be published in the spring of 1978. Much of the writing covers his own research and
it Consists of five primary sections: Perspectives of Leadership Research , Behaviora l General Morph ology of
Leadership, Behavioral Specific Morphology of Leadership, Behavioral General Dynamics of Leadership, and• I Behavioral Specific Dynamics of Leadership. A concluding section ties it all together.

In a chapter entitled “Administrative Leadership in Local Government Offices” Misumi draws a compar-
ison between the situation in industrial enterprises and governmental offices. He prepared a questionnaire for
evaluating leadership behavior in section and sub-section heads , assuming that striking differences would emerge
between govenment and private enterprise . Indeed , certain differences were established in quality of leadership,
but no P-oriented factor (goal achievement or proble m solution) was seen. In government the emphasis was on
such things as “discipline guidance ” and “observance ” of regulations, as against outcome performance, more
likely in an industrial setting. Surprisingly, in M-oriented (maintenance-o riented function) leadership involved
with group maintenance and human relations , there were no appreciable differences , which Misumi interprets to
indicate that between supervisors and subordinates basic human relationships are not a function of the type of
work involved. Perhaps one of the most interesting findings, the hierarchical order of the four P.M leadership
types was found to be the same for both government and private enterprise , though as stated earlier quality
differences did appear. There were , however , disparities in communication , teamwork , and motivator morale,
with sharpest variations in communication showing up in the influence of supervisory behavior in government
and teamwork and motivator morale in private industry. Misumi drily commented on some of the difficulties
encountered in attempting to collect such data from government bureaucrats.

In a study of the effects of group decision-making processes , Misumi instituted a program at the Nagasaki
shipyard owned by Mitsubish i Heavy Industries. One of the primary purposes was an attempt to reduce the rate
of accidents , particularly in the hull construction department , considered to be the most hazardous work area
in the shipyard. After an initial five hour orientation session , work teams were divided into small groups and
they discussed the theme of why accidents happen, Guidance was provided by a member of Mis~mmi’s staff and
the product of this brainstorming session was a set of items which was posted for further study. Team members
then wrote comments and opinions on cards and the group reviewed and classified these according to similar-
ities. Each group set goals for themselves and it was decided that they would meet at the end of work each day
to discuss safety factors. Each member wrote a resolution regarding safety and kept it somewhere where he
could see it frequently. Many of these resolutions seemed unrelated to work and referred to home matters and
family li fe.

P.M ratings were obtained for superviso ry personnel and a sensitivity training program was instituted to
develop leadership behavior. Through comparing self-rating and rating by others, foremen were made to realize
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the gap and each attempted to modify his behavior to lower the discrepancy between how he saw himself and
how others saw him.

Finally some 4000 workers began to meet for fifty minutes each Friday morning to analyze and evaluate
safety procedures and accident prevention measures , to review the week’s occurrences , and to plan for the week
to come. The results were striking in that over a three year period the total accident rate decreised about
60 percent. Interesting ly , despite the time spent on meetings , there was no decrease in the level of production ,
and there appeared in fact to be a sligh t increase .

While at the Faculty of Human Sciences I had the opportunity of meeting with Yasuhisa Nagayama , who
is engaged in a long-range stud y of the “Characteristics of Today ’s Youths as Indicated by Their Inclinations for
Vehicles.” This title cannot help but strike a responsive chord for those of us living in Tokyo. In fact , the traf fic
and style of driving are frequent topics of conversation , particularly among foreigners who have recently arrived.
Aside from the kamikaze cab drivers , what appears to be the greatest road threat to life and property are the
bosozoku, the hot rodder~ who congregate in droves in selected areas of the cities , ignoring traffic regulations
or conventions , racing their souped up vehicles crazily through traffic in cadence with their specially cut-out
mufflers , designed to produce eerie and cacophonous discordancy . They almost always congregate o-n week-ends
(where they “hole-up” during the week is a mystery), and the only method the police have to control them is
to block off the selected streets to all traffic , whereupon they seemingly move to other areas.

From Nagayama I learned that this so-called new type of driver began to show up as far back as 1955. The
early generation has been variously known as karninar i-zoku (thundering tribe), otokichi-zoku (noise-crazy
tribe), or car-kichi-zoku (car-crazy tribe). It appears that they have been an occasional phenomenon in various
parts of the country in the past and the new generation of bosozoku are the reckless driving descendants of
these early groups. To offer some concept of the pattern of operation , they are , as stated earlier , week-end
drivers , who apparently remain active throughout the night. I have occasionally been awakened at the ungodly
hour of three in the morning to their passing, motors revving, horns at the steady in all manner of raucous and
melodious sounds , waiting patiently for as much as fifteen minutes for the cavalcade to pass. Nagayama correct-
ly terms it a “serious social problem. ” He differentiates between the bosozoku of eastern and those of western
Japan . those of the west seemingly operating more dangerously (the wild west?), though those of the east are
reported to engage in group vandalism and gang warfare . Their western brothers have been variously charged
with rioting attacking the police and others , pilfering, overturning a taxi , arson, and homicide. Small wonder
that the International Association of Traffic and Safety Sciences has commissioned, Nagayama and a group of
associates to study the phenomenon.

The group has issued an interim report which seeks to look at the western bosozoku, comparing them to
high school students of similar age in term s of such items and desires , interests , behavioral characteristics , per-
sonality traits , etc . There were three groups of high school students and two of the hot rodders as follows:
Group A , those with driver’s licenses or in process; Group B, rio license but intend to get one; Group C, no
license and no intent to get one; Group Y , the bosozoku ages 16-18; Group E, those above age 19. All groups
were given a series of questionnaires which provided no clue as to the direction of the study.

In addition to the basic data , much other information was gathered about differences among the groups ,
for example , access to vehicles, months needed to get licenses , home ownership of vehicles, reasons for getting
licenses , frequency of riding vehicles , magazines read or subscribed to , and others. Factorial analysis was carried
out on the responses and clusters were derived as follows: pleasure, machine operation, mathematics-sciences,
sports , arts health , Japanese language -social science , family communication , perserverance , loneliness, game . and
music. The characteristics of each of these factors were developed and some relationships were assumed. For
example under inclination for automobiles there were pleasure seeking, machine operation , sports , health , and
music. Under non-inclination for automobiles there were art s, Japanese language-social sciences , and solitude.

It is obvious from the above that a vast amount of data was accumulated and that countless inferences
migh t be drawn - Certain conclusions are readily apparent. Naturally enough , the bosozoku have easy access to
automobiles but surprisingly, one third of the high school students also had cars available. As might have been
expected the hot rodders tended to read automobile magazines , the A Group read comics , whereas the C Group
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was more interested in study and hobby magazines. In the area of interests and behavioral characteristics sharp
differences emerged. The automobile inclined were dra wn to work involving the senses, enjoyed operating
machinery , estab lished close rela tions with frie nds, showed traits of delinquency, and favored physical activity.
The others exhibited essentially the opposite characteristics tending to be quiet, introverted, and lonely. As to
behavioral characteristics , the Y Group and the C Group appeared to be most cohesive in terms of homogeneity,
or as Nagayama puts it, they were “considered to exist apart from the other groups.”
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